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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the machine independent implementation

of the WISP system which is a simple notation-independent macro

processor. The WISP language (a simple list procesaign language)

in which the processor was originally written, is restructured so

that it is capable of being compiled in a high level language.

Bootstrapping techniques are used for the developesmt of the final

processor. This bootstrapped processor has been so designed as to

include recursive facilities and to deal with conditional and compound

statements. The final version is thus immediately applicable to any

computer with a FORTRAJ? IV compiler. With this processor a

differentiation program written in the WIBP language has been

coaapilod and rerun for differentiating algebraic expressions. Further

the sero-levei processor is generated in assembly language (IBM 3^0)

and its self-compiling property is examined.
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1. IHTBODUCTIOH

In the early months of the 1969-70 M.Sc. course in Computing

Science at the University of St Andrews I became interested in learning

■sore about compilers and how they are designed, developed and

implemented. Since the writing of a full scale compiler for any widely

accepted language is a large programming task vith many aspects, it

was not considered feasible to complete such a project within the

stipulated time. With this in view a smaller compiler oriented project

was contemplated.

The basie function of compilers is to translate programs written

in some source language to an equivalent program in some target

(machine) language and thus their domain is the set of source language

programs and their range is the set of target language programs. More

precisely the operation of the compiler C on a souroe language program

S produces a target language program T * C(s). In this presentation we

shall be mainly concerned with the function C.

Within the last decade several different techniques for the production

of compilers have been developed and it was felt that the detailed study

and practical use of one of these techniques would provide an opportunity

for learning some techniques of compiler writing. The technique chosen

is that of bootstrapping which» in simple terras, is the development of

a compiler for a high level language written in that language itself

without getting involved in the intricacies of any particular machine

code, that is, the compiler exists in a machine independent form. In

order to get a clearer idea of the technique of bootstrapping let us

think of a universal source language in which the function represented

by the compiler programs can be written. Thus if CI is the first stage

1



compiler and C2 is the second stage compiler written in the source

language of Cl» then C1(C2) is the representation of the compiler C2

in the target language of CI. If, for example, the target language

of CI is a high level language or a machine language then CI can be used

to translate compiler C2 written in the source language of CI into high

level language or machine language. This translated version of C2 can

then be used to translate programs written in the source language of

C2 to the target language of C2. Thus, once a translator from a

universal source language to target language is available, translators

for other languages can be written in this source language. This process

is sometimes referred to as bootstrapping and the compilers so developed

are known as bootstrapped compilers.

As we had observed that the bootstrapping technique for implementing

a compiler vas both useful and interesting as well as a useful first

step in the study of compiler writing, ProfessQr A.J. Cole suggested

an article "An Experiment with a Self-compiling Compiler for a Simple

List-processing Language" by Professor M.V. Wilkes (7 ) in which the

author describes the development of successive versions of a compiler

by utilizing bootstrapping with a gradual extension of the source language

as well as introduction of more facilities in later compilers.

This self-compiling compiler was initially developed on the EBSAC2

machine but now has been transferred to various machines. The author

of the above article is of the view "Complete machine independence can

never be achieved, if only because some minimal basis of machine coding

will be necessary on transfer to a new machine in order to marry the

system to the input and output facilities provided on that particular

machine. A routine written in machine language will al3° be necessary

for setting up the free list in the first instance." For this reason

certain fundamental subroutines were written in (7) machine code.
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The most important reason for taking tip this article as the basis

of the project is to see how machine independence is achieved by the

actual implementation of the aeries of compilers described. The methods

used should allow easy implementation of the Wilkes compilers on any

computer with a FORTRAN IV compiler, and are sufficiently general to

allow easy generation of compilers for a variety of other simple

languages.

The WISP language was originally designed as a compiler writing

aid. It is a self-extending language, which is more comprehensible to

conventional programmers than most of its predecessors, for example.

IPL - V and LISP. This language has also been applied to a layout

problem encountered in connection with the design of interconnections

for a fast logic system (6 ). Another application is for formal

differentiation of simple algebraic expressions; it is discussed in

one of the chapters of this thesis.

This thesis describes in detail the high level implementation of

the WISP compiler-compiler. The first few chapters are devoted to basic

concepts of list-processing, list-processing languages and brief

history of compiler writing.
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2. LIST ORGANIZATION AND PROCESSING

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Advances in programming techniques often follov on the introduction

of same device that facilities the organization of, or the cross-

referencing of the computer memory. For example, early programmers

wrote all their addresses in absolute terms and were forced to

reallocate the storage addresses when insertions were made in the

program; the introduction of symbolic addresses which were replaced

automatically by absolute addresses when the program vaa assembled,

was the first step towards freeing the programmer from limitations

imposed by the consecutive nature of a computer memory. For certain

classes of programming problem the introduction of lists and list

structures was a further step in the sane direction. Such development

in programming languages help the programmer to utilize the computer

memory with greater flexibility and moreover he need be less concerned

with details of memory organization and management and able to devote

more attention to the solution of hia problem. These technical devices

are often so successful that the present day programmer probably

cannot appreciate the difficulties faced by the early programmers.

2.2 WHAT ARB LI3T8T

In the following discussion the representation of en array or a

list is considered as it vould be within the memory of a computer.

To understand the concept of a list it would be a good idea to

contrast it with the familiar idea of an array. A linear array may be

thought of as a set of consecutive memory registers, each capable of

containing a datum. The name of the array is generally thought of as

being the address of its first register. We thus talk about the array

A, but understand that when "A" is communicated to another program,

U
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vhat is really meant in the address of "A". A program, which retrieves

data stored in an array is essentially a function on the integers, for

example, F(A,k), which has for its value the datum stored in the kth

cell of the specified array. Now once having addressed the datum

F(A,k), any datum stored in a position computable by any integer function

of k, say G(k), is retrievable by referencing to the function

F(A,3(k)). In particular, the successor to F(A,k) is given by

F(A,k+l) and predecessor by F(A,k-l).

A simple list may also be thought of as a set of memory registers,

although the requirement that they be consecutive is dropped. One

of these registers must somehow be identified as a first (head) cell,

The addr«36 of that register serves as the name of the list. The very

important difference between such a list and a linear array is that,

whereas each register of an array contains a datum and nothing more, a

list cell contains both a datum and the address of its successor. This

latter address is often called the link or pointer of the list cell.

Now let ua think of a function, for example, H(a), which has an

address as its argument, and which has as its value that portion of the

datura stored in the specified list cell which is the link to the

successor of that list cell. One consequence of this arrangement is

that the address of the kth cell on a list can be retrieved only by k

applications of the function H.

2.3 LIST ORGANIZATION

2.3.1 Unidirectional linked list

In the above discussion we have ce»e across the organisation

of a simple list in which each list cell contains both a datura and the
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address of its successor, except that the last cell in the list

contains the null value in the address field of the cell. Such a

type of list nay also be termed a unidirectional linked list.^Its

diagrammatic representation may be visualized as in figure 1.

Fig. 1. UNIDIRECTIONAL LINKED LIST

2.3.2 List Structure

Besides the above mentioned organization of a simple list ve B&y

also think of a more complicated structure in which a list cell itself

taey contain the name of smother list, that is, the address of the

head cell of a sub-list. One example of such & list structure is a

list whose cells may themselves be lists. Diagramaticnlly it is shown

in figure 2.
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i
unk

l/NK

L/nk

Lihk link

link

Fig. 2. LIST STRUCTURE

2.3.3. Bidirectional linked list

In aaay applications, it is desirable to oaintain a bidirectional

linked list, which contains & forward link to identify the successor

(as in unidirectional list) and contains a backvard link to identify

the predecessor of any cell of the list. By utilizing this type of

organization through & chain to find a desired cell relative to another

cell instead of returning to the head of the list and chaining forwards

as in the unidirectional linked list. Its representation is given

in figure 3. In these figures a rectangle represents a cell or node

(in literature the name 'node' is also used for a memory cell). Each

arrow in these figures indicates the direction of the link and

'points to' the location identification of successor cell.

*■
UNK

LINK
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2« 3-14 Circular llat

Another common type of liat organization is called a circular

list or ring. In this organization, the terminal node of a

unidirectional list is linked to the first node of the list. Thus,

given a starting point as any node in the ring, any other node of

the ring laay be located by linking around the ring. This type of

organization is shown in figure k.

Pig. k CIRCULAR LIST.

2.3.5. TREE ORGANIZATIOn

A study of trees, the moat important nonlinear structures

arising in computer algorthims, is given below in brief. Speaking

in general terms, tree structure means a 'branching' relationship

between nodeB, much like that found in the trees of nature. The

tree is a useful device for representing dependence relationships

among objects.

2.3.5.1 Binary tree

This liat organization is on© in which each node of the tree

way have two successor nodes or no successor node (that is, a terminal

node). A simple example of a binary tree is the representation
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of an arithmetic expression shown in figure 5. Each dyadic operator

(♦, *, /, etcetera) has two successor nodes, namely, the operands

that it operates upon. The arithmetic expression A-fB-C/D will have

its tree representation as shown in figure 5.

Fig. 5. BINARY TREE

Its representation in the computer memory can be visualized as

shown in figure 6.

Fig. 6. MEMORY REPRESENTATION.

In the structure of figure 6 each node of the tree has three fields,

the left-field would 'point to' a successor on left. If there is no

successor it would contain an indication denoting it to he terminal
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node. Similarly, the right-field would 'point to' a successor on

the right if one exists. The symbol field contains the basic susabol

of the tree, that is, +,- , A, B, etcetera.

2.3.5.2 'tore Complex Structures

Another form of tree organisation is also commonly used when any

node of the tree nay have tiny number of successors as shown in

figure T-

Pig. 7. TREE STRUCTURE.

Some terras commonly used to classify node components of a tree

structure are: the root which is the first or anchor node of the tree,

and a leaf which is any terminal node of the tree. Thus in figure 7

A is the root of the tree structure and C,D,E,F and K are the leaves

of the tree.

A node in the tree that has a successor is called a ieother node.

A node in the tree which has a predecessor is called a daughter node.

Thus any node which in neither a root nor a leaf in both a mother and

daughter. Nodes in the tree which have a common mother node are called

sister nodes. In the figure4 A,B, and G are mother nodes, B,C»D,E,F,G

and II are daughter nodes and both C,D,E and B,F, end 0 tire sister nodes.
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The number of successor nodes that any given nods encompasses is

called the degree of the node. Thus, the degree of A is 3, the degree

of F is zero, and the degree of 0 is 1.

Trees can be used to represent file structures in a variety of

ways. One of the ways can be that the leaves of the tree represent the

elementary data values in the file, and the remaining vertices represent

groupings of values, groups of these groupings, and so forth up to the

tree root, which is used to represent the file itself. With each leaf

we can associate the name of a property of the file and a value of

that property. With each mother node (non-leaf) we can associate a

name appropriate to the grouping of properties thereby represented. In

particular, the name associated with the root will be the name of the

file. Thus a tree representation is able to accomodate data structure

complexity.

In many data processing applications large files of information

must be searched to extract some pertinent data. The underlying

principle of most search techniques is to partition the main file into

several subfiles and to select one subfile for further scrutiny. The

partitioning ad selection process may be illustrated and explained in

terms of tree structures.

There are also other types of liBt organisation which are

modifications or combinations of the types of list structures discussed

above, for example, orthogonal lists, multilinked structures, etcetera.

2.3.6 COflCLUSIOHS

The implementation of a list structure organization depends upon

the requirements of the user and the methods he adopts to represent the

nodes and the link information. Flexibility, convenience of referencing
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and the required efficiency are the general criteria that should be

used in selecting the data organization and the amount of link

information.

The important fact about lists is that they make possible the

storage and manipulation of complex data structures which contain

information about interrelationships in the linkages between data

items. If these same data are stored in ordinary arrays, the rational

structure would have to be reflected in the programs which are meant

for processing them, which would involve a severe loss of generality

or an unacceptable programming complexity.

2•k LIST PR0CE88IHG

The use of lists and list processing gives great flexibility in

manipulating collections of data. This flexibility is achieved by

dissociating the logical ordering of data collections from the physical

organization of the data.

We have observed in the discussion of arrays that it is difficult

to dissociate an individual element from the array because of the

physical relationship between the elements in the array. However, in

the case of lists each element of the data structure contains, besides

the datum, link information that identifies its logical position in

relation to other elements. In the simplest list organization

this identifying information is normally the address cf the succeding

mtsEiory register. This information in the elements is evidently helpful

from the point of achieving flexibility in the manipulation of collection

of data since insertion of new memory registers or deletion of registers
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from the list are achieved by xaerely changing the linh information

in thoAenents. This vill be clear from the following discusssion.

2.U.1 Insertion

Let us consider, an example, the first four memory registers

of a list starting from the head of the list (Pig. 6). Each one of

the® ixaa two fields, the left contains the data and right contains the

address of its successor. The addresses of these registers are written

on the left for clarity; now suppose we want to insert a new register

located at 200 between the registers whose addresses are 360 and 290,

this can be achieved by first copying the address contained in register

at location 360 into the address field of the new register and next

overwriting it by the address of the new register. This is quite

clear from the figure.

head ME*J>

296

360

29o

33®

L

1

36o

290

-
208

33o

i

(t3EFo*e.;>

HEAP

298 360 298 360

20&

'
38o

380
L

38 o

4

(DURING J)

Fug . e>. Insertion

1 H. *

360

V

(after )
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B.k.2 Deletion

Let us think of the same environment for deletion. Suppose ve

vaunt to delete the register at location 290 from the list. This can

be achieved by merelyfeopying the address contained in the register

to be deleted into the address field of its predecessor. This is

clear from figure 9

3&o

29o

3ao

2M& 360 Ue> [ 360 J 2A6 36o

2.90

380

J

r~

Qbtr-OKL)

36c

290

3 go

4

I ido
1 a»o

»

1

a

290

l&o [

300

(
(AFT£^

u

Fig. 9. Deletion

2.U.3. Available Space List

During the process of insertions and deletions, the registers not

in use vill become scattered throughout the storage region used for list

organisation. The usual strategy for keeping track of registers not in

use is to string them into a list of their ovn,thia list being called
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the available space list or free storage list. Bo the complete

process of inserting a register into a list is to remove the first

available register from the free list and insert it in the desired list

vith the desired data. Similarly to delete a register frost a list, change

the linkage information and return the deleted cell to the free list.

We will again take up these topics vhile discussing the various

fundamental subroutines for the compiler.



3. THE
_ LIST PR0CBS8I10 LANGUAGES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter ve give a brief review of the existing list-

processing languages. In a later chapter it will he made clear how

the WISP language has borrowed from other languages (including

procedure-oriented languages).

Primarily, computers end programming languages hare been designed

to facilitate numerical caBgmtation. In recent times new classes of

research problems hare arisen in various fields demanding sore than

just numeric data manipulation by computer. In the last decade

there has been an increasing effort on the part of research workers

to utilize the potential of the digital computer in these non-numeric

applications. The problems in the areas auch as artificial intelligence,

machine translation of natural languages, linguistic analysis,

information retrieval., pattern recognition, algebraic manipulation etcetera,

require the manipulation of non-numeric symbolic data. Thus, 'symbol

manipulating* or 'list processing' programming languages have been

developed which facilitate this type of programming. These languages

have been used primarily as research tools in the above areas; however

saany of the techniques used by list processing languages are of value

in systems programming. In particular, these techniques have proved

quite useful in the construction of compilers.

3.2 Some common features of list-processing are discussed in the fol¬

lowing paragraphs.

16
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3•2.1 Data representation

These languages deal with a special kind of data which way

contain symbolic as well as numeric information, and further

information is carried by the relational structure as veil. The basic

form of a data structure is usually a string, list structure or tree.

3.2.2 Storage Allocation

An important feature of these languages is that there is no need

of preassignment of memory space for data structures. Allocation of

storage for each structure is done when it is required. Registers are

assigned to a structure dynamically and are not necessarily sequential

memory registers. Each new register is added to the structure by creating

a link or pointer from within the structure to the register. Since it

should be possible to reassign the me of memory registers during the

execution of the program, these languages require an execution-time

storage allocation routine, an available space list or free storage

list and a mechanism for returning unneeded registers to the free list.

The various solutions for returning unneeeded registers to the free list

are dischsaed seperately with each list-processing languages given in

this chapter.

3.2.3. Pushdown Stack Using a List Mechanism

The pushdown stack is a unidirectional list in which the head

Element which was last added is also the first to be removed. This

can be visualised as a pile of plates in a cafeteria piled up one

over the other. A plate may be added to this pile only by 'pushing

down' the others end conversely vhen the top plate (logically only

can be removed) is removed, that is, the pile is 'popped up* —
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the next plate becomes available by appearing on top. In the case

of a pushdown atack mechanism a pointer ia kept that indicates the

current position on the stack, that ia, t3ie addressi of the head

cell , when sane computed value is to be placed on the stack, a new

register is added which becomes the head cell, the computed value

is stored in it and the pointer shows the address of this register.

When the value is removed and the register is unatacked, the pointer

then points to the previous address.

3.2.3* Recursion

In processing the lists whose element® say themselves by lists

and so on down to an indeterminate depth, it is quite valuable to use

a method of computation known as recursion. A recursive subroutine R

is one within which the subroutine R itself may be called. Thus for

recursion, the old values of the arguments and partial results of R

must be preserved while the inner computation with R proceeds . The

computed values from the outermost to the innermost recursion are

placed on the pushdown stack. The most recently saved results (of

the innermost recursion) will be the first to be 'popped up", thia

being the desired order for performing recursions.
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3.3 In the following sections some important list processing

languages are briefly described

3.3.1 IPL - V [ Information Processing Language - V}

This is the fifth in a series of information-processing

languages developed primarily by ftevell, Simon and Shav.

IPL - V data are in the form of lists of symbols; a symbol can

itself denote a list. The name of the list and the string of symbols

composing that list, determine a data list. All symbols are either

regional or local. Regional symbols, written as a letter followed

by upto four numerals, may be names of lists or storage cells. Local

symbols, written as a 9 followed by upto four numerals are special

symbols used for naming sublists belonging only to the list structure

in which they appear. Symbols may also be labels for data terms, cells

containing numeric or alphanumeric data.

Internally, each computer word is made up of four segments - two

address sise fields, called SYlfD and L?3K- and two fields of these

bits each, called P and Q. P and Q indicate whether the word is an

element of a list or a data term. If it is a list element, SYMB contains

an IPL symbol and LIKX contains the address of the next word. A cell

whose LINK » 0 is interpreted as the last cell in a list. If the word

is a data term, P and Q indicate the kind of data in the cell, that is,

a numerical term or alphanumerical string - and SYMB and LINK contain the

data.

IPL - V programs consist of sequences of instructions resembling

ordinary machine instructions. Each of the instructions of an IPL

routine consists of four parts_ the name, the prefixes, the symbol

and the link. The name part is used both to label the entire routine and

to label points for internal transfers of control. The prefixes are used

to indicate the meaning of the symbol part as well as to indicate levels of
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indirect addressing. An instruction can be used to store an. input,

recover an output, call a routine, or perform a conditional transfer; the

choice depends on the first prefix. The arguments to subroutines are

communicated explicitly and are done by means of a communication cell

which is a special-purpose push-down stack.

This language us« the erasure approach in order to maintain

storage for lists. Processes are available for erasing a list and

restoring its storage to the list of available space. However, care

must be taken that none of the subparts of the list are active when it is

erased.

IPL - V is capable of transferring both data structures and progaams

between auxialiary storage and the main memory. The programmer can

arrange to have the program trapped when available space is low and

thea recover space through writing data and programs onto auxiliary
storage.

3.3.2 COMIT

It is a string processing language originally developed

for use in mechanical translation. COMTT was the first language to

introduce pattern matching statements, and its central ideas have had

a strong influence in the whole field of symbol manipulation.

Though it is a list-processing language, it is heavily oriented

toward lists in which the list elements are not themselves lists, that is,

toward strings rather than treelike structures. The basic structures

manipulated by a COMIT program are therefore strings. The principal

string being manipulated at any time is called the COMIT workspace, and is

represented by a linear sequence of elements, or constituents. For

instance, the string could be a sentence and the constituents could be

the words of the sentence or even the individual characters of the

sentence including spaces and punctuation marks. Constituents of a string

can have additional information attached to them in the forma of

subscripts and subscript values.
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Since all actual data manipulations are out on th work-

space, there is need of a place where data can "be stored temporarily

and removed, from the workspace. COMIT provides a sequence of shelves

for this purpose. The entire workspace or part of it can he placed on

a shelf through COMIT operations.

A COMIT program consists of a sequence of rules. The primary

components of an ordinary rule are the right half and the left half

The rule itself specifies a string transformation in which the left half

acts as a prototype of a given string and the right half acts as a

prototype of a desired string. The workspace is searched from left to

right until a sequence of constitutent matching the left half is

found; this sequence is then replaced by the sequence of constituents

corresponding to the right half.

In the execution of a rule, no sequence of constituents in the

workspace may match the left half. If the left half can be matched, then

control goes to a rule whose name i3 given at the end of the currently

active rule; if not it goes to the next rule. Since a rule can end

with its own name, a transformation can be carried out repeatedly

throughout the work-space until it is no longer applicable. Bules can

be used to move data between the shelves and the workspace and to modify

and test subscripts and their values.

The COMIT formalism makes it impossible for the programmer to

keep track of the actual list structures manipulated internally by the

computer. Thus, erasures must be handled by the system. The COMIT

interpreter, in the course of carrying out the list processing, keeps

track of all storage cells used end returns them to the free storage

list completely automatically as soon aa their content become redundant.
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COMIT has a mechanism for wMting out onto taps, and reading

back into the work-space, arbitrary data strings.

3.3.3 8LIF (Symmetric List Proceaaor)

This language exists as on extension to FORTRAN rather than as

a system that stands by itself. SLIP uses a somewhat different method

for representing lists which on the one hand increases the freedom

which one has in manipulating lists but on the other hand increases

the amount of storage required for thep.

SLIP exists in the form of a set of special list-processing

FORTRAN functions. These functions can be used in order to accomplish

all the operations one normally does in list processing. A SLIP

program is thus a FORTRAN program that uses the SLIP fucntiona. In

order to use SLIP the programmer simply adds the SLIP subroutines to

his ovn deck. 8LIP programs bear a certain resemlance to LISP

programs in that they consist of nestings of function calls. However,

conditionalisation is achieved by means of FORTRAN IF statements rather

than by moans of LISP-type conditional expressions.

Since recursion in FORTRAN is not automatic, it has been provided

for through a special "VISIT" function which must be called explicitly

by the programmer. In addition, the programmer is responsible for

communicating arguments explicitly and saving temporary storage through

recursions.

SLIP uses two word3 rather than one for each element of a list

The first vordcontains two address fields called the left and right

links; the left link points to the previous word on the list and the

right link to the following word. Thus it is a3 easy to traverse a

list backwords as forwards. The seoond word holds the list element

itself; if the list element is a full word it is stored there explicitly

rather than pointed to, and bit signals in. the first word indicate
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that this is the case. Each list begins with a header that

contains pointers to both the beginning and end of the list; the

name of a list is a pointer to its header.

Since SLIP exists as an extension of FORTRAN, its arithmetic is

that of FORTRAN. For those reasons SLIP has major advantages in dealing

with problems that involve both list-processing and large amount of

numerical calculation.

3.3.*» LIB? (LIST Processing)

The basic elements in LISP are called atomic symbols, or atoms,

and are strings of not more than 30 letters and/or numerals. The atomic

symbols can be linked in binary treea or in list structures. A binary

tree itsay be represented explicitly by means of the dot notation, where

(A.B) is an ordered pair of the atoms A and B. In place of A or B

(or both) any dotted pair of dotted pairs may be placed, and this explicitly

defines a binary tree; for example,

((K.F).(H.(J.K)))
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The lists of atoms and lists of lists are represented by means

of the list notation which uses commas or spaces as syntactic markers.

One example of the notation for a list acceptable in LISP ia:

(PEOPLE,(BOYS,(TOM,DICK)),(OIFLR,(JAKE)),(OTHERS,()))

Sublists are not named, but rather inserted directly into a list. The

above list contains four elements; the last element is a list of two

elements - one the atom. OTHERS, and the other an empty list.

The list notation and the dot notation may be used interchageably

and siaulta-neeusly, with the understanding that a list (61,82,...., 3n)

is equivalent to the dotted pair.

(81.(82. ...(Sn.NIL)...))

The atom ITIL plays a special role as a terminator of lists (it is defined

to be equivalent to the empty list).

In its internal representation, each data structure cell uses

two address-size fields for pointers to subexpressions. A binary tree

in dot notation is an equivalent binary tree of computer cells. The

representation for a list structure is the same as the representation

for its equivalent dotted-pair binary tree.

An atomic symbol ia represented internally by a special type of

list called a "property list" which contains a special mark in its

first cell. This list contains the external representation of the atom

and some other special information. Ajj of these are accessible to the

programmer.

LISP programs consists of functions rather than sequences of

instructions or descriptions of data forms. In order to be evaluated

a function must be given its specified number and types of arguments;
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from these it constructs a single data structure vhich is its value.

The basic functions in the system produce values vhich are easily

obtained from their arguments; for example, the value may be a

particular subexpression of an argument, or a list of the arguments.

New functions may be defined by combining built-in functions. A

complete LISP program generally consists of a set of function

definitions followed by the application of these function to particular

data structures as argumenta. The values of these functions are the

results of the computer run. Functions may be combined in the

following ways:

(i) Composition The value of a function may itself be an argument

of some function, so that the inner function must be evaluated before

the main function can ba evaluated. This nesting of functions may

occur to any depth.

(ii) Conditional Expressions; This is an n~vay branch, similar to the

ALGOL statement.

if p1 then e^ else if p^ then e0
(iii) Recursioni A LISP recursive function is a function defined by

a conditional expression, part of which require an evaluation of the

entire function (for different values of its arguments)

In the LISP formalism function definitions are represented

by list structures, that is, functions are struotually equivalent to

data. Also, the basic system includes an evaluate function vhich

interprets its argument as a list representation for a function, and

executes the function.
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The LISP ayeten contains a fairly complete set of basic arithmetic

functions which are in Polish prefix rather than the usual infix

notation for algebraic expressions.

In the LISP system it is difficult for the programmer to keep track

of the actual storage used by hie program. The way in which cells

become linked during a LISP run is so complicated that even the LIS?

system does not keep track of the cells. Instead the LISP system keeps

using nev cells until free storage is depleted, at which time ®

'garbage collector' sweeps through memory identifying those structures

which are referenced by the program in its present state and reclaiming

the rest for a new free-storage list.

We have discussed very briefly the four veil-known list processing

languages which exhibit all the principal characteristics of existing

list processing languages.



k. SOME FEATURES OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE PROCESSORS

k.l INTRODUCTION

A programming language processor is considered to be a formal

method for translating from any specified programming language to

machine language or to some second language more closely resembling

a machine language in its properties. The phrase "programming language

processor" has evolved from a succession of terms Buch as interpreter,

assembly routine, translator and compiler.

U.2 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The formal, continuous history of programming language

processors and of programming languages started aroung 1952 with

recognition and development of libraries of subroutines. The use

of an assigned tag, as, a name for the retrieval of these subroutines

from the library was the next essential step for the development of

macro-instruction. A macro instruction in this sense, is simply a set

of machine instructions given a collective name. The language processors

now known as interpreters and compilers were also conceived during

1952 and 1953. Both of these allowed the use of very simple

programming languages often- referred to as nachine-oriented symbolic

languages. Macro-instructions were soon incorporated into these simple

programming languages. Interpreters scanned the simple symbolic

programming language, and performed the indicated machine operations

using subroutine during the actual language processing. Interpreters

were deemed as inefficient, in that there was no final machine language

translation of the programming language, and the interpretation

process had to be repeated each time the same pro^^#a wa8 goive(j

2T
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It is interesting to note that list processors, now amongst the most

advanced language processors, act essentially as interpreters. The

first compilers were what are now tensed 'assembly routines' in that

they processed these same simple symbolic languages, automatically

assigned machine addresses to operand symbols, and 'assembled' the

resulting machine code into a machine language. The emphasis on

interpreters diminished around the early 1960'b as sophisticated

assemblers and compilers which could process algorithmic languages

were developed.

• 3 OP PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE PROCESSORS

Any programming language processor must:

(a) scan the given program written in source language.

(b) determine the syntactic structure based on the specifications

provided

(c) discover all syntactic ambiguities and violations and take

remedial action;

(d) translate from source language to target language,

(e) synthesize the resulting target language statement of the

problem

(f) either produce or provide for the production of a machine

code program equivalent in its actions to the problem-

oriented program given as input.

Programming language processor development appears to have

partitioned itself into three main approaches and one secondary approach
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Three masn approaches are

(i) conventional approach

(ii) ayntax-directed approach

(iii) list processor approach

The secondary approach overlaps the features of conventional and

syntax-directed types, and can be entitled the intermediate language

approach: these approaches are discussed below.

One universal property of programming language processors

independent of type is that most of the difficulty in construction

lies in the design logic. The operations performed during language

processing are normally quite simple ones; the majority are table

lookups, searches, comparisons, and symbol manipulations. The design

logic in turn revolves around the factors required for the processor

performance as discussed earlier in this section.

The conventional compiler approach is the oldest. It generally

yields the fastest processor and produces most efficient code. The

translation process between source language and target language is

accomplished via algorithms where the syntactic and semantic specifications

ae well as the translation procedure are given. These specifications

and procedures are, in general, nonseverable ao that a change in any

one may have effect throughout any given algorithm and in more than

one algorithm.

The syntax-directed approach is more recent and emerged about I960.

In this approach the syntactic specification of the source language is

written in a form that can be converted into a set of tables for

processor use. The design logic of the processor then defines a set

of routlens which will take source program statements and perfora table
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look-ups in the syntax speieification table to determine the syntactic

types involved bo bs to yield structure of the statement or, in

other vords, to parse the statement. A second set of tables must

also be provided which describes in terms of target language semantic
and syntactic specification the set of actions which may be indicated

by any source program. The design logic rust then call suitable

target languagef££?<fration routines (code generations) which will take

the parsed source from it, based on searches in the tables describing

the target language, suitable strings in the target language, ""hese

latter are then fully expanded and put into proper sequence to form the

target language equivalent of the source language program.

List processors are in general interpretive: A list

processing program may itself be made up of lists. The rules for

forming lists, contents of lists, and the linkages between lists and

between the components of a given list correspond to the syntactic

specification of other types of programming languages.

A program in a list processing language is often expressed as a

list; data are lists of symbols. Verbs are program instructions. An

interpretive list processor itself decodes the problem stated in the

source language essentially by means of tables of processing routines

or subroutines. Each verb in the program list is interpreted as a call

to one of those subroutines to act upon the data list specified in the

program list. As a result, no separate compilation process is needed

It is apparent that any change in source language vocabulary or in

rules governing the structures of lists necessitates changes in the

subroutines of the list processor and in the interpretations process

itself.
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A list processor is much slower as an interpreter, than are other

types of language processors. A program written in a list processing

language along with it3 associated data often requires three or wore

times as much memory apace as would the same program written in

another type of language. But the important point to he observed is that

the programmed solution to most problems resolvable by list processing

could not even be specified, much less solved, by use of the other

type3 of languages.

The intermediate language approach tahes a different view point

of the translation process and generates, not a machine code translation,

but a machine independent symbolic language which plays the role of a

universal intermediate language.

In this approach the processor is divided into two distinct

subsections which are: source language processor (SLP) and intermediate

language processor (ILP).

The SLP translates frok a given source language to the

intermediate language, and the TIP translates from the universal

intermediate language to a, given machine language. Both these

processors usually approximate the syntax-directed approach so that

only the source language specification tables change in the SLP with

change in the source language; similarly only the machine language

specification tables change in the ILP with change in machine. The SLP

and the ILP are nomrally written to operate on a particular specified

computer which does not have to be the target machine. Thus, the

resultant target machine language may be produced on a machine other

than on which it is intended to run. The source language,

theoretically then, can be written with no thought of to which or how
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B&ny computers it will eventually be translated. It is because of

considerations such as these that this approach is frequently

termed the 'machine independent approach'.

lt.U. MACRO PROCESSORS

Macro processors have recently received a considerable amount

of attention. A wide range of pieces of software have bean described as

macro processors. For the present discussion it can be defined as

"a piece of software designed to allow the use to add new facilities

of his own design to an existing piece of software". Moat processors

for symbol manipulation languages can be used to some extent as macro

processors and vice versa.

It is a much more usual practice to assign a name to a language

rather than to the p3eudo-machine that executes programs in the language.

Thus one speaks of languages when using the terms ALQOL, FORTRAN etc .

When dealing with macros, however, it is normal to adopt the opposite

approach and apply the name to the macro processor rather than to the

macro language, for example, LIMP, WIfiP, CPM, ML/I. Macro processors

do, of course, hove associated macro languages. These languages

determine the syntax of macro calls, macro definitions etcetera. It in

usually more convenient to describe the effect of macros in terras

of the actions of a processor rather than the semantics of a language.

Besides the application of macro processors for language

extension, text generation and systematic editing, another important use
is for language translation. Thus given a language A and a language B,
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together with norae rules for translating from A to 3, then a

macro processor sight be applied to translate form A to B. Taking A

to he a high-level programming language and B to be the as3eribly

language for soma Machine, then it night he possible for a macro

processor to psrforc the compilation from A to B.

Macro processors requiring a rigid syntax for macro calls suffer

from the disadvantage that the text to he fed to them has to he

vtitten with the macro processor in mind. Macro preeossors allowing

a more general syntax have application in performing symbol

manipulations or arbitrary pieces of text. Macro nrocessors which can

work on arbitrary text are called notation-indenendent.

One area of application where notation-independent macro

processors are very useful is the area in between language translation

and language extension. In thi3 type of application the user makes

up a programming language of his own design and oriented towards his own

field of application and uses the macro processor to translate this

language into some target language. This cannot be regarded entirely

as an application in language translation since in practice the user,

when designing his language, will hear in mind the characteristics of the

target language and the translating capabilities of the macro-

processor, and hence there 13 an element of 'language extension* about

it.

In conclusion it can be said that macro processors can certainly

he useful in language tranlation if the translating rules are fairly

simple.
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One of the most basic decisions to be takers in the

implementation of a aacro processor is whether text is to be stored

in the form of lists of characters or ia to be stored contiguously

using one or more stacks. A macro processor implemented by list

processing tech&iquea should offer more powerful symbol manipulation

facilities and it should be relatively easy to allow macros and other

entities to be deleted or redifined. LJW veil illustrates the power that

can be gained fror using list processing.

However, the disadvantage of list processing technioues is

that the aacro processor becomes rather slow at doing the simple things,

furthermore, rather wasteful of storage. Since macro processors are

usually rather slow at the best of times, the extra overheads of list

processing may make a macro processor too slow to be a practical tool

for some of its potential applications.

For a further discussion of the above noints see HEF3.

[ 3 ] and [ H ]



5» THE WISP SYSTEM - PRELIMINARY

The application of computers to the solution of numerical

problems has been studied since their initial development, but

now ouch interest has switched to their application for non-numerical

work, that is for manipulating symbolic information and complex data

structures. List-processing was a breakthrough in symbol manipulation

since it provided a flexible and efficient way to organize the computer

memory.

In the chapter on "List Organization and Processing" we have ;

dealt with the topics on organization and manipulation of the computer

memory in general terms aaapplied to every list-processing system. In

the following discussion our main concern will be to study these

concepts in relation to the WISP system in particular.

In the WI8P system, in common with other list processing systems

the list of available space is organized before any operations are

done, so that we have a store-house of free registers from where

registers are taken when required and returned when no longer required.

In WISP, as in the LI8P system, the left half of the register is

referred as the CAR of the register and right half as the CDR

(pronounced 1cudder'), as shown in figure 1.

CAR CPU.

n&jk-
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In the unidirectional list, each CDR contains an address

pointing to the next register in the list, while the CAB raay be used

t o hold a symbol. The figure 2 shows the list represettation of the

expression A+B in the WISP system.

Figure 2

An alternative represenation (prefix Polish notation) is given in

figure 3 which shows the same expression with the sign coming before

the operands.

+ A b
i

Figure 3.

In addition to holding a symbol, the CAR of a register may be

used to hold an address and thus points to a sub-list. An example

is given in figure U which is derived from figure 3 by replacing B by

a list representing P.Q. The list structure of figure thus represents

A+P.Q.

Figure U.
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Algebraic expression of any complexity may be handled in this way.

Further examples of nore complex nature are shovn in figures 5 and 6

Figure 6 shows an example of a common sub-list.

M A

■ 1 gl

'

c •H

Figure 5, Polish represenation of A ♦ (C+P).Q

g
Figure 6. Polish repreintatlon of A ♦ (C+0)

A unidirectional list must have a start j in the WISP system the

address of the head cell of the list is contained in one of a sequence

of fixed memory registers known as base registers. These registers

are given name3, and thus these names are also used to refer to the

lists which start fron them. The capital letters A to Z are used for
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the names of lists which correspond to base registers with names

A to Z. The oublists forming part of a list structure can also he

referred to by base registers: in this way sub-lists may also be

given names.

In the figure 7 a simple list and a list structure are shown with

their base registers, normally the base registers are not shown in the

list representation of the WISP system; the names pointing to the head

cell represent the base registers to vhich that list is attached,

(figure 8)

Miar* T.

Figure 8.
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In the VIS? system basic symbols such as A,B,C .... or two

character identifies Al, A2, etcetera are referred to as

atoms, that is, they stand for themselves, also known as literals.

Thus in figure 8 CAR A is atomicbut CAR B is non-atomic since CAR B

contains the address of the head cell of the sub-list D.



6. THE WIP SYSOEM - IPS PRIMITIVE LANGUAGE

6.1 INTRODUCE ION

Most computer programming languages may be described in the

following term3:

(i) processes which operate on the data;

(ii) flow of control from one process to another;

(iii) communication of arguments (inputs) from one process to

another;

(iv) combination of processes into more complex processes (use

of subroutines).

2n addition, list processing languages have various degrees of

facility for handling special kinds of processes, for example, recursion,

self-modification and arithmetic procedures. 3h the WEP language we

shall see how the facility of recursion has been implemented.

6.2 STANDARD FORMS AND THEIR USE

The concept of standard forms can be made clear if we know

how they are utilized in the WTP system. The WIP system comprises

a simple, notation-independent, macro processor and is basically designed

as a compiler-writing aid. 3fc is notation-independent so that it may work

on any arbitrary text.

The W323P macro processor is written in the language defined by

the standard forms. These standard forms define the basic language of

the system. Si the standard forms the arguments (variables) are indicated

by asterisks. These standard forms are the macros for the purpose of

Uo
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compilation and have thus been associated with their expansion

(translation) expressed in the compile routine (in the present

implementation it is in FORTRAN coding) for replacement by the WEP

macro processor.

We should clearly distinguish between W3EP standard forms and

WISP statements. WISP statements are derived from the standard forms

after replacing the asterisks in these forms by symbols, for example,

the standard form

TO * * IF CAR • «: «

could give rise to one of the WIS* statements as:

TO 50 IF CAR B X

The WISP macro processor is based on pattern matching technique.

The comma is used as terminator for standard forms as well as for WISP

statements. This gives a certain freedom in layout by permitting, for

example, the writing of two statements on the same line.

The system of compilation may briefly be described as follows

(this will make clear the idea that how the standard forms are used in

this processing). Successive lines of the program - that is, statements

are scanned and compared successively with a series of standard forms,

until a match is found. In fact, here we are dealing with scanning of

list cells and comparing their contents since the single characters

making the standard forms and those of the program statements are stored

in list cells before this scanning. We will study this in more detail

while discussing the compilers. During scanning when an asterisk in the

standard form is encountered, the corresponding symbol in the statement

is placed in a stack. This stack plays a central part in the compilation



process since it contains all the parameters encountered in a statement

when fully matched with the corresponding standard form. Hie translation

of a statement is performed by the compile routine (mentioned above)

which copies out the target language translation with appropriate

substitution of parameters taken from the stack.

6.3 CODING FOR STANDARD FORMS

Some terms are explained here for the purpose of writing FORTRAN

language equivalents of the WISP statements corresponding to standard

forms. The base register F contians a pointer to the first free list

celli this list, in common with all other lists is built up from the

elements of the one dimensional array LS. If I is odd, LS( I) is the

left field of a list cell normally used for holding a symbol or sublist

address, and in the case of I even it is the right field, which i3

normally the address of the next cell in the list or null.

la the following discussion of standard forms, every WISP

statement description is preceded by the standard form expression.

II] » « CDR »

Let us condider one of its example E ■ CDR D; in this statement

the name E is associated with the list whose first member is the second

member of the list D.

Figure 1

Its FORTRAN equivalent would be E » LS(D + l)
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12} TO * *

In this standard form * * stands for a label between 01 to 99

in the WISP language. Its effect is that of an unconditional jump.

For example, the FORTRAN equivalent of TO 3T is 00 TO 37.

[ 3] '»»

For example C = B implies that C is to become an alternative name

for the list B; its programming effect is to copy the content of the

baso register corresponding to B into the base register corresponding to C

Figure 2

Its FORTRAN equivalent would be C =3.

I M * *

This standard form stands for a label between 01 to 99 in the

WISP language. It normally appears on a line by itself and terminated

by a comma just as other WISP statements. Its FORTRAN equivalent is

the dummy statement CONTINUE with the corresponding statement number

of the above label.
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[51 CAR • ■ •

Consider its example CAR D ■ E, its programming significance

is to put the address of the first register of the list E into the

left field of the first register of the list D, that is, E would become

a sub-list of the list D.

Figure 3.

The FORTRAN equivalent would be LS(D) » E.

[ 6] • " CAR *

Consider the WISP statement D » CAR A which illustrates this

standard form. Its programming effect depends on two factors:

(i) if the left field of the first element of the list A contains

the address of the first element of another list (sublist in this case)

then D addresses the first element of this sublist.

Figure U.

(ii) if the left field of the first element of the list A

contains a SAiabol, then this symbol represents the base register

corresponding to D.

The FORTRAN equivalent is D ® LS(A)
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[ 73 CAB * a INPUT

la the WISP system, CAB E ■ INPUT causes a symbol to he read

from the input tape and copied into the left field of the first

element of the list E. "INPUT" generates a call upon machine code

routine for reading single characters from the input tape. In its

FORTRAN language version a subroutine "VGINPT" has "been written vhich

reads character by character from 80 column cards and returns control

to main program for copying into LS(E). In FORTRAN this statement

vould be

CALL VGINPT(LS(E) )

The above mentioned subroutine will be discuseed when dealing

with the first version of the compiler.

[ 8] TO » • IF CAR « * CAR *

This form represents a conditional .lump statement, for example,

TO 37 IF CAR A « CAR B causes a jump to statement number 37 if the

contents of the left fields of the first registers of the lists A and B

sure identical quantities; whether these are intended to be interpreted

as addresses or symbols. Its FORTRAN equivalent would he

IF (LS(A).EQ.LS(B))GO TO 37

I 91 TO » *JEF.CAR » »: «

Consider the illustrative statement TO 37 IF CAR A »: X where

the colon (:) preceding X is meant to indicate that *jhe symbol following

it stands for its*lf. Such a symbol is called a "literal". Regardless of

any meaning that the symbol may have, it is sometimes necessary to test

for the presence of a particular surabol in the CAR ®f the first register
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of the list. This statement performs this test. It is a conditional

jump statement depending upon whether CAR A »: X or not.

Its equivalent in FORTRAN would be

IF (LS(A).EQ.X) (50 TO 37

where X is an integer variable initialised to hold the internal

representation of the character X.

]10] TO • • IF CDR * -: *

This is of the same form as above except that in this case we

are testing for the contents of the CBR of the first register of the

list. Thus TO 50 IF CDR A **: X is a conditional, jump statement

depending whether CDR A =: X or not.

Its translation in FORTRAN would be

IF (LS(A+l).EQ.X) GO TO 50

where X is an integer variable initialized to hold the internal

representation of the character X.

[11] RESET STACK

In the early versions of the WISP system, consecutive memory

registers are used for the stack mechanism. In the present implementation

it was thought proper to utilize a linked list as the stack rather than

a separate portion of the memory, since in this case the memory registers

for the stack are taken from the free space list and returned to the free

space list when they are no more needed. For this purpose two subroutines

have been written: first to link a new memory register taken from the

free space list on the top of stack and simultatneously store the desired

data in this cell (VGSTK); second to retrieve the data from the top cell

of the stack and returning this cell to the free list (V(ffiSTK). These

subroutines will be discussed later in detail.



The stuck has two pointers ST1 and JS\2; both have the initial

value aero when the stack is empty; when the memory registers are

put on the stack, the pointer 8T2 mores up and 8T1 stays at its initial

value (the ETi pointer is in fact used when we enter a recursive subroutine

(see "LEVEL UP")). Thus for resetting the stack one has to test whether

the current value of ST2 is equal to the value of 3T1, if not, unstacking

subroutine is called in which unstacks the top memory register end then

the sane procedure is repeated till the value of ST2 becomes equal to the

value of ST1 which resets the stack to is initial position.

112] LEVEL UP

Thisstandard form is mainly introduced to handle recursion. To

achieve this, the moot recent value of the pointer 8& iastored at the top

of the stack and then the pointer 3T1 is set equal to the pointer 8T2. This

procedure ia followed when we are entering a recursive subroutine. R«oides

the above steps for LEVEL UP, return address and other parameters to be vised

in the subroutine are also stored on the stack.

The FORTRAN coding for this statement would be:

CALL VGSTK(STS.STl)

ST1 - ST2

1131 LEVEL DOWK

This statement is the opposite of the above and is meant for winding

up the recursion. The old ST1 value ia restored from the stack and the present

vaiusof 3T1 ia sat equal to its restored value in order to step down the level

of recursion.

The FOKTPAH coding for this statement would be:

CALL V®f8TK(OT2,S7l)
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11UJ CAR » 10 STACK

The illustrative WICP statement CAB A to STACK causes the content

of the left field of the first register of the list A to he placed on

the stack when a nav mraory register has boon linked at the top of the

stack. The stacking subroutine itself puts this value on the stack,

that is CAR A is passed as a parameter value for the data to bo

Figure 5.

The 70HTRAV Coding for this statement would bo:

CALL TO0TK(8T2,LS(A))

t15J CDR » TO STACK

This statement is quite similar to the above form except that

in this case the content of the right field of the first register of the

list is placed on the top of the stack. Thus the FORTRAN coding for

the statement CPR3 TO STACK" vould be:

CALL VGSTK (ST2,L8(Z ♦!))
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[ 16] to * * amd back

Let ur» consider the WISP statement TO 50 AND BACK. It in used

to enter &. program segment and provides for the storage of the link

as veil a» allowing for recursion. This statement, incorporates the

effect of the WISP statement "LEVEL UP", places a link value on the

stack (which will provide a proper return address vhen winding up the

recursion) and passes control to the referenced statement number.

The POETPAN equivalent of TO 50 AlfD BACK is:

CALL VG3TK(ST2,8T1)

STi -ST2

CALL VGGTK(ST2 fNl)

00 TO 50

1001 continue

when SI has the value 1 which ia the 'LINK' value.

[ 17] RETURN

Lot us consider this statement in conjunction with the

statement TO 50 AND BACK. The statement TO 50 AlfD BACK transfers

control from the main program to the program segment which has the

entry point at statement number 50 after "USVLL UP" and placinst the

"LINK" value on stack (as discussed above). This program segment ends

with the instruction RETURN which sends control back to the statement

following the TO 50 AND BACK. This is achieved by getting the proper

LINK value from the stack, making the "LEVEL DOWN" and further control

is transferred to the computed GO TO instruction where the LINK value

is used to index the proper address of return to the main program. The

following FORTRAN coding will make clear these points.
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TO 50 AND HACK 5

CALL VGSTK(ST2,STl)

SOU. « STi

CALL VG8TK(ST2,81)

GO TO 50

1001 CONTINUE

RETURN S

CALL VGNSTK(ST2,LINK)

CALL VGNSTK(ST2,ST1)

GO TO 0001

The statement number 9001 is fbr the coraputed GO TO statement.

9001 00 TO (1001, 1002, 1003, lOOU, ...),LINK

This coding achieves the various transfers of control from the main

program to the other sub"segments and back.

(181 WAIT

This statement carries a numerical identifier and corresponds

to machine code facility of the EDSAC on vhich this compiler van

initially developed. In our implementation we will treat it as a

comment statement.

These standard forms which we have discussed above form the WISP

primitive language. Thia language forms the backbone of the WISP system.

In thia list-processing language the concept of CAP and CDR are derived

from the LISP notation; and its various statements are largely "borrowed

from the algorithmic languages like ALGOL end FORTRAN.

The cumulative list of standard forms ia given below:



* « CDR •,

TO • »,

• ■ »

• »,

CAE *,

« » CAR «,

CAR « » INPUT,

TO * * IF CAR * « CAE *,

TO • * IF CAR « CAR»,
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TO • • IF CDS * •: •,

RESET STACK,

LEVEL UP,

LEVEL DOWN,

CAR * TO STACK,

CDR * TO STACK,

TO * * AND BACK,

RETURN,

WAIT,



7. THE WISP SYSTEM - ITS FIRST COMPILER

7.1. INTRODUCTION

In the original development of the first compiler on ED8AC2,

a simple compiler written in the language discussed in previous chapter

was translated manually into machine code. The machine o">.de version

of the compiler was now punched, the machine code routines added and the

result was a compiler capable of reading the symbolic version of itsel?

and compiling a program identical with that already in the machine.

In the present implementation on the IBM 360/UU the WISP compiler

written in the language discussed in the previous chapter was hand-coded

in FORTRAN language, fundamental subroutines written in FORTRAN were

add'd and the result was a compiler capapble of reading the symbolic

version (in WISP language) of itself and compiling a program identical

with the hand-coded version.

7.2. THE ZERO-LEVEL COMPILER AND SELF-COMPILATION

Broadly this compiler has got two sections (i) initialization and

(ii) compilation, but it may further be divided into four divisions

according to four distinct functions:

(i) reading of the standard forms and their storage in the form

of a simple linear list.

(ii) the above mentioned linear list is converted to a list

structure, that is, each standard form is stored in a sub-list,

(iii) the program to be compiled is read and formed into a list,

(iv) comparison of program statements with standard forms and

production of compiled version.

These four functions are discussed below in order.

52
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7.2.1 READING OF STANDARD POTOS

The standard forms are read troa the input data cards by the

VGIHPT subroutine (to be discussed in the next chapter), the characters

are stored in the for* of a list 0, each character occupies the CAB of

one memory register; the blank characters are ignored by the reading

routine; thus

* —*■ 7
n

T

Figure 1

Each standard form is terminated by a comma and the end of the

list of standard forma is indicated by a full stop.

A group of WISP statements to perform thio action is shown

in figure 2, along with a possible equivalent FORTRAN translation.
WISP SEGMENT

30,

G » F,

26,

CABF » INPUT,

TO 25 IF CAR F

F » CDRF,

TO 26,

c

c

FORTRAN HAND-CODING

30 CONTINUE

G « F

26 CONTINUE

CALL VGINFT (LS(F))

IF(L8(F).EQ.D0T)G0 TO 25

"DOT" HAS BEEN INITIALIZED TO THE

CHARACTER '.

f = ls(f + 1)

;o to 26

Fi£Z.
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7,2,2 TRANSFORMATION INTO LIST STRUCTURE

The linear list G is now converted to a list structure where each

standard form is stored separately in a sub-list. These sub-lists

of standard forays are used for matching the WISP statement with the

corresponding standard form by successive scanning of these sub-lists

till the complete match is found. The CDR of the last memory register

of each sub-list contains the label which links to the beginning of

the corresponding target language translation in the compile routine 77

(discussed later). This label is stored there by the label routine

called in by the instruction to 79 AND BACK where 79 is the label reserved

for the label routine. The programming segment which starts at

statement number 79 is the part of the main program.

► » »

u
1 1 r N:

'

u

J—* lbl

M*
c

ii
* t lbl

The WISP segment and the possible FORTRAN coding is given below:

WISP segment

25.

P « CDRF,

D » Ft

23,

TO 2U IF CARG .,

CAR F » G,

F « CDR F,

PORTRAIT coding

25 CONTINUE

F ■ LS(F ♦ 1)

D - F

23 CONTINUE

IF (LS(G).EQ.BOT) GO TO 2U

LS(F)»G

F « LS(F ♦ 1)
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21 CONTINUE

IF(LS(0).EQ.KOMA) 00 TO 22

G - LS(0 ♦ 1)

GO TO 21

22 CONTINUE

E - L8(0 ♦ 1)

CALL V0STK(ST2, STl)

GT1 - ST2

CALL VGSTK(8T2,Hl)

GO TO 79

1001 CONTINUE

G ■ E

00 TO 23

2h CONTINUE

C WAIT

Figure >*

The label routine 79 vas tailor-wade for the r>urpooe mentioned

above and puts the label directly into CDF. 0. Its FORTRAN coding is

given below:

79 LS(0 ♦ 1) - ADRS

ADRS » ADRS + 1

CALL VGNSTK( STl,LINK )

CALL VGNSTK(ST2,8Tl)

GO TO 9001

21,

TO 22 IF CARO ,,

0 - CDRG,

TO 21,

22,

E - CDRG,

TO 79 AND BACK,

G ■ E,

TO 23,

2U,

WAIT,
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where 'ADRS* haa bean initialised to value 701 (it nay be any arbit&ry

nuxatop). The last three statements in this coding gives the effect of

•RETURN* to the place from where it cape. This has been explained

in the previous chapter.

The flow diagram for this section is given in figure 5.

Figure J5
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7.2.3 READING INTO STORE OF THE PROGRAM TO BE COMPILED

We have observed in the section 7.2.1 that the end of standard

form on input cards is indicated by a full-stop, similarly the end

of the program to be compiled is indicated by two consecutive asterisks

on an input data card.

The reading subroutine VGINPT is called repeatedly and the program

is read character by character. Each character (blanks are ignored)

is put into the GAR of a memory register and formed into a list P.

A test for two consecutive asterisks is done so as to detect the end

of the program. In figure 6 the WISP segment and its FORTRAN coding

is given.

WISP segment FORTRAN coding

93, 93

P - F
>

29, 29

S - Q

9, « F

F « CDRF

CARQ « INPUT

TO 29 IF CARQ «: •,

TO 29, C

20, 28

TO 27 IF CAR S »; •,

TO 29.

27, 27

WAIT, C

CONTINUE

P - F

CONTINUE

S - Q

Q ■ F

F - LS(F ♦ 1)

CALL VOINPT (L0(Q))

IF (LS(Q).EQ.STAR) GO TO 28

STAR IS INITIALIZED TO THE CHARACTER

GO TO 29

CONTINUE

IF (LS(S).EQ.STAR) GO TO 27

GO TO *9

CONTINUE

WAIT
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The flow diagram fbr this section of the compiler is shown in

figure T.

C.CVT- TO NEXT SECTION )

Tlgurc I
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7.2.1* COMPILATION OP THE PROGRAM

We know from the last section that the program is held in list P.

Let us suppose for the moment that the first WISP statement in the

program is E ■ CDRG,. It vill he stored in list P as follows:

♦ = ♦ c

c
3

ft ♦» G?
:

, ? *

1-

For the purpose of compilation the list P is scanned and camps ed

character by character vith the first standard form, that is, vith the

first sublist of D (organsled in section 7.2.2). We know that var'ahles

in the standard forms are indicated by asterisks, and whenever an asterisk is

encountered during the scanning process, the corresponding symbol in

the statement is placed in the stack. If complete agreement including

the terminating comma is not fbund, the stack is reset and the next

oublist of the standard forms is compared. When complete agreement is

found, the label of the appropriate entry point in the compile routine 77

is taken from the CDR of the last cell of the sublist containing the

standard form and placed in the stack. Then control its transferred

by the statement TO 77 MD BACK to effect the compilation, which involves

copying out the translation in target language with appropriate

substitution for dummy arguments taken from the etack.

We hast: observed in the last chapter that the coding for TO 77

AND BACK would be:

CALL VGSTK(ST2,8T1)

8T1 « BT2

CALL VQSTK(3T2,M2)

00 TO 77

1002 CONTINUE
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Considering the statement E » CPH 5mentioned earlier in this

section, the current position of the stack when the complete agreement

with the standard form has been achieved and the transfer of control

is about to go to 7? would be as shown in figure 8.

N2

i
)

STl

4
L&L

4 -
J

4
J

*

E

Figure 9.

After entering routine 77. unatacking routine is called for getting

the parameters for further processing. The first unstacking procedure

retrieves the 'LINK' value which givos the proper address for return

obtained from the computer 00 TO statement, thus, 3ince 212 ® 2, the

LINKo 2 and therefore the return address after processing in routine 77 i«

obtained from the statement.

9001, 00 TO (1001, 1002, 1003 ) ,LIHK.

which iu 1002. Further unstacking restores the old ST1 value. The third

unstacking gives the LBL (label), the entry point in the routine 77 which

is achieved by computed GO TO statement, this will be clear if one goes

through thepontine 77 in the Appendix. When we have entered the proper

entry point, further unatackings retrieve the actual parameters for dummy

variables of the standard fom and then the actual print out of the

translation in target language takes place. In this particular case,

the print out would be

E =» LS(0 ♦ 1)
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After this the control is transferred to statement number 9001

which in turn transfers control to statement number 1002 in the main

program.

This process is repeated for successive statements of the program

until the test for two consecutive asterisks is successful in indicating

the end of the program.

The WISP segment and its corresponding FORTRAN coding is given

below in figure 9.

FORTRAN coding

06 CONTINUE

Q - P

08 CONTINUE

E * D

09 CONTINUE

*♦01 IF (ST2.EQ.STl) CO TO fc02

WISP segment

06,

Q - P,

08,

E ■ D,

09,

RESET STACK,

Z « CARE

R - Q,

05,

TO 13 FI CAR 2 «: *,

TO 12 IF CAR R * CAR Z,

07,

E » CDR S,

TO 09,

12,

R ■ CDR R,

Z ® CUR 2,

CALL VONSTK (ST2, P-OMF)

G.0 TO U01

U02 CONTINUE

2 « LS(E)

R « Q

05 CONTINUE

IF (LS(Z).EQ.STAR) GO TO 13

IF (LS(R).EQ.L8(Z))G0 TO 12

07 CONTINUE

E - LS(E «• 1)

GO TO 09

12 CONTINUE
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TO lfc IF CAR Z

TO 05

13,

CAR R TO STACK,

TO 12,

Ik,

TO 10 IF CAR R ,

TO 07,

10.

CDR Z TO STACK

TO 77 AND BACK,

Q - CDR R,

TO 11 IF CAR Q »: *,

TO 08,

11,

WAIT,

R » LS(R + L)

Z ■ L8(Z + 1)

IF (LS(Z).EQ.KOMA) GO TO lU

GO TO 05

13 CONTINUE

CALL VCOTK (ST2, LS(R))

GO TO 12

lU CONTINUE

IF (LS(R).EQ.KOMA) GO TO 10

GO TO 07

10 CONTINUE

CALL VGSTK (ST2,LS(Z + 1))

CALL VGSTK (ST2.ST1)

ST1 « ST2

CALL VGSTK (ST2,N2)

GO TO 77

1002 CONTINUE

Q « L8(P + 1)

IF (LS(Q).EQ.STAR) Go TO 11

GO TO 08

11 CONTINUE

WAIT

The flow diagram for this compilation -process is shown in

figure 10.
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Once the WISP compiler had been hand-coded and th© fundamental

subroutines appended, it was wed to compile the WISP version of

itself. This program run is given in the appendix. The compiled

version of the zero level compiler was used to compile the next stage

compiler (bootstrapping) which is discussed in one of the following

chapters. In the next chapter we will discuss the various fundamental

subroutines wed in this series of self-compiling compilers.

Before we nroeeed to the next chapter a few points about the

compile routine 77 are discussed. Up to ouite a late stage of

development of the WISP compiler (final version) the routine 77 was

an integral part of the main program and the treatment for the

statement TO 77 ANT) BACK vaa an discussed in this chapter. When the

author tried to transfer the WISP system to run under the FAX

operating system besides under HitPS a difficulty arose due to excessive

compile time for the program.

The above difficulty arose due to the bulkinesn of routine 77 whose

final version includes all the standard foras of the WISP language. Thus

it wan decided to seperate the routine 77 fror# the main program and

reconatitiite it as e subroutine. The statement TO 77 AFP BACK was replaced

by the statement SUBROUTINE 77 and its corresponding FOFTRAX coding

CALL VC»77 was used. The subroutine YC77 which was once the routine 77

is given in the aupendix and has been used m such with all compilers.

The earlier versions of this routine are not given in order to save

apace.
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8 • THE WISP SYSTEM: FUNDAMENTAL 3U3K0UTISBS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

A sequence of statements that is to he executed at several

different points in a source program need not be included in its

entirety at each such point. Such a sequence may he enclosed, sectionel

off and called as a subroutine which communicates with the main program

via formal and actual parameters. Then at each point where execution of

the sequence is desired, some mechanism ia provided to transfer control to

subroutine, replace the formal parameters by their corresponding actual

parameters and return a result (if needed) to the main program

sequence. The idea, is to replace the storage and control structure

of figure 1 with the structure shown in figure 2.

v

S6SMENTA

5E.6T>*Enta

11

f7<? 1 .

Fi x- 2 .
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We have discussed in the last chapter the first compiler in the

series of the WISP system. We came across a number of fundamental

subroutines in that chapter. When that compiler wan developed on the

EDSAC2 machine, the routines such as INPUT, FORM TREE LIST, COMPILE

were written in the machine code of that particular machine rendering

that implementation machine dependent.

Now we will observe how these subroutines are written in the

high level language (FORTRAN IV) in order to achieve machine

independence. A description of these subroutines with their purpose,

implementation and coding is given below. These subroutines are used

with the series of WISP compilers from zero level to the final version.

8.2 AVAILABLE SPACE LIST OR FREE LIST SETTING

PURPOSE; The WISP system is a list-processing system, and before we

proceed to manipulate lists we should set up a aorehouae of free cells

from which we can get free cells for any specific purpose when required

and to which we can return them when our purpose is served. This routine

is activated at the beginning of the program. In this presentation the

implementation of a garbage collector is not contemplated; the programmer

is supposed to return, the cells to the free list when thay are no longer

required.

CODING: The name of the subroutine is »VGLAS' An array name *LS' of

10000 half words of the IBM 360 (Model UM, on which the present system

is developed, are taken to form tie free list. The odd-numbered half-words

are cleared to zeros and the even-numbered half-words contain the address

of the next consecutive cell in the array. (see figure 3) The name of

the free list is F.

1 a lo ti iz it fa i5

II 13 \5
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The FORTRAN coding for this subroutine is given below:

SUBROUTINE VOLAR

IMPLICIT INTEGER * 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION LS(10000)

COMMON LS

DO 10 I ■ 1, 9999, 2

L3(I) a 0

10 LS (I + 1) « I + 2

RETURN

END.

The calling sequence is CALL VGLA3 and the parameter concerned is

passed in COMMON.

6.3 STACK-BUILDING AND DATA-STACKING ROUTINE

PURPOSE: It was stated above that F is the name given to a base

register which contains the address of the first cell of the available space

list. This list is like a storehouse of linked free cells from which the

cells are drawn whenever needed and returned when no more required. It

is set up at the beginning of the program.

The stack mechanism is a temporary storage device. Since we have

at our disposal an available space list, it was decided to use a linked

stack (rather than a stack made of consecutive memory registers located

at a different place in the memory) for our purpose by building it up with

cells taken fiom the available space list
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The stack is mainly vised for storing parameter values (which are

used in later computation), link values for computing return addresses

and for handling recursion.. The efficient use of a stack depends on

the ingenuity of the programmer. In the last chapter we have seen that

stack plays a central part in the compilation process. Its use for

handling recursion is described in one of the following chapters.

CODING: Suppose some memory cells from the free list have already

been used in the program and thereby the free list pointer F points

to a cell as shown in figure k. The cell next to the cell pointed at by F

is available for vise.

Figure

Let J be the stack pointer and TP the temporary stack pointer.

In figure 5 the stack pointer addresses the next free cell and its initial

value is stored at IP. The final figure 6 shows how the free list is

reorganised and the free cell detached for placing on the stack.
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Figure 5.
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Sow the data to be stacked is put in the stack cell.

CODING: The name for this subroutine is VG8TK, the stack pointer

value and the data to be stacked are passed as parameters; these are denoted by

J and K respectively. The free list array LS and pointer F are placed

in COMMON.

The FORTRAN coding is given below.

SUBROUTINE VGSTK (J,K)

IMPLICIT INTEGER • 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION LS(10000)

COMMON LS, F

TP - J

J - LS(F ♦ 1)

IF(J.EQ.9999) WRITE (6, 1)

1 FORMAT ('AVAILABLE SPACE LIST IS EXHAUSTED')

LS(F el)- LS(J ♦ 1)

LS(J ♦ 1) ■ TP

LS(J) - K

RETURN

END

8.k Data Retrieval and Unatacklng Routine

PURPOSES This subroutine has the opposite function to that one described

above. In the push-down linked stack mechanism, according to the

principle of last-in-first-out the top cell only can be unstacked; however,

data may be retrieved from other cells in the interior with the aid of

preassigned "oointers.
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We have 3aid above that the unneeded cells are returned to

the free list as $o«n as their purpose is served. J is the stack pointer

and F is the free list pointer. First the data is retrieved and stored

at location K and then the unstacking is done which can be followed from

the figures 7, 8 and 9.

Fig. 7.

Kg. 8.
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►

1

Figure 9

CODING; The name for this subroutine is VGN3TK. The variables J,K

are the formal parameters for the stack pointer and the retrieved data

value respectively. As in the STACKING subroutine L3 and F are passed

in COMMON. The coding for this subroutine i®, as follows:

SUBROUTINE VGNSTK (j,K)

IMPLICIT INTEGER • 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION IB (10000)

K « LS(J)

TP ■ IB (J ♦ 1)

IS(J ♦ 1) » IB(F + 1)

LS(F ♦ 1) » J

J » TP

RETURN

END
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8.5 INPUT ROUTINE FOR READING SINGLE CHARACTERS ASP STORING THEM

IN LIST CELLS;

PURPOSE: This subroutine reads a single character from an 80 column

card and put3 it into a list cell passed as a parameter. When a card

is exhausted the subroutine will read the next card. The main program

searches for a particular character in the current input list cell which

indicates the end of the logical input stream (either standard form or WISP

program).

CODING: Thus subroutine has gone through three stages of development:

(i) In the first stage for the first compiler, every blank

within, before or after the WISP statements is ignored. The basic

idea is to avoid wasting memory cells on the essentially unproductive

storage of blanks.

(ii) In the second stage, in some WISP statements blanks are

significant, for example, in the WISP statement

TO 15 IF CAR Q »:

the blank after colon sign should be read, a3 it is a literal : thus

in the reading routine this facility is provided though other blanks

are ignored as above.

(iii) In the third stage, besides the above facilities some

statements (may be FORTRAN coding) after the "COPY" statement of the

WISP language are to he copied unaltered by the compiler directly
from the input list to the output. This is achieved by putting these

particular statements (on cards) after a card which containes a '4-"

sign in the first column and other columns of this card are blank, the

last card of these statements contains the '+' sign in column 80

This arrangments makes the plus signs act as a class of protective

bracket. The reading routine is accordingly changed and when the
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compiler comes across the 'COPY' statement in the program, it copies out

the desired statements (which are now on the input list) upto the

terminating plus sign.

The final version of this routine includes all the above

facilities. The coding and flow diagram are given below. Suppose we

want to put the characters in the CAR of the register, say, of the list Q

then the calling statement for it vouldibe

"CALL VGINPT (l£(Q))"

SUBROUTINE VGINPT (CHAR)

IMPLICIT INTEGER * 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION SRCE (80)

DATA NXT/8l/,BLNK/' '/,COLN/'! '/,PLUS/' + 7,SW/0/

10 IF (NXT - 81) U0, 20, 20

20 READ (5, 30, END » 90) SRCE

30 FORMAT (80 A l)

NXT » 1

C SEARCHING FOR FIRST CARD AFTER 'COPY' STATEMENT WHICH IS

C BLANK EXCEPT COL. 1 CONTAINS '+'

IF (SRCE (l).EQ.PLUS) GO TO 70

UO IF (SW) 50, 50, 60

50 CHAR « SRCE (NXT)

NXT - NXT + 1

IF (CHAR.EQ.BLNK.AND.SRCE(NXT - 2).NE.C0LN) GO TO 10

RETURN

60 CHAR « SRCE (NXT)

NXT ■ NXT ♦ 1
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C SEARCHING FOR LAST CARD OF THE STATEMENT TO BE

C COPIED, WHICH CONTAINS A STATEMENT AS WELL AS

C IN COL. 80

IF (NXT.EQ.81.AND.SRCE(8O).EQ.PLUS) GO TO 80

RETURN

70 SW » 1

GO TO 20

60 SW ■ 0

RETURN

90 STOP

END
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8.6 SUBPROGRAM FOR I33UINQ INTEGRATED WISP LABELS

In the chapter on the WISP primitive language we have seen

that the standard form for a WISP label Is given by two consecutive

asterisks (* *). Each asterisk stands for a digit between 0 to 9

thus two consecutive asterisks stand for a member of the set of

labels ranging from 01 to 99- The scope of the labels provided in

the WISP system is a dependent feature of EDSAC assembly routine which

provides a rather small numer of different lablea. Therefore it is

necessary that the labels should be unset when they have served their

purpose. Based on tftis requirement there is one standard fora(to

be discussed in Chapter 10) UNSET • * - • * in the WISP language whose

corresponding statement unsets the lables in the given range in order

that they may be used again.

In our implementation we have devised a scheme which generates

labels correspoading to the WISP labels. This topic is dealt with

in the next section of this chapter.

PURPOSE: In this section we are mainly concerned with the production

of integrated WISP label made of two single integers. Suppose we

are compiling the WISP statement

TO 25 IF CAR R ■ CAR Z

when a match has been found then the current state of the stack, before

entering the COMPILE routine 77, with the actual parameters stacked in

it would be as shown in figure 11

Figure 11
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CODING: For producing the compiled output the parameters are

tinstacked in order; the unatacked individual digits of the WISP

label would be in the order of 5,2. These are passed as parameters

in the proper order to the function subprogram for producing an integrated

WISP label. These integrated WISP labels are again used for generating

another corresponding series of labels which is the subject of the

next section. The function subprogrem coding is given below:

FUNCTION WSPLBL (K,J)

INTEGER 2 2 INT(ll)/,0;l;2,3,Us5,6,7,8,9/,WSPLBL,K,J

INTEGER 2 2 LIT(ll)/•','0','1',*2',•3','U',•5','6*,'7','8','9'/

KI » -1

JI » -1

DO 5 I - 1,11

IF (K.EQ.LIT(I)) KI « INT (I)

IF (J.EQ.LIT(l)) JI - INT {I)

5 CONTINUE

WSPLBL = 10 * KI + JI

RETURN

END

8.7 INDEPENDENT LABEL ISSUING ROUTINE FOR THE CORRESPONDING WISP LABELS

We have seen in the previous section that WISP labels range

between 01 to 99, since their number is 3wall, they may be used again

in a program after unsetting them, a provision for this purpose is made

in the WISP language as mentioned earlier. Now besides all this, we

introduce a new routine (whish .is u&ed at compile time) vh" 'h genrates
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and issues labels of its ovn corresponding to WISP labels in the range

01 to 99. This routine can also issue labels independently, if required.

It has been observed earlier that WISP labels can occur:

(i) independentlry in a WISP program and are terminated by a

comma as any other WISP statement is done, for example,

30,

G - F

26,

where 30 and 26 are independent WISP labels.

(ii) within a statement, for example, in conditional jump

or simple jump statements, thus

CAR P » INPUT

TO 25 IP CAR P »:.,

F - CDR P,

TO 26,

where 25 and 26 are the labels occoring within the statements.

Keeping the above analysis in mind we give below the preliminary ideas

for the coding of the subroutine.

CODING: Corresponding to the array of WISP labels (01 - 99)» another

array known as reference table is set up. In this table all elements

are set to zero except the elements 71 to 79, these elements contain

the series of number 71 to 79, that is, the element 71 of this table

contains the number 71 and so on. This is a special series of numbers

used forthe names of the subroutines in the WISP system. Tho numbers

in this series have been increased hare for future expansion. At

compile time these special numbers are reproduced as such.

Let us consider the following possibilities of occurence of a

WISP label
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(A) the WISP label has occured for the first time in the program

but independently. (In our system there is no provision

for unsetting of WISP labels instead it issued another label

if it occurs a second time).

(3) the WISP label has occured within a statemnet for the first time

in the program.

(C) the WISP label has occured independently for the first time in the

program but it has already been used before within a statement.

(D) the WISP label has occured within a statement after if has been

vised before either within a statement or independently in the program.

We will discuss these points in order and see how the reference

table helps to decide about issuing a label corresponding to a WISP label

It will be observed that besides the zero entry in a certain element

of the reference table, the sign of the label found in the reference

table determines the previous nature of occurence of the corresponding

WISP label wlether as independent or within a statement.

(A) Since the WISP label has occured for the first time but

independently, the corresponding element in the reference table

will contain zero. A neewly generated label is drawn from the

stcck, it is entered positively in the reference table and used

for 'CONTINUE' statement in the compiled output.

(B) In this case also the reference table element would be zero, a

generated label is drawn from the stock; it is entered negativley

in the reference table and the corresponding positive value ?.s used

in the compiled output of the statement.

(C) Since the WISP label has already occured within a statement, the

corresponding reference table element would be negative accoridng

to (B). Make this positive in the reference table and use it on

the 1 COJITHITE' statement for the compiled output.
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(D) there are tvo sub-cases in this ease.

(i) either the label has oceured earlier independently, in this

ease the corresponding reference tehle element vculd be

positive: this number is used as the actual lnbsl for the

compiled output.

(ii) or the label has occured earlier vithin a statement, in this

case the corresponding reference table element would be a

negative number, the corresponding positive value is used for

the compiled output.

With this explanation the following PORTRAIT coding will be

comprehensible. There are two paramters to be oeased to the subroutine

(i) the actual WISP label obtained from the faction subprogram*, (ii)

an integer (1» 2, ?>) to get the proper transfer of control for

issuing corresponding lahles.

8UBK0UTIHP /0tBL (VSPLBL, N)

IMPLICIT IHTPGPR • ? (A - 7.)

INTEGER V

DIMFWSIOS REPTBL (99)

LATA SHUWT /Of

IP (SHtlHT) 100, 5, 100

5 swmr » l

DO 2 I - 1, 99

REFTBL(l) » 0

2 CONTINUE

DO 3 I - 71, 79

RFTBL(I) « I

3 CONTINUE

FTNL3L « 501

100 GO TO (110, 120, 130), IT
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C FliiLiiL FOR WGPLliL WHEN USED INDEPENDENTLY

110 IF (RKFTBD(WSPLBL)) 10, 20, 20

10 Ri£FTBL( WSPLBL) » - KEFTBL(VSPLBL)

WSPLBL « Rj£FTBL(WSPLBL)

RETURN

20 REFTBL(WSPLBL) - FTJfLRL

C FTHLBL INDEPENDENTLY ISSUED

130 WSPLBL « FTNLBL

FTWLBL ■ FTNLBL + 1
RLTURN

C FTNLBL FOR WI8PLBL WHEN USED WITHIN STATEMENT

120 IF( REFTBL( WSPLBL)) hO, 50, 60

kO WSPLBL - -REFTBL(WSPLBL)

RETURN

50 flEFTBL(WSPLBL)» -FTNLBL

GO TO 130

60 WSPLBL - R£FT3L<WSPLBL)

RETURN.

END

The subroutines discussed above are used vith all compilers from

the earliest to the advanced one. Some more subroutines vill be

introduced in the advanced stage compiler



9. THE WISP SYSTEM - ZERO.OWE LEVEL COMPILER

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter seven we discussed the first compiler in the WISP

system which comprises a series of beetstrapped self-compiling

compilers. The idea of developing a compiler by bootstrapping

technique means that a particular compiler (after the aero level)

in the series may be improved and modified in comparison to its

predecessor as regards its structure, function and scope. It may

also be compiled by its predecessor so that each compiler generates

its successor. Two methods may be adopted for achieving this:

(i) the compiler is written in the language of the predecessor

and then compiled by it (predecessor)

(ii) the compiler is written in its own language and then

compiled by itself, since its language scope has increased, its

predecessor will be unable to compile it.

In our case, since we are utilizing the augmented version of

compile routine 77 at all stages, the zero level compiler is used

to compile the next stage compiler and the compiled version is used

to compile itself. This demonstrates its self-compiling property.

9.2 NEW STANDARD FORME

In chapter six the primitive language of the VIRP system was

discussed. It was used in the next chapter for writing the zeiN^level

compiler. In the present discussion more standard forms for extending

the language are introduced. The present compiler was later written in

its own language.

62
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(1) CAR • - CAR •

In the illustrative example CAR E ■ CAR L, the content of the

left field of the first cell of list E is set equal to the content

of the left field of the first cell of the list L, these contents

may be either addresses or atomic symbols.

(2) CDR • - CDR •

Let us consider its illustrative example CDR D • CDR F, in

this case the content of the right field of the first cell of list

D is set equal to the content of the right field of the first cell of

list F. These are normally addresses.

(3) CDR • « «

In its example CDR E ■ F, the content of the right field of the

first cell of the list E is set equal to the address contained in the

base register F which is basically the address of the first cell of

the list F. It is illustrated in figue 1.

Figure 1
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(k) TO * * IF CAR * f : *

Let us consider its illustrative example TO 37 IF CAR E f : X.

This is a conditioned jump statement. The condition is in a

negative sense, that is, if the content of the left field of the

first cell of list E is not equal to symbol X (literal) the control

is transferred to the statement number 37, other-vise the execution

goes in sequence to the next statement in the program.

(5) TO * • IF CDR • + : •

This standard form is also of the same nature as above except

that in this case the content of the right field of the first cell

of particular list is compared to the literal and control

transferred accordingly.

9•3 STOUCTORAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ZERO.ONE COMPILER AND

ITS PREDECESSOR

The earlier compiler (discussed in chapter seven) has been

functionally divided into four sections, briefly they are:

(i) reading of standard forms into a simple list;

(ii) this simple list transformed into a list structure vhere

each sublist contains a standard form;

(iii) reading of the WISP program (to be compiled) into a simple

list;

(iv) comparison of WISP statements in the program vith the

standard forms for further compilation.

In the present compiler the function (i) and (ii) are integrated
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together, that is, instead o? putting standard forms first into a

simple linear list and then transforming it into a complex list structure

they are read and directly put into the form of a list structure hy

using the recursive facilities of the language.

The section dealing vith the reading of the program (to be

compiled) into a simple list is the same as in the earlier compiler.

Before entering into the proper comparison function, an

additional minor feature of ignoring spaces and commas at the

beginning of the program statements is also introduced.

When this compiler was intitially developed on EDSAC 2, the

machine executed a WAIT statement (a machine dependent feature) instead

of going into a loop if any of the statements in the program could

not be matched from the list of standard forms. In the present

implementation of this version of the compiler (on IBM 360A'0 the

author noticed that if a statement in the program happens to be

outside the range of the list of standard forms then further execution

of the program ended due to addressing error. In the next stage

compiler a modification has been made which facilitates program

error diagnostics. When a program statement could not be matched

with one of the standard forms than a program segment in the compiler

prints out the illegal statement and further compilation of the

program is resumed.
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9.U. THE ZERO.ONE LEVEL COMPILER

In the last section we have studied the basic differences

between the present compiler and Its predecessor. Except for the

structural differences in the program segment for reading the

standard forms and their transformation into list structure, other

sections of the compiler are basically the same. We will be concerned

here with the programs segment which deals with the above structural

difference.

The list of standard forms is punched on 80 column cards,

each standard form is terminated by a comma and they are finally

terminated by a full stop followed by a comma,

After preliminary sttting of the stack end list cells, control

is sent to the program segment starting at label 26 to read the

standard forms from the input cards and to form the list structure D.

The final dot is transferred to the end of the list D. This

program segment uses itself recursively as folovn:

In this segment the subroutine VGINPT is called in to read the

characters of the standard forma from the input cards and they are

put onto a list until the teat for comma is successful. If the last

character is a full atop followed by a comma, the transfer of control

is to the RETUFTJ statement which in turn sends control to the place

from vhere it catr^initially (it has been explained how recursion is

handled by the statements such as TO 26 AND BACK and RETURN in the

chapter on the primitive language); otherwise the list is attached to

E so that it forms a new sublist of D and this segment starting at

label 26 is re-entered.
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The flow diagram for this portion is given in figure 2.

The coding for this section only is given below. The other

fundamental, subroutines used with this compiler are the same as

used with its predecessor.

WISP CODING FORTRAN CODING

RESET STACK,

E » F,

D ■ F,

TO 26 AND BACK,

CAR E - CAR L

F - L,

WAIT,

TO 93,

26,

F « CDR F,

L ® F,

23,

CAR F » INPUT,

TO 25 IF CAR F

F - CDR F,

TO 23,

25,

TO 2k IF CAR L »:.,

G - F,

F - CDR F,

TO 79 AND BACK,

CDR E ■ F,

CAR E - L,

E » CDR E,

ST2 " ST1

E » F

D » F

CALL VGSTK(ST2,ST1)

ST1 - ST2

CALL VGSTK(ST2,N1)

GO TO 26

1001 CONTINUE

LS(E) - LS(L)

F « L

WAIT

GO TO 93

26 CONTINUE

F ■ LS(F ♦ 1)

L « F

23 CONTINUE

CALL VGINFT(LS(F) )

IF (LS(F).EQ.KOMA) GO TO 25

F » LS(F + 1)

GO TO 23

25 CONTINUE

IF (LS(L).EQ.DOT) GO TO 2U

G » F

F « LS(F + 1)
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F,£.2- .
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TO 26 AND BACK, CALL VGSTK(ST2,STl)

2k, ST1 » ST2

RETURN, CALL VGSTK(ST2,N2)

GO TO 79

1002 CONTINUE

LS(E ♦ l) ■ P

LS(E) « L

E ■ LS(E ♦ 1)

CALL VGSTK(ST2,ST1)

ST1 « ST2

CALL VGSTK(ST2,N3)

GO TO 26

1003 CONTINUE

2U CONTINUE

CALL VGNSTK(ST2,LINK)

CALL VGNSTK(ST2.ST1)

GO TO 9001

Other sections, for example, reading of the program into a list

and matching of WISP statements vith standard forms can be seen in

Appendix which are Basically the same as that of the earlier compiler.

In the next chaper we will discuss the advanced language of the

WISP systeif.
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10. THE _WISP_ SYSTEM - ITS ADVANCED LANGUAGE

10.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter six ve discussed various standard forms which define

the WISP primitive language and some more standard forms were introduced

in chapter nine. On analysis of these standard forms we can categorize

the WISP statements under the following headings:

(i) Manipulative or Ordinary statements: for example, B * C,

F « CDR F, etcetera.

(ii) Unconditional jump statement: for example, TO 37,

(iii) conditional jump statements: for example, TO 3? IF CAR A « CAR B

and similar other statements in which the transfer to the given label is

dependent upon the satisfaction of the condition, other-wise control

passes to the next statement in sequence.

It is obvious that the use of conditional jump statements in a

program will increase the number of labels and hence the number of

program statements. In order to avoid such profuse occurence of

independent labels and to make the program more compact these

conditional jump statements are replaced by conditional and cotrrpoand

statements. We will discuss these topics together with some more

standard forms in this chapter.

10.2 CONDITIONAL AND COMPOUND STATEMENTS

Our main concern here will be to discuss the structure and function

of these statements. The treatment of these statements at compile time

i3 left for the next chapter when ve discuss the final compiler.

90
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10.2.1 COlfPITIOSAL STATEMENTS

Conditional statements any be constructed from the soabinations

of:

(i) ordinary statements

(ii) IF - clauses

(iii) enclosing square brackets

Conditional statements are enclosed in square brackets and may

be composed of a aeries of ordinary statements. Boise of these are

preceded by an IF clause and are executed only if the condition specified

in the clause is satisfied. Control passes to the statements in the

order in which they are written and, if none of the IF conditions are

satisfied, finally reaches the closing square bracket, and passes to

the next statement in the program. If, however, one of the conditions

is satisfied, the statement controlled by that IF clause is executed

and control then skips the remaining statements and jumps to the end

of the conditional expression. Let us consider the following examples

for more clarity.

(i) { IF CAR A *» CAR B , X - Y, X » Z]

(a) If CAR A • CAR B, the next following statement X » Y is

executed, after which control transfers to the end of the conditional

expression.

(t>) If CAR A 4* CAR B, the next statement is skipped and the following

statement X « Z is executed.

{ii) {IF CAR S », L ® S, R * CDR R I IF CAR R «: X, CAR L »: 1,

CAR L «: 0]]
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If CAR 3 «: * then the next statement L » S is executed

and the remaining statements (including another conditional statement)

are skipped, otherwise the execution follows according as

either R ■ CDR R, CAR L *: 1

or, R « C33R R, CAR L *»: 0

depending upon CAR R «: X or CAR R X

10.2.2 CONDITIONAL COMPOUND STATEMENTS

The statement controlled by an IF clause may be compound, that is,

it may be composed of several ordinary statements. This is indicated

by enclosing the string of simple statements in round brackets. One or

more of the statements in a compound statement may itself be a conditional

statement.

An example of a conditional statement with an IF clause

controlling a compound statement is

[IF CAR S »: *(L » S, S - CDR S) R ® CDR R]

Its functional effect would be:

If CAR 3 »: * then the statements L « S and S « CDR S are

executed and control transfers to the end of the conditional expression,

otherwise the statements within round brackets are skipped to get to the

statement R » CDR R.

An example of a more complex conditional statement is:

[IF CAR A - ATOM ([IF CAR A »: X, CAR D »: 1, CAR D »: 0] RETURN)]

This example is taken from WISP differentiation program. It consists of

conditional statements as well as compound statement which in turn

contains conditional statement.
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We have seen the structure and functional behaviour of

conditional and compound statements. The introduction of these

statements means that compilation no longer consists of putting out

a self-contained target language translation for each statement

on a one-to-one basis. The square and round brackets play an important

part at the time of compilation. Without going into more detail

(to be discussed in the next chapter), the treatment (by the compiler)

of the IF clauses and the ordinary statements controlled by them in the

present environment of brackets is quite different than it used to be

by earlier compilers. For the purpose of compilation the square and

roud brackets are treated as the statements of the WISP language.

10.3 IF-CLAU3ES

Based on the concept of conditional statements IF-clauses are

no more associated with the jump clause (underlined) (for example,

TO 37 IF CAR A » CAR B), they are now followed by the statements controlled

by them. Except for the IF-clauseo meant for testing whether a given

symbol is atomic or not, we have discussed all other IF-clausea

(associated with jump clause) included in the WISP language in earlier

chapters. The IF-clauses IF CAS A * ATOM and IF CAR A ® ATOM are meant

for testing the content of the left field of the first register of list

A whether it is an atomic symbol or not. This content would be an ATOM

if it is not an address. Four our purpose we have taken 10,000 cells

for the free list, therefore their addresses lie between 0 to 9999- Thus

the FORTRAN equivalent for these IF clauses would be

IF CAR A » ATOM - IF (LS(A).LT.O.OR.LS(A).GT.9999)
and IF CAR A f ATOM s IF (LS(A).GT.O.AND.LS(A).LT.9999)
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This is the literal FORTRAN translation without taking into

consideration the other special actions to be taken by the compiler

to bring out their proper compiled output. This partial ouptut will

necessarily be there but some more statements are added with it in

order to produce the full effect of controlling the associated

statements. This is discussed in the next chapter.

10.U SOME ORDINARY WISP STANDARD F0RM3:

Besides the ordinary standard forms we have discussed in the

earlier chapters (6.9). Some more are added in this section. They

are discussed as independent entities, that is, vithott considering

the environment in which they occur (for example, controlled by IF

clauses).

(1) * -: •

Let us consider its illustrative example B its programming

effect would be to store the character ',1 at the location addressed

by the beuje register B. It is helpful (though indirectly) to store

this character in a cell of some list. For example

3 «:,

CAR Q « B

The cumulative effect of these two statements would be to

store the character ',' in the left field of the first register of

the list Q.

(2) CAR • •

The WISP statement CAR F *:( corresponding to this form

demonstrates that the character '(• is stored in the left field of the

first register of list F.
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(3) CDR 8 »: »

This is quite similar to the above standard form except that in

this case the character speiified on the right of the statement is

stored in the right field of the first cell of the particular list.

(U) UNSET « • - * *

The WISP statement UNSET 22 - 32 is meant for unsetting the

labels ranging from 22 to 32. It is a machine dependent feature since

the EDSAC assenb routine provides a rather snail number of different

labels it was necessary that the labels should be unset vhen they have

sarvedtheir purpose! in order that they may be used again.

In our implementation there is no such drawback, we have

an abundant number of labels which can be issued by the label issuing

routine for the corresponding WISP labels. The presently developed

compiler takes no action at compilation time when it comes across

this statement in the WISP program1. Whenever the compiler comes across

the same independent label at two places in the WISP program, it issues

two separate independent labels corresponding to them.

(5) PUSH DOW *

The WISP sateaent PUSH DOWN A is used to insert a new register taken

from the free list at the beginning of the list A. It is similar to the

action taken for inserting a new cell on the top of stack after

taking from the free list. This is discussed in detail in chapter 8.

If LS is an array of free list cells, F the free list pointer and TP

the temporary pointer for list A, then the FORTRAN equivalent for

PUSH DOWN A would be

l

But the reference table values corresponding to these lab-els are set
to zero.
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TP » A

A ■ L8(F + 1)

I3(F ♦ 1) » TjS(A + 1)

LS(A + 1) « TP

The final diagramatic represertation for this program segment is shovn

in figure 1.

Figure 1

(6) POP UP *

One of the corresponding WISP statement POP UP A is used to

remove a register which is the head cell of the list A and returning it

to the free list. This is the opposite to the standard form PUSH

DOWN A similar to the UNSTACKING ROUTINE discussed in chapter 8 except that

in this case we do not retrieve any data from the register.

Its FORTRAN equivalent would he:

TP * LC(A + 1)

LS(A + 1) » LS(F ♦ 1)

LS(F + 1) » A

A 3 TP
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The final diagram for this program segment is shown in

figure 2.

A=TP

Figure 2

(7) CAB * ■* *

The illustrative WISP statement CAB A -*• B is taken to "be

equivalent to the two WISP statements

PUSH DOWN A

CAR A * B

Vie have seen above the effect of the WISP statement PUSH DOWN A

that is, take a cell from the free list and insert it onto list A as

head cell. The second statement CAR A « B stores the address of the

first cell of the list B into the left field of the first cell of the

list A. It is shown diagramtically in figure 3.
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The cumulative effect of the statement CAR A *♦ B is

exactly like that of STACKING SUBROUTINE [ see chapter 81, the

data stcked may be either an address or a symbol - vhich is passed as

a parameter and A may be treated as a stack pointer. Therefore the FORTRAN

equivalent of this statement is the CALL statement of the above

subroutine with proper parameter. In the present case the equivalent

would be

CALL VGSTK (A, B)

(8) * -+ CAR *

The illustrative UIGP statement B -» CAR A is taken to be

equivalent to the two WISP statements

B « CAR A

POP TP A

The cumulative effect of these two statements is exactly like

that of UIISTACKING SUBROUTINE [ sea chapter 8] ; the data unstacked may be

either an address or a symbol; the location where it is to be unstacked

is passed as a parameter and in the present case B is address of location

where it is unstacksd. After retrieving the data the cell is returned

to the free list by POP UP A. The FORTRAN equivalent in this case would

be the CALL statement of the above subroutine with proper parameters

passed in the cell. Therefore the equivalent for the statment Tr* CAR A is

CALL VGNRTK (A, 3)
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(9l PBI8T CAR •

The WISP system as described in original paper is paper-tape

oriented. Sipgle characters are transmitted for output. In our implementation

the output device is a line printer. If the method of single character

transmission is implemented (as done in original impleraentaton)

the printer output would come in a vertical linear form. Thus to avoid

this hardware difficulty a subroutine was written to organise the

printer ouput in a proper cumulative horizontal format.

Therefore the compiled ouput of the WISF atatemnet PRINT CAR D

is the call statement for the sdid subroutine with CAR D as the

parameter passed in the call. The FQRTRAR equivalent for this

statement would be:

CALL VGOTJT (LS(D))

(10) PRIST : •

This case is similar to the above, except that the literal

symbol is passed au a parameter for the call of the above subroutine

Therefore the compiled version for the statement PRINT :, would be

CALL VCOUT (K0>'A)

where KOMA has been initialized for the character

Ke will discua3 this subroutine iu a later chapter.

(11) COMMENT

The WISP statement COMMEHT is followed by any statement used

for explaining the program. This explantory statement is also termina!ted

by a comma. The compiler is so constructed that it causes everything

to be ignored upto the next coram after the comment statement.
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(12) COPY

The statement 'COPY* in the WIRP r«ogra« la followed by any

'extra statements' which the prograiPFer wants to be copied out into the

compiled program. These 'extra statements' are enclosed in plus

signs which seperates them from the WIRP program. At coracle time

these 'extra statements' are copied out as such. WE have seen in

chapter 6 that how the IHPUT subroutine treats these 'extra statements'

when putting in the list form. The compiler copies them out when the

WIRP program (containing them 'extra statements') is compiled.
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10.5 STANDARD FORMS

The final list of lthe standard forws of the WISP language is

given below:

i, IF CAR * » ATOM,

1, RESET STACK,

(. RETURN,

), TO * *,

» *
» TO * * AND RACK,

* X- *
• » TO 9 * IF CAR *

at k ft TO * * IF CAR * -

* -* CAR *, TO * * IF CAR * ■ :

* - CAR *, TO * * IF CAR * •:

* « CDS *, TO * * IF CDR * »:

CAR *-»>*, LEVEL DOWN,

CAR * «: *, LEVEL UP,

CAR * » », WAIT,

CAR * ■ CAR *, WAIT *,

CAR * a INPUT, OPTIONAL ST01 *,

CAR * TO STACK, PRINT CAR *,

CDR » «: », PRINT : *,

CDR * « *, PUSH DOWN »,

CDR » * CDR *, POP UP *,

CDR * TO STACK, UNSET **-**,

IF CAR * *, SUBROUTINE * *,

IF CAR * «: *, SUBROUTINE END,

IF CDR * *, START AT * *,

IF CDR * * *, COMMENT,

IF CAR * « CAR *, COPY,

IF CAR o ATOM • f
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11 • WISP SYSTEM; LEVEL ORE COMPILER

11.1 IBTRODUCTIOH

The stage by stage development of a compiler by bootstrapping

techniques allows us to improve the compier as regards its structure,

function and scope and to use its predecessor for its compilation. We

have seen two stages (including aero level) of development in this

series of WISP compilers. low ve have arrived at the third and final

stage of development of this compiler. It is written in the language

of its predecessor. Its own language scope has been increased. It has

increased its functional characteristics. Sbuctur&lly also it differs

to some extent from its predecessors. In this chapter the development

of this compiler, its comparison with earlier compilers and its departure

from the original Wilkes compiler (at this stage) are described.

11.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPILES AMD COMPARISON WITH ITS

PREDECESSOR

Similar to its predecessor this compiler has also got the three

distinct functions. They are:

(i) reading standard forms and putting them into a list structure

(ii) reading the program to be compiled and putting it into a

simple list; and

(iii) matching of program statements with standard forma and on

complete agreement generation of compiled code

We will dt scuss these three functions and bring out the differences

with the earlier conpielr

102
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11.2.1 WSADXWO OF GTAKDARD F0P.M9

We have seen in the last chapter that the scope of the language

has widely increased for this compiler. The square brackets { ,] and

the round brackets (,) are treated as standard forms. These are paranetariess

statements of the language but some action is taken (to be discussed later)

by the compiler at compilation time when they are encountered in the

program. With the introduction of conditional statements, the IF-clauses

(previously a pert of the conditional jump forme) are treated as standard

forma in their own right. To make the present, compiler an all-purpose

compiler the conditional jump statements are treated as part of the

language and their corresponding templates as the standard forms. In

the lest chapter a final list of the standard forms is given.

It is not intended to repeat what has been said previously when

discussing the preceding compiler but salient points of differences

are brought out here.

This part of the present compiler is exactly the same as that of

the preceding compiler (ZERO.ORE) except that in this case the address

pertaining to a standard form is now placed in the CAR of the register

G instead of CDR of this register as was done in the case of earlier

compilers. This carried no advantage but it was done to keep in

conformity with Wilkes original compiler. For this purpose minor

changes are made in this segment. The LABEL routine (79) which was also

altered is given below. We have reproduced the present version of

the compter (in WISP language) with Wilkes original version later in

this chapter.
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79 LS(G) » APRS

ADRS « ADRS + 1

CALL VGNBTK (ST2, LINK)

CALL VGNHTK (RT2, RTl)

GO TO 9001

11.2.2 READING OF THE PROGRAM TO BE COMPILED

In the case of the present compiler, the whole program is enclosed
in round brackets and then terminated by two consecutive asterisks before

being submitted for compilation.

Since the present compiler is 30 structured as to deal with

conditional and compound statements, the present segment of the compiler

puts commas round all brackets so that the brackets are treated by the

compiler as statements. It should be noted that the prograder i» not

supposed to put commas after the statements preceding the brackets, for

example, in the case

[IF CAR A » CAR B (D « F, F « CDF F) P ® F[

the statements IF CAR A * CAP B, F » CDF F and P » F do not need any

commas after theia - they are introduced by this segment itself.

With the above main differences, this segment is the same as that

of preceding compiler. This segment is reproduced later in this chapter.

11.2.3 MATCHING OP STATEMENTS WITH STANDARD FORMS AND COMPILATION

In the last section we have noticed that the whole program before

being put for compilation is enclosed in round brackets. It is a new
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feature added is this compiler. The v'nole program is treated as one

compound statement. The heart of the compiler is a routine referred

to as the STATEMENT ROUTINE vhich begins at label 08 and the function

of this routine is to compile a single statement. The STATEMENT

ROUTINE is called in by the statement TO 08 AND BACK vith the object

of compiling the compound statement, that is, the whole program. This

routine then in turn calls itself recursively till the whole program

is compiled (terminated by two consecutive asterisks) and then return#

control to the point of call.

This segment named STATEMENT ROUTINE is functionally equivalent

to that of the preceding compiler with the following exceptions.

(i) This routine calls itself recursively and jumps out when

an asterisk is encoutered after the final closing round bracket.

(ii) It ends with the statement RETURN which is executed only after

the whole program has been compiled and finally sends control back to

the place where this STATEMENT ROUTINE was called in initially.

The following new features have been added in this segment.

(iii) A program segment has been added which prints out the statement

which could not be matched with any of the standard for?is.

(iv) a facility for dealing vith two-character identifiers, for

example Al, 32 etcetera.

For this purpose a subroutine for packing the two characters in

a two-character identifier is written (discussed below).

(v) if complete agreement is not found when matching a program

statement with one of the standard forsuj, them, before matching with the

next standard form, the stack is reset for this purpose a subroutine

is written to reset the stack and to make the level value up in

recursion. This subroutine is discussed below.
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(vi) a program segment has been added to print out the computed GO TO

statement vhichis meant for proper transfer of control in the compiled

program at execution time depending on the LINK value. This is printed

out as

9001 GO TO (1001, 1002, ), LINK

after the vhole program has been compiled.

(vii) The main compile routine 77 was augmented to deal with

all standard forms listed in the last chapter. In the following discussion

we will learn how the square and round brackets, IF-clauses and the

dependent ordinary statements are treated at compile time.

11.3 TREATMENT OF BRACKETS. IF-CLACSHS JUtD ORPINAIY CTATEMCTTO

Let us confine ourselves first to the preliminary settings and the

conventions followed for dealing with these statements at compile time .

Before entering into the compile routine 77 we have used one stack for

handling recursion and for storing parameter and LINK values. For

convenience we call this stack the 'PARAMETER STACK'. It has got two

pointers ST1 and ST2 whose initial values are zeros. At compile time two

more stacks are used, we call them the 'SWITCH STACK' and the 'LABEL

STACK*. For explanatory purposes we are naming them so that they

may be called by their names when thay are used in the following

discussion. The LABEL STACK has two pointers CP1, CP2 which have been

assigned the initial values zeros. The switch stack has only one stack

pointer called SWP whose initial value is also zero. Besides these

settings we initialise an integer variable SW equal to zero known as
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the SWITCH value. It increases its value by 1 at each increment and its

current value determines the special action to be taken at compile tine.

All the above mentioned stacks are based on a linked list mechanism.

Whenever we store a value on top of a stack, we first put a cell on top

of it taken from free list.

We have discussed two standard forms of the WISP language

in chapter six in relation to stack manipulation for handling recursion.

These are LEVEL UP and LEVEL DOWN. We recapitulate the concepts behind

these statements since we will quite often use them in the following

discussion.

LEVEL UP stands for storing the old stack pointer value ST1 (most recent)

on top of the stack and setting this pointer equal to the current pointer

(ST2). Similarly LEVEL DOWN stands for restoring the old stack pointer

value.

Now we describe below the algorithms to be followed for the

treatment of ope&ng square and round brackets, IP-clauses, ordinary

statements and closing square and round brackets.

ALGORITHM A
OPENING SQUARE BRACKET_

A1 Store old switch pointer value on top of SWITCH stack.

A2 Store old switch value (SV) on top of SWITCH stack.

A3 Set SW - 0-

Ak Make the LEVEL UP for the LABF.L stack -

A5 Issue t new label from LABEL ROUTINE (discussed in chapter eight),

A6 Put the above label on the top of LABEL STACK •

A7 Set the old stack pointer of LABEL STACK (CPl) equal to current

pointer (CP2).

A0 Exit -

To sua up, a new label is put on LABEL stack and old switch value

(SW) stored on SWITCH stack; the other steps are taken for handling recursion.
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ALGORITHM B: TP-CLAUSE

B1 Change the IP condition, that ia, affirmative becomes negative

and vice-verea. This gives the moat effective and logical

output code.

32 Issue n new label LI fron Label routine.

B3 Put the above label on the top of LABEL stack•

BU Set SW » SW ♦ 1

B5 Output vith the cha/red IP clause (Bl) followed by the

statement GO TO LI where LI is from B2.

B6 EXIT

Therefore, at compile tine for IP clause, a new label is issued

which is used in the compiled output as well as being put on top of stack

(CPS). The switch value increases by one.

ALGORITHM C: ORDINARY STATEMENTS

CI

C2

C3

C31

C32

C33

C3U

Test for the current switch value (SW).

If SW » o, normal output for the statement.EXIT

If SW f 0; besides the normal output it is followed by the next

statement 'GO TO1 label at CP1.

SW « SW - 1

Retrieve the label on top of LABEL stack (at CP?) and unatack

the cell.

Output 'retrieved label* followed by 'COHTIHUE'.

EXIT.
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ALGORITHM P.: QPfflfllCO ROUND BRACKOT

D1 Test for the current SWITCH value (8W).

D2 If SW » 0, action taken as follovs else go to D3.

D21 store old svitch pointer value on top of SWITCH stack .

D22 store old svitch value (that is, sero) on top of SWITCH stack,

D23 wake the LEVEL UP for the LABEL stack -

D2U EXIT.

B3 If 8W fi 0

Follow exactly as in algorithm A

ALC0RTT?1H E: CLOSIHG ROUND BRACKET

El Restore the SWITCH value from the SWITCH stack .

E2 Restore the switch pointer to its old value.

E3 Test for the SWITCH value.

Eli If ffW » 0, LEVEL DOWN for LABEL STACK .

Ekl EXIT.

E5 If 8W 0, follow as given below.

K51 Output '(X) TO* label at CP1 .

E52 SW « SW -1

E53 Retrieve the label on top of LABEL stack at (CPS) and unstack

the cell-

E5** Output 'retrieved label' followed by 'CONTINUE'.

E55 EXIT.
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ALGORITHM F: CLOSING SQUARE BRACKET

F1 Unstack the top cell of LABEL stack and output 'retrieved label'

followed by 'CONTINUE'.

F2 'LEVEL DOWN' for LABEL stack.

F3 Restore the SWITCH value from the SWITCH stack •

FU Restore the SWITCH pointer to its old value •

F5 Test for the SWITCH value .

F6 If SW ■ 0. Exit.

FT If SW ■ 0 , follow as given below •

FT1 Output 'GO TO* label at CP1.

F?2 SW - SW - 1

F73 Retrieve the label on top of LABEL stack (at CP2) and unstack

the cell.

F?U Output 'retrieved label1 followed by 'CONTINUE'

F75 EXIT.

Based on these algorithms corresponding changes and additions were

made in the compile routine 77. The final compile routine will be found

in the Appendix.

The following example of conditional statement containing a compound

statement will be compiled as given below if LI is the label put on LABEL

stack when opening square bracket is compiled and L2 is the label put on

top of LABEL stack when the IF-clause is compiled. With this explanation

and the above algorithms it will be comprehensible

[IF CAR S »: • (L » S, S - CDR S) R - CDR R]

The compiled output will be.
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I? (LS(8).NE.8TAP) CO TO L2

L « 8

8 - L8(S + 1)

GO TO LI

L2 CONTINUE

R - LS(R ♦ 1)

LI CONTINUE

11• COMPARISON OF THE PRE8EST COMPILER WITH WILKES' ORIGINAL COMPILER

The comparison of these two versions will be made according to

the three distinct divisions of the compiler which are based upon three

distinct functions. The present compiler has been discussed in detail

in the earlier sections. We will give below the salient points of

departure from the Wilkes' original compiler

ll.U.l READING OF STANDARD FORMS AND PUTTING INTO LIST STRUCTURE

The Wilkes* original compiler departs itself from its predecessor

in this respect. The basic reasons for this departure arose from the

following concepts. The action of Wilkes' compiler is quite different

when it is dealing respectivley with ordinary statements, IP clauses and

brackets. Other types of statements also require their own special

tveatmentand the compiler is, therefore, provided with anumber of

distinct subroutines. Control is sent to the appropriate subroutine

by means of a swi»tch and each standard form has a switch number

stored along with it. Ordinary statements have the switch number 0, and

IP clauses have the switch number 1. (other switch values are dealt in

section ll.it.3)
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We recall fro® the above that in the original Wilkes* compiler

switch values are stored along with the standard forms besides their

act (machine code translation label) The IP-clause has two act labels

associated with it. In our implementation we have followed the same old

pattern of reading/the standard forms and forming list structure with

the corresponding label stored in the CAR of the register of each sub-list

this label, as we know, is intended to give the proper entry point in the

compile routine. We do not have any distinct subroutines to deal with the

standard forms. Whatever action we take for compilations, it is taken in

the compile routine 77 and not outside this routine. This section is

reproduced below for comparison purposes; both versions are in the WISP

language.

11. h. 2 READIHO OF THE PROGRAM TO BE COMPILED IWTO SIMPLE LIST

This section is basically the same in both compilers, it is

reproduced below for completeness. The square and round brackets are

treated as statements of the language. This reading routine puts

commas round all brackets enclosing conditional or compound statements.

11. *». 3 MATCH IRQ OP PROGRAM 3TATEMENTB WITH STANDARD FORMS AlfD COMPILATION

For our compiler we have discussed these functions in an earlier

section. We will give helow in brief the treatment by the Wilkes'

original compiler for these functions which will bring out the differences

in these two version.
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The introduction of conditional statements means that compilation

no longer consists of putting out a self-contained machine code

translation for each statement on a one-to-one basis. For example, an

opening square bracket causes no orders to be compiled, but a label is

put on the stack for use when the closing square bracket is encountered

(this is functionally the same as tn the present implementation). An

IP-clause has two machine code translations associated with it: one is

put at once and a reference to the other is left of the stack for use

after the statement controlled by the IP-clauae has been compiled.

The action of the compiler is quite different when it is dealing

respectively with ordinary statements, 13 clauses, and brackets. Other

types of statement also require their own special treatment and the

compiler is, therefore, provided with a number of distinct subroutines.

Control is sent to the appropriate subroutine by means of a switch and

each standard form has a switch number stored along with it. In our

implementation the treatment is quite different, as we have observed

earlier in section 11.2.3 and 11.3.

The whole program is regarded as a compound statement, and must be

enclosed in round brackets. The master routine of the compiler is very

short and calls in TRX atatisse-.a, routine /TO 08 AND BACK (where 08 is

the label of the statement routine) with the object of compiling the

compound statement that is whole program. The first statement

encountered is an opening round bracket. This has switch value 2 and

control is accordingly sent to subroutine 2 (label 53) which is as

follows

52

TO 08 AND BACK

TO 52
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This subroutine has no RETURN statement and the statement routine

is called in recursively and repeatedly to compile the statements

within the compound stateiaent. Control, is, in fact, trapped in

subroutine 2, and it can only be released when one of the statements

turns out to be a closing round bracket. Thi3 sends control to

subroutine 3 which is as fallows:

53

LEVEL DOWN

RETURN

The effect of the LEVEL DOWN statement is that the succeeding RETURN

statement sends control back, not to subroutine 2, but to the place

to which it would have been sent back by a RETURN stateiaent at the

end of subroutine 2. If the closing bracket marks the end of the

whole program being compiled, this means that control is returned to the

master routine.

To sum up, the objectives of our compiler are the same but different,

more efficient means are used to achieve them. In our compiler we

do not need any switch value for the standard forma. There are no

special subroutines for dealing with the atatamenta outside the compile

routine. We have functionally so altered the compile routine as to

achieve the proper compilation of the program. In our version of level

one we have preserved the compilation technique used by Wilkes in his

earlier compilers - a technique which he discarded in favour of storing

the switch values with standard form and on match with program statements

using these switch values for transferring control to special purpose

subroutines. The routine at label 08 is however recursive as in Wilkes'

present compiler and treats the whole program, as one compound statement.
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11.5 The two versions ere reproduced below, in some cases laore than

one statement an reproduced on^a line. This Begfeamt given below is

meant for reading and putting the standard forms into list structure.

These two versions differ widely in structure.

WILKB8' ORIGINAL COMPILER

RESET STACK ,

G - P, F « CDR F,

E » F, D « F,

TO 26 AND BACK,

CAR K • CAR L,

F » L, WAIT,

TO 93.

26,

7 ■ CDR F, L - F,

23,

CAR F ■ INPUT,

TO 25 IF CAR F

D ■ CDR F, TO 23,

25,

TO 2l» IF CAR L »i.,

F ■ CDR F,

CAR F « INPUT,

22,

F « CDR F,

CAR F « INPUT,

To 21 IF CAR F

TO 79 AHD BACK,

A » CDR 0, CAR F ■ A ,

THE PREffCTT COMPILER

RESET STACK,

E - F ,

D • F,

TO 25 AND BACK ,

CAR E « CAR L ,

F » L ,

WAIT,

TO 93;

26 ,

F - CDR F,

L » F,

23;

CAR F - INPUT ,

TO 25 IF CAR P

D » CDR F ,

TO 23 ;

25;

TO 2l» IF CAR L

F - CDR F ,

G - F ,

TO 79 AND BACK ,

F = CDR F,

CDR E ■ F7
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TO 22,

21,

F » CDR F, CDR S « F,

CAR E ■ L, E « CDR E,

TO 26 AHD BACK,

2U,

RETURK,

The following segment is structurally the saute and is meant for

reading the program to be compiled into a simple list.

CAR E ® L,

S « CDR E,

TO 26 AND BACK,

2h,

RETURN,

UHSET 21 - 25

93,

F - F,

29,

S ® Q, Q « F,

F ® CDR F,

A - F,

CAR A « IKPtJT,

TO 21 IF CAR 3 "is,

TO 22 IF CAR A ,

TO 22 IF CAR A

TO 22 IF CAR A «:l ,

TO 22 IF CAR A »:] ,

22,

B » :,

CAR Q ■ B,

Q • CDR Q,

CAR Q ■ CAR A,

UNSET 21 - 25

93,

P « F,

29,

S ® Q, Q ® F,

F « CDR P,

A - F,

CAR A - INPUT,

TO 21 IF CAR S » ::,

TO 22 IF CAR A - :(,

TO 22 IF CAR A « :)»

TO 22 IF CAR A » :f ,

TO 22 IF CAR A ■ :] ,

22

B » ;,

CAR Q - B

Q " CDR Q.

CAR Q » CAR A
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Q ■ CDR Q, Q - CDR Q ,

CAR Q - B„ CAP Q ■ B,

F - CDR Q, F - CDR Q,

TO 23, TO 23 ,

21, 21,

CAR Q - CAR A, CAR Q ■ CAR A ,

23, 23,

TO 28 IF CAR Q •, TO 28 IF CAR Q ■: •,

TO 29, TO 29,

28, 28,

TO 27 IF CAR S »: «, TO 27 IF CAR 8 »: •,

TO 29, TO 29,

27, 27.

WAIT, WAIT,

The following program segment is meant for matching program

statements with the templates and generation of the output.

06, 06,

Q - P, Q - P,

TO 08 AND BACK, RESET STACK ,

Q » CDR Q, TO 08 AND BACK ,

CDR Q » F, TO 71 AND BACK,

F - P, Q - CDR Q ;

TO 93, CDR Q - F ,

08 P « P,

TO 15 IF CAR Q «: , TO 93,

TO 16 08,

15, TO 97 IF CAR Q «: • ,
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Q • CDR Q, TO 08,

16,

E ■ D,

09,

RESET STACK,

Z ■ CAR E, R - Q,

05.

To 13 IF CAR Z -i •,

TO 12 IF CAR R ■ CAR Z,

07,

E ■ CDR E,

TO 09 IF CAR E ,

WAIT,

12,

R - CDR R, Z » CDR Z,

03,

TO lU IF CAR Z

TO 05,

13,

CAR R TO STACK,

R ■ CDF R, Z ■ CDR t

TO 15 IF CAR Q ■: ,

TO 15 IF CAR Q »s,,

TO 16,

15,

Q - CDR Q,

TO 08,

16,

E - D,

09,

SUBROUTINE 72,
Z ■ CAR E ,

R ■ Q ,

05 i

TO 13 CAR Z

TO 12 CAR R - CAR Z,
07,
E • CDR E,

TO 09 IF G&R B f:.,
TO 73 AND BACK,

WAIT,

12.



TO 03 IF CAR R -J ,

TO 03 IF CAR R «:,,

TO 13 IF CAR Z «.*

CAR R TO STACK,

R » CDS S,

SUBROUTINE 78,

TO 03,

TO 25 IF CAR B ,

R «• CDR R,

25,

TO 19 IF CAR R

TO 07,

19.

Z « CDR Z, Q » CDR R,

SWTICH 1»9 - CAR Z,

**9.

TO 50, TO 51, TO 52,

TO 53, TO 5^, TO 55,

70 56,

50,

Z - CDR Z,

CAR Z TO STACK,

SUBROUTINE 77,

i»8,

RETURN,

51,

Z - CDR Z,

3U3R0UTINE UO,

CAR Z TO STACK ,

Z •« CDR Z,

119

R » CDR R,

Z « CDR Z,

03,

TO Ik IT CAR Z

TO 05,

13,

CAR R TO STACK,

R « CDR Z,

Z ■ CDR Z,

TO 03 IF CAR R

TO 03 IF CAR R ,

TO 13 IF CAR Z

TO 78 AND BACK,

R « CDR R,

TO 03,

1U,

TO 25 IF CAR R -i ,

R » CDR R,

25,

TO 19 IF CAR R ,

TO 07,

19,

Z » CDR Z,

CAR Z TO STACK,

SUBROUTINE 77,

Q « CDR R,

TO 08 AND BACK ,

97,

RETURN f

»•
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CAR 8 TO STACK,

SUBROUTINE 77,

SUBROUTINE Ul,

RETURN,

52,

TO 08 AND BACK,

TO 52,

53,

LEVEL DOWN,

RETURN,

5*.

SUBROUTINE UO,

60,

TO 08 AND BACK,

TO 60,

55,

LEVEL DOWN,

Z » CDR Z,

CAR Z TO STACK ?

SUBROUTINE 77 7

SUBROUTINE M,

RETURN,

56,

R » CDR R,

TO 56 IF CAR R

Q - CDR R,

RETURN,

• •
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In the Uilkes1 compiler the subroutines at labels 50, 51, 52,

53, 5*»» «"id 55 are meant for treating ordinary statements, IF caluses

opening round bracket, closing round bracket, opeaang square bracket

and closing square bracket respectively. Subroutine 1*0 issues a label to

the stack, and subroutine Ul returns the label for resisue lajter. The

subroutine 76 is meant for dealing with two-character identifiers, it

is a machine dependent feature. In our implementation as soon as

those characters are identified as a two-character identifier, they

are passed as parameters to a subroutine (VGPAC1C) vhich packs them and

returns the two-character identifier for further manipulation.

In tha following section we will discuss some subroutines which are

used with this compiler besides those discussed earlier.

11.6 SOME ADVANCED SUBROUTINES

11.6.1 SUBROUTINE FOR PACKING TWO-CHARACTER IDENTIFIERS

The statement TO 76 AND BACK in the main compiler transfers control

to the label 78 where tha succeding program segment first identifies

aiid then packs the two characters of the tvo-character identifier with

the help of subroutine VGPACK. It returns control to the main program

for further manipulation on the packed identifier vhich has been placed

on top of the stack. We give below the subroutine VGPACK. J,K. are

the parameters for passing the characters in the subroutine call and

P ie the return value of the packed tvo-character identifier

CODING: SUBROUTINE VGPACK (J.K.P)

LOGICAL » 1 J(?), K(2), P(2)

R(l) - J(l)

R(2) » K(l)

RETURN

END
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11.6.2 SUBROUTINE TOR RUMM'TING THE STACK WHEN CONTROL IS INSIDE

THE RECURSIVE STATEMENT ROUTINE 08

PURPOSE: Whenever an asterisk in encountered in the standard form at

the time of scanning and matching a program statement with one of

the standard forms, the corresponding symbol in the statement is

placed on the stack. If complete agreement is not found, the stack

is reset in recursive statement routine 08 by meant of this special

purpose subroutine. As routine 08 compiles recursively it is obvious

that the level of recursion also increases with the successive

compilation of the program statements. This factor is also kept in

mind when writing this subroutine. TP? is the temporary stack pointer

before entering any level of recursion. The subroutine is given below

The call statement for this subroutine is

CALL V07?

CODING: SUBROUTINE VGT2

IMPLICIT INTEGER • 2 (A - Z)

COMMON LSy F, ST2, RLTPAR,CcwP,R,ENT£R,LVL,|JEFTgL

DIMENSION LS (10000)

DATA KOMA /«.'/

IF (LVL) 2,1,2

C WHERE 'LVL* IS THE LEVEL OF RECURSION

1 TP2 - SR2

2 IF (I»S(R).EQ.K0KA) GO TO U

3 IF (8T2.EQ.TP2) RETURN

CALL VGNSTK (ST2.DUMP)

C STACK CELLS ARE RETURNED TO FREE LIST AFTER UNSTACKING

GO TO 3

U TP2 - ST2

LVL « LVL + 1

RETURN

END
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11.6.3 PpUTIHE FOR COPYIWO SUBROUTINES AWD OTHER PROGRAM SEGMEHTS

PURPOSE: We have Been in this chapter on the advanc ed language a

facility provided by the 'COPY' statement. This directs the com pilar

to reproduce unaltered whatever appears on the list after the 'COPY*

statement upto but excluding a terminating sign. In the Wilkes'

version we noticed that single characters of the 'extra statements'

(to be copied) are stored in liBt cells and these take up list space.

We have also this facility in the present implementation. This does have

the one advantage that the programmer is able to copy out 'extra

statements' within the body of the compiled program, but to copy out

by this method at the end of the compiled program does not 3eem to be

an efficient way of utilising list space. To avoid this, another subroutine

was written which copies out the 'extra statements' (either subroutines

or program segments like those labelled 79, 79 etc) directly without

putting them on the list after the compiled r>rograa.

The compiled program may bo a differentiation orograat or a WISP

compiler. The needs for both of then are different since the differentiation

program require only some subroutine for further execution while WISP

compiler needs program segments like 78, 79 etc. and subroutines 77

with some other subroutines. Keeping these factors in mind the

subroutine ia so written that it satisfies both needs. For this purpose

the program segments (needed for the compiler), punched on 80 col. cards

(in our case according to FORTRAN convention) are followed by a card

containing the character *1' in col 80 and after this the subroutines

(punched on 80 col cards) needed for other program are followed by a

card containing the character *2' in col 80. This whole deck of cards

in placed behind the program text submitted for compilation. Thenafter
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compilation the compiler reproduces vhat is needed "by calling this

subroutine.

The coding for this subroutine is given below:

SUBROUTINE VGCOPY (SRCB, If)

IMPLICIT INTEGER • 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION SRCE (80)

DATA ONE /'l•/. TWO /'S*/

INTEGER N

10 READ (5,1,END « 300)SRCE

1 FORMAT (80 Al)

GO TO (100 , 200), ?!

100 IF(SRCE(8O).NE.OHE) GO TO 10

20 READ (5,1.BID » 300) SRCE

200 IF (ERCT(CO ).EQ.TWO.OR.SRCE(60).EQ.ONE)RETURN

WRITE (6,MS3RCE

It FORMAT (♦ ■ ,60 Al)

GO TO 20

300 STf?

END

Besides these subroutines the final version of the compiler needs

all the other subroutines discussed earlier.

The program segment« at labels T1 and 73 are used for reproducing

computed GO TO statement and the illegal statement respectively. The

computed GO TO statement is used for transferring control to various

places in the compiled program according to the value of LINE e.g.

the effect of a subroutine return.

These segments can be seen in the appendix with the final

version of the compiler.



12. FORMAL DIFFERENTIATION PROGRAM IH WISP

: ITS COMPILATION AND EXECUTION :

12.1 Introduction

List processing may be applied to any problem in which symbol

manipulation is involved. The formal differentiation of algebraic

expression is a good example of symbol manipulation and is used

S3 a demonstration exercise by many list processing systems.

The main object of this thesis had been the development of a

self-compiling compiler in a taachine Independent language (PORTRAIT LV)

In this implementation the source language in WISP, the language in

which the compiler is written is FORTRAN IV and the target language

is also FORTRAN IV.

K&ch compiler in this series of compilers may compile itself

and further a lower level compiler compiles its successor (bootstrapping)

In order to examine the efficacy of the final version of the compiler

a formal differentiation program written in the extended WISP

language was compiled and executed.

125
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12.2 General Formallgation

How ve describe in brief the functions of the different

segments of the WISP differentiation program and important observations

made in compilation.

This formal differentiation program consists of a main routine

(label 55) vhich reads in the expression to be differentiated and puts

it on a list (thia algebraic expression should be terminated by tvo

consecutive ASTERISKS), then it makes use of four subroutines 50-53

(described below), each of which uses itself recursively.

For the purposes of this differentiation program, an algebraic

expression i3 considered to oonsiat of the letters A to Z combined

with infix operators +, -, ., and /; round brackets are used for

bracketing. Dot (.) is used for multiplication sign. Differentiation

is done with respect to X,

Let us consider the following algebraic expressions:

A ♦ B ♦ C

(A - 3).(X ♦ Y/X)

Such expressions can he made up out of sub-expression of the

form:

(a $ 0)

where 4 is an operator ♦, ., or /, and a,8 are either letters or

similar bracketed sub-expresions. Thus

A ♦ B ♦ C g ((A ♦ B) ♦ C)

(A - B).(X ♦ Y/X) s ((A - B). (x + (y/x)))

The internal representation of the expression (a $ 8) is shown

in figure 1.
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Figure 1.

If a is an atom it will be in the CAR of the second register,

otherwise it will point to another list of three elements. For

example, ((A ♦ B).(X ♦ Y)) will appear as in figure 2.

Figure 2.

The virtue of this representation is that it is made up of a

set of sub-elements identical in form and is therefore well adapted

to processing by a recursive technique.

12.3 Polish List Formation
*

The subroutine 50 rearranges the algebraic expressions in the

list structure into prefix Polish notation as shown in these figures.

It is to oe noted that the eapreasion to be presented for differentiation

should be in proper bracketed form according to the above convention.
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12.U Printing of ExpressIona

The subroutine 51 prints a Polish list an a conventional algebraic

expression; it is also recursive in nature. When called on to output

an iteia which is not an atom it outputs an opening which is not

an atom it ouputs an opening bracket, re-enters itself recursively to

output the first sub-expression, prints the operator,re-enters itself

to print the second sub-expression, and finally ouputs a closing

bracket.

12.5 Formal Differentiation

The subroutine 52 performs the formal differentiation which is

based on the following rules: (1) there is the rule for differentiating

an expression consists of a single symbol, namely, that the symbol

should be replaced by 1 if it is "X" and by 0 (sero) otherwise. (2)

there are rules for differentiating sum, differences and products.

These rules are written recuraivley, that is, the symbol for differentiation

appeara on both sides of the equation, for example:

d (A+B)-d_ (A)* d (B)
dx cLx dx

d (U.V) - U.d (V)*v.d (u)
dx d* dx

This recursive form is reflected in the differentiating routine

which, at appropriate points contains instructions calling in itself.
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12.6 editing

Finally, the subroutine 53 performs a certain amount of

simplification, for example, it removes certain aero terms end

contracts products in vhich one of the factors is unity thus:

*♦0 - X

X-0 » X

X+X - 2X

X-X - 0

X.O - 0

X.l - X

0/X - 0

X/l « X

Besides this editing, no more simplification is done by the

program.

The program resets itself for differentiating another expression

when on expression has beer, differentiated. The sotting up of the

free list is done once at the beginning of the program since

according to our implementation cells no longer in use ore returned at

once to the free list.

The NI3P system as described in the original paper ( )

is paper tape oriented. The symbol comma (,) causes a carriage return and

line feed to be punched on the output tape. If thin method is implemented

in its present form the printer output would coae in a vertical linear

forn. To avoid this a subroutine wan written to arrange the printer

output in a proper cumulative Uoriaontal readable form (it is diecussed

below)
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12.7 SUBROUTINE FOR ORGANIZING PAPER-TAPE-ORIENTED OUTPUT TO LINE

PRIHTER OUTPUT

PURPOSE; In the WISP system output of the suabol ecmm {,) causes a

carriage return and line feed to be punched on the output tape. Therefore

in case of line printer this symbol would indicate the termination of a

sequence of characters stored in the buffer for printing. Single

characters are passed as parameter to the subroutine. The call for this

subroutine is

CALL VGOUT (SYMBL)

CODING;

it

5

SUBROUTINE V00UT (SYMBL)

IMPLICIT INTEGER • 2 (A - Z)

DIMENSION 0TPT(80), LS(lOOOO)

DATA SW/0/, KOMA/» ,'/

COMMON LS

IP(SW) 1,1.3

SW +1

BO 2 II - 1, 80

OTPT(II) » 0

II » 1

IF(SIM3L) .EQ.KOMA) GO TO it

OTPT(ll) - SYMDL

II » II ♦ 1

IP (II.HE.81) RETURN

WRITE(6,5) OTPT

FORMAT ('• ,80 Al)

SW m 0

RETURN

END
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The other subroutines used vrith the differentiation program are:

Available space routine; stacking routine; unstacking routine; and

character reading routine.

These have been discussed in chapter eight.

12.8 IMPORTANT 0B8ERVATI0H8 OH COMPILATION AND ISXECUTIOS OP

SIFFEREHTIATXPHf PROGRAM

(i) It is one of the basic requirements of the WIS? language that

conditional statements should be enclosed in square brackets but this

is not strictly followed in the original WISP differentiation program.

When the nesting of IF-clausea occurs (a.3 in the EDIT section

of the program) and if they are compiled without proper square

bracketing as required by the language, improper transfer of control

took place in the compiled version. With this fact in view the whole

differentiation propgrara was examined and the proper square brackets

were added as required by the language. The revised program is given

below.

(ii) The other important aspect is the proper ordering of the standard

forma in the compiler and this had not been mentioned in the original

paper; it came to the notice of the author when compiling the WISP

differentiation program. The difficulty arose when the compiler

output of such statement like

CAR D •: 2 came out as LS(D) ®: 2

instead of LS(D) - TWO

This happened due to the fact that in the list of standard forms the

string CAP. * « * vas followed by the larger string CAP * *: * (with
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vfcjch the above statement is supposed to match) and at the time of

matching :2 vas taken as a two-character identifier and thus

CARD ■»: 2 was matched with CAR • ■ • because it occurs before the

string CAR * ■: *. Therefore to avoid such difficulties the list of

standard forms was re-organised and in the following cases of pairs of

strings

*«#

• ■: *

CAR » « *

CAR • «j *

CDR • • *

CDR * »: *

the convention that shorter string should follow longer string was

adopted.

(iii) At execution time errors arose due to some statements in the

subroutine 50 (FORM POLISH LIST) of the WISP differentiation program

which is given below. The present author was in correspondence with

Professor Wilkes (Cambridge University, England) on these points and

Professor Wilkes agrees with the suggestions put forward for alterations.

(a) In the first statement IF CAR Pa;) within the first

conditional statement occuring in this subroutine, a misorint was detected:

the opening round bracket should be replaced by a closing rousd bracket.
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(b) An anomoly was detected when presenting the sane expression for

differentiation but in different forma. For example, the expression

X ♦ (<X.Y)/(X ♦ Y))

was differentiated properly but the system fails when the sane expression

is presented in the form

<(X.Y)/(X + Y)) + X

After careful scrutiny and analysis it was observed that the Polish

list was not organized properly. As one goes through this subroutine

it is worth noticing that before every RSTUPH in this segment the input

expression pointer value (P * CDR P) is increased, thus it would be

redundant to incraaas this pointer value again at the point of return

as ve have done after the second statement TO 50 ASD TsACK in this

subroutine. When this particular statement P «* CDR P was deleted, the

program differentiated properly all expressions in whatever form they

were presented provided they wore correctly bracketed.

The WI3P differentiation program with the necessary alterations

is given below. Its compiled code and an example of its eEecirtion

with the differentated output of some algebraic expressions are given in

the Appendix.
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PIFFERKHT1ATION PROGRAM Ilf WI8P

-•"^MEMT DIPFEREHTIATK

P^IHT:,
WAIT 5

P - P

CAR F - : (

P " CDR P

CAR P - IHPUT

03

8 - F

F - CPR F

Ok

CAR F « IHPUT

I IP CAR P " :,, TO OU

[ IF CAR F - :, TO OU]]

I IP CAR P - s» (IF CAR S - TO 031 TO 031

CAR 8 » :)

Z - S

Q ■ P

PI - F,P - CDR P

UHSET 03 - Ok

CAR M «* PI

TO 50 AMD BACK

CDR Z - P

F - Q

CAR M PI

TO 51 AHD BACK

P2 ■ F,F • CDR P
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CAR M «* P2

CAR M - PI

TO 52 AND BACK

CAR M P2

TO 53 AND BACK

CAR M ■* P2

TO 51 AND BACK

OPTIONAL STOP 1

P » PI

OPTIONAL STOP 2

TO 55

COMBENT, FORM POLISH LIST

50

A •* CAR M

S - CDR P

[ IF CAR P - :(, P - CDR P

CAR A - CAR P

P » CDR P

RETURN]

CAR A ■ P

LI - CAR A, L2 » CDR L1,L3 - CDR L2

P » CDR L3

CAR M •* L3

CAR M -* LI

CAR M •* L2

TO 50 AND BACK

LI *» CAR M

CAB LI - CAR P

P - CDR P

TO 50 AND BACK

P ■ CDR P
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I IF CAR P - :), P - CDR P]

RETURN.

COMMENT, RBINT POLISH LIST

51

PRIRT

60

OPTIONAL STOP k

A •* CAR M

[IF CAR A - :0 ()

IF CAR A ■ ATOM, PRINT CAR A

LI ■ CAR A, L2 - CDR LI, L3 - CDR L2

PRINT :(

CAR M -» L3

CAR V - LI

CAR K -♦ L2

TO 60 AND RACK

LI •* CAR M

PRINT CAR LI

TO 60 AND RACK

PRINT s)l

RETURN

COMMENT, DIFFERENTIATE POLISH LI8T

52

WAIT 6

A ■* CAR M

D CAR M

[ IF CAR A - ATOM

([IF CAR A - :X, CAR D - :1, CAR D - tOf RETURN)]
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(31 - CAR A, 32 - CDR Bl, B3 - CDR B2

CAR D » F

LI « CAR D, L2 » CDR LI, L3 - CDR L2

F - CDR L3)

I IF CAR B1 ■ : ♦ , TO 05

(IF CAR 31 - s - , TO 05

TO 06T05

CAR LI - CAR B1

CAR M -» L2

CAR M -*• B2

CAR M -*■ L3

CAR M -• B3

To 52 AND BACK

TO 52 AND BACK

RETURN

06

CAR L2 - F

R1 - CAR L2, R2 ■ CDR Rl, R3 - CDR R2

F - CDR R3

CAR L3 - F

SI » CAR L3, 32 - CDR SI, S3 » CDR S2

F - CDRTS3

(IF CAR B1 • :., TO 07

(IF CAR B1 • :/,T0 08

WAIT 711

07

CAP LI - :♦

CAR R- • :., CAR SI - :.

CAR R 2 - CAR B2

CAR S 3 - CAR B3

CAR M «* S2
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CAR M -♦ B2

CAR M •» R3

CAR M ■* B3

TO 52 AH -DBACK
TO 52 AHD BACK

RETURN

od

CAR 8 • F

U1 « CAR 32, U2 - CDR Ul, U3 » CDR U2

F « CDR U3

CAR S3 - F

VI » CAR S3, V2 - CDR VI, V3 ■ CDR 72

F * CDR V3

CAR LI ■

CAR ?1 » :/, CAR SI - :/

CAR Ul - , CAR VI » :/

CAR V2 « CAR B3, CAR V3, - CAR 33

CAR U2 • CAR B2, CAR R3 » CAR B3

CAR M R2

CAR M *♦ B2

CAR M U3

CAR M -» B3

TO 52 AND BACK

TO 52 A3D BACK

RJffTvav

COHMEIiT, EDIT

53

A -♦ CAR M

I IF CAR A » ATOM, RKTURHl

LI » CAR A, L2 - CDR LI, L3 « CDR L2

CAP. M -♦ A
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CAR M L2

CAE M «♦ L3

TO 53 AND BACK

TO 53 AND BACK

A -♦ CAR M

LI - CAR A, L2 -

(IF CAR LI » :.

I IF CAR L2 ■ :0,

fIP CAR L3 - $0,

(IP CAR L2 - si,

(IF CAR L3 - :1,

IF CAR LI - s-

(IF CAR L3 - :0»

(IF CAR L3 - CAR

IF CAR LI - :/

(IF CAR L2 * :0,

(IF CAR L3 ■ si,

IP CAR LI - s♦

I IF CAR L2 ■ sO,

(IF CAR L3 - sO,

I IF CAR L2 - CAR

(CAR LI - s.

CAR L2 - S2)1J1J

RETURN

••

CDR LI, L3 ■ CDR L2

CAR A - CAR L2

CAR A - CAR L3

CAR A - CAR L3

CAR A « CAR L2JU1

CAR A ■ CAR L2

L2, CAR A - :0jJ

CAR A - CAP L2

CAR A - CAR L2]]

CAR A » CAR L3

CAR A - CAR L2

L3
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LAHdUAQg (IBM 360? AlfD C0NCLU3I01?g

5 A BRIgy WOTB :

Ve have seen the development of the WISP macro processor through

various stages. The design logic is haaed on a pattern Hatching

technique and then the replacement of the source text by the target

language text. The processor is written in FORTRAN IV and accepts

WISP language statements and generates the output code in

FORTRAN IV.

SOU Ret C*rtqUAC)£ MACRO Processor, TARGET i-ANQUflc,E
w15p 1N

Fortran
Fortran

The property that this processor is capable of accepting

arbitrarily designed languages mekes it a notation-independent macro

processor. It is obvious that with the design of a new language,

the standard forms (templates) take on new formats. Further the

processor can generate output code corresponding to the target

language when the compile routine has been subsequently altered.

Therefore the output code i3 a function of two variables: standard

forms (SF) and compile routine (CR). The list of standard forms is

itself a function dependent on the design of the source language.

The compile routine is the function dependent on the design of the

target language. Thus

IhO
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SF ■» f (possible source language statements)

CR « F (target language design for a specific source language)

and OUTPUT ■ * (SF, CR)

If we keep SF constant and alter the compile routine for the

target language we want, the output code would be in another language

for the same source language.

The above idea was implemented, the target language being assembly

language (IBM 360) instead of FORTRAN. For this purpose the compile

routine 77 was accordingly altered so as to give the output code in

the assembly language for the corresponding WISP statements. The

macro processor (compiler) is still in high level language (FORTRAN IV).

The sero-level compiler was reproduced in assembly language by the

final version of the compiler. This reproduced version was submitted

for execution to examine its self-compiling property. The FORTRAN

subroutines were used unaltered with the assembly language program.

These listings are given in the appendix where it will become clear

how the WISP statements are translated by the compile routine into

assembly language statements.
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CONCLUSIONS:

The Bain purpose of this thesis was to achieve machine

independence for the WISP system. The developed version of the compiler

is now applicable to any computer with FORTRAN IV compiler. Professor

Wilkes has argued in his original paper "Complete machine independence

can never be achieved, if only because some minimal basis of machine

coding will be necessary on transfer to a new machine in order to marry

the system to the input and output facilities provided on the particular

machine. A routine written in machine language will also be necessary

for setting up the free list in the first instance". In the present

implementation we had observed that all subroutines including the

routine for free list setting are written in high level language (

(FORTRAN IV)

The presently developed compiler (level one) is written in the

language of its predecessor and as a further step it needs to be

written in its own language, that is, use should be made of conditional

and compound statements instead of conditional jump statements. This

feature will make the compiler more compact.

To remove the programmers' need to enclose the whole program

within round brackets, the compiler needs to be designed so as to be

capable of enclosing the program itself when submitted for compilation.

As a further step, provision for dealing with more than two

character identifiers be made in the compiler which will be helpful for

using longer names for the lists.

For further development the WISP system could be made capable

of being used in an interactive environment.
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C*********VARIOUSSUBROUTINES*#»**»»** C»**LABELISSUINGROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGLBLIWSPLBL»N> IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) INTEGERN DIMENSIONREFTBLI99),LS(IOOOO) COMMONLS,F,ST2»RETPAR,COMP,R*ENTER,LVL»REFTBL DATASHUNT/O/ IF(SHUNT)100,5,100
5SHUNT=1 DO21=1,99 REFTBLII)=0

2CONTINUE-JDO31=71,79uj REFTBLII)=I
3CONTINUE FTNLBL=501

100GOTO!110,120,130),N
CFTNLBLFORWSPLBLWHENUSEDINDEPENDENTLY 110IF(REFTBLIWSPLBL))10,20,20 10REFTBLIWSPLBL)=-REFTBLIWSPLBL) 60WSPLBL=REFTBL{WSPLBL) RETURN

20REFTBLIWSPLBL)=FTNLBL
CFTNLBLINDEPENDENTLYISSUED 130WSPLBL=FTNLBL FTNLBL=FTNLBL+1 RETURN

CFTNLBLFORWSPLBLWHENUSEDWITHINWSPSTMT 120IF(REFTBL(WSPLBL))40,50,60 40WSPLBL=-REFTBLIWSPLBL) RETURN
50REFTBLIWSPLBL)=-FTNLBL GOTO130 END



C***AVAILABLESPACELISTFORMATIONROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGLAS IMPLICITINTEGER*2IA-Z) DIMENSIONLSIIOOOO) COMMONLS DO101=1,9909,2 LSII)=0
10LSII+l)=I+2 RETURN END

C***STACK-BUILDINGANDDATASTACKINGROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGSTK(J,K) IMPLICITINTEGER*2IA-Z) DIMENSIONLSI10000) COMMONLS,F
c***•TP*TEMPORARYSTACKPOINTER,"J*STACKPOINTER TP=J

c.F,FREELISTPOINTER J=LSIF+L) IF!J.EQ.9999)WRITE(6,1)
1FORMAT!•AVAILABLESPACELISTISEXAUSTED.') LS1F+1)=LSIJ+l) LSIJ+1)=TP

C***'K'DATAFORSTACKING LSIJ)=K RETURN END



c***dataretrievalandunstackingroutine subroutinevgnstk(j.k) implicitinteger*2(a-z) dimensionls(iocoo) commonls,f
c****k1dataunstacked k=ls(j)

c***.tp.temporarystackpointer.«j'stackpointer tp=ls(j+i)
c***'f'freelistpointer ls(j+1)=ls(f+1) ls(f+1)=j j=tp return end£

croutineforcharactersbeingreadintostore subroutinevginpt(char) implicitinteger*2(a-z) dimensionsrce(80) datanxt/81/.blnk/'*/,coln/•:1/»plus/•+•/♦sw/g/
10if(nxt-81)40,20,20 20read(5,30,end=90}srce 30format(80a1) nxt=1

csearchingforfirstcardafter*copy*statement c***whichisblankexceptccl.1contains*+*. if(srce(i).eq«plus)goto70
401f(sw)50,50,60 50char=srce(nxt) nxt=nxt+1 if(char.eq.8lnk.and.srce(nxt-2).ne.c0ln)goto10



RETURN
60CHAR=SRCE(NXT} NXT=NXT+l

CSEARCHINGFORLASTCARDOFTHESTATEMENTSTOBECOPIED, C***WHICHCONTAINSASTATEMENTASWELLAS•+»INCOL.80. IF(NXT.EQ.81.AND.SRCE180).EQ.PLUS)GOTO80 RETURN
70SW=i GOTO20

80SW=0 RETURN
90STOP END

Cr>

C***ROUTINEFORCOPYINGSUBROUTINESAND77,78,79 SUBROUTINEVGCOPY(SRCE,N) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONSRCE(80) DATAONE/'I*/,TWC/*2•/ INTEGERN
10READl5,1,END=300)SRCE IFORMATC80AI) GOTO{100,200),N

ICOIF(SRCEI80).NE.ONE)GOTO10 20READ(5,1,END=300)SRCE
200IF(SRCE(80).EQ.TW0.0R.SRCE(80).EQ.0NE)RETURN WRITE(6,4)SRCE

4FORMAT!•*,80A1) GOTO20
3C0STOP END



C***ROUTINEFORISSUINGINTEGRATEDWISPLABELS FUNCTIONWSPLBL(KtJ) INTEGER*2INT{111/O,0,1,2,3»4,5,6,7»8,9/,WSPLBL,K,J INTEGER*2LITC11)/••,•0',•L•,•2•,•3•,•A•,•5•,•6•,•7*,•8•,19•/ KIi JI=-1
C***•K',*J•»AREINTEGERSPASSEDFORCONCATENATION DO51=1,11 IFIK.EQ.LIT(I))KI=INT(I) IF(J.EQ.LIT(1))JI=INT(I)

5CONTINUE IFIKI.LT.O.OR.JI.LT.O)WRITE(6,10)K,J
10FORMAT(*CHARACTERERROR',2A1) WSPLBL=10*KI+JI RETURN END

C***ROUTINEFORPACKINGTWO-CHARACTERIDENTIFIERS SUBROUTINEVGPACK(J,K,R) LOGICAL*!J(2),K(2)»R(2)
C***J,K,AREVARIABLESFORPACKINGAND'R*RETURNVARIABLE R{1)=J(1) R{2)=K(1) RETURN END

C***FORPROPERRESETTINGOFSTACKANDLEVELINCREMENT CINRECURSIVESEGMENT08OFMAINPROGRAM. SUBROUTINEVG72 IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z)



COMMONLS»F,ST2,RETPAR,CCMP,R,ENTER,LVL»REFTBL DIMENSIONLSI10000) DATAKOMA/','/
***»LVL«ISLEVELOFRECURSION IF(LVL)2,1,2

1TP2=ST2 2IF(LSIR).EQ.KOMA)GOTOA 3IFIST2.EQ.TP2)RETURN CALLVGNSTK(ST2»DUMP) GOTO3
ATP2=ST2 LVL=LVL+1 RETURN END

***MAINCOMPILEROUTINEFOROUTPUT SUBROUTINEVG77 IMPLICITINTEGER*21A-Z) COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL,REFTBL DATASWP/O/,SW/0/,AR8/0/,CPl/0/, ICP2/0/,STK/O/,PLUS/1+•/,KOMA/•,•/ DIMENSIONLSt10000),KETADD(100),SRCE(80),COPY(80),REFTBL(99) INTEGERJ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/•0•,•1•,•2*,•3*,•A•,•51,•6*,•7•,»8•,•9•,••
1'.•,»*+'t•*','{',•)•,*£•,•'.■XS'Y'.'Z'/ INTEGERSYMB(25)/*ZER0'»*0NE*,•TWO•,•THRE•,'FOUR•,•FIVE•,'SIX i'SEVN*,'EGHT',•NINE*,'BLNK*,•CLN•,•DOT',*DIVN1,•KOMA•,'MINS1, 2'PLUS*,'STAR','LPRN*,'RPRN*,,LSGB*,'RSQB*,1X•,*Y*,*Z•/ IF(ENTER)125,150,125

150ENTER=1 STK=0 WRITE(6,130)
130FORMAT!7X,•IMPLICITINTEGER«2(A-Z)•,/,7X,



1*DIMENSIONLSILOOOO),RETADD!100),ILLGL(80),SRCE(80),COPY(80)•,/♦7X 1,"DATAADRS/701/,ST1/0/,SW/0/,SWP/0/,M/0/,STK/0/,CP1/0/,CP2/C/,» 3 ,/,6X,•ICLN/•*:«*/,LPRN/**(*»/,RPRN/'1)"/»LSQ8/''£*'/* 4RSQB/*'••/.DOT/**.'*/,*»/»6X»'2K0MA/*«,'•/,STAR/•1*•*/,BLNK/'••* 5/,PLUS/'•+**/,MINS/*•/♦DIVN/'•/•*/,X/**X**/•,/,7X, 6*INTEGER*2LITRLI9) 7,**S(*.'*9*•/•./.7X.*INTEGERJ* 7»/»7X»*INTEGERSYMB(25)/*'ZERO'*,*'ONE**,"TWO**»**THRE'*»"FOUR** 8,'*FIVE••,•*SIX**,*/,6X,*1*'SEVN'•,•'EGHT'•,•*NINE*»,•*BLNK'*,•*CL ON*',''DOT*1,«•DIVN**t*'KQMA*•,•*MINS**.*/,6X,*2''PLUS**,*'STAR**,• 1'LPRN**,•■RPRN'•,,,LSQB",*,RSQB","X'*,'*Y",*,Z,«/*,/,7X, 2•INTEGER*2LIT(25)/,,0,,,',1,,,,,2',,,,3,,,,,4,,,,,5","6,*,**7'« 3,•'8••,'*9••,•,/,6X,•1***»*'-*,,+'*» fxYZ••/',/»7X,
1'COMMONLS»F,ST2»RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL',/,7X, L'DATAZERO/'*0**/»ONE/*•1*'/.TWO/''2*,/*THRE/,,3'*/ 6,FOUR/'*4**/,FIVE/*'5**/,*»/6X,*ISIX/'*6'•/»SEVN/**7**/.EGHT/•*8** 7/.NINE/'*9'•/*./,7X, 1*DATANl/l/,N2/2/»N3/3/»N4/4/»N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/»N8/8/»N9/9/»,»/»6X 2,'iN10/10/,Nll/li/,N12/12/,N13/13/,N14/14/,N15/l5/,*,/,6X, 3*2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/*,/,7X, 4'CALLVGLAS*»/,7X,*F=1*,/,7X,•RETPAR-0*./.7X**C0MP=0*,/,7X, 3'ST2-0',/,7X,*ENTER=0*,/,7X,*LVL=0*)

125CALLVGNSTK(ST2,BIND) JUIN-BIND-700 GOTU(70L,702,703,704,705,706,707,708,709,710,711,712,7L3f714, 1715,716,717,718,719,720,721,722,723,724,725,726,727,728,729,730, 2731,732,733,734,735,736,737,738,739,740,741,742, 3743,744,745,746,747,748,749,750,751,752),JOIN
***£:LEFTSQUAREBRACKET 701CALLVGSTK(SWP,ARB) CALLVGSTK(SWP,SW) sw=o CALLVGSTK(CP2»CP1) CP1=CP2



CALLVGLBL(LBL»3) CALLVGSTK(CP2»LBL) CP1=CP2 GOTO9001
C***:RIGHTSQUAREBRACKET 702CALLVGNSTK(CP2»I) WRITE(6,909)I

CP1=CP2 CALLVGN3TK(CP2»CP1) CALLVGNSTK(SWP»SW) CALLVGNSTK(SWP,ARB) IF(SW)901,601,901
601GOTO9C01 901K=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,602)K

602FORMAT(7X,'GOTC',14) GOTO999
C***•(•LEFTPARENTHESIS 703IF(SW)701,992,701 992CALLVGSTK(SWP,ARB) CALLVGSTK(SWP,SW) CALLVGSTK(CP2»CP1) CP1=CP2 GOTO9001

C***•)•RIGHTPARENTHESES 704CALLVGNSTK(SWP,SW) CALLVGNSTK(SWP,ARB) IF(SW)903,902,903
902CALLVGNSTK(CP2,CPl) GOTO9001

903CALLVGNSTK(CP2,L) CP1=CP2 CALLVGNSTK(CP2,CP1) WRITE(6,909)L
I=LS(CP1)

M O



WRITE(6,602)I GOTO999
C***** 705CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) LBL=WSPLBL(K,I) CALLVGLBL(LBL»1) WRITE(6,909)LBL GOTO9001

£

706CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO411=1,25
IFIJl.EQ.LITd))J=SYM8(I)

41CONTINUE IF(SW)911,910,911
910WRITE(6,807)K,J 807FORMAT(7X»42»*=',A4) GOTO9001

511L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6»912)K,J»L
912FORMAT{7X»A2»'=',A4,/,7X,'GOTO*,14) GOTO999

C*»**=«• 707CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)907,906,907
906WRITE(6,806)K,I 806F0RMAT(7X,A2,*=*,A2) GOTO9001

907L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,908)K,I,L
908FORMAT(7X,A2,*=*,A2,/,7X,*G0TO*,14) 599SW=SW-1 CALLVGNSTK(CP2,M)

t—l v_n



WRITE{6,909)M
909FORMAT(*•,IX,I4,IX,•CCNTINUE') GOTO9001

C****iCAR* 708CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK!ST2,K) IF(SW)990,949,950
549WRITE(6,808)I,K 808FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGNSTK{•,A2,•,•,A2,*)•) GOTO9001

550L=LSiCP1) WRITL(6,951)I,K,L
951FORMAT{7X,'CALLVGNSTK(•,A2,*,*,A2,')*,/,7X,*GOTO*,14) GOTO999

C****=CAR* 709CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,K) IF(SW)915,914,915
914WRITE(6,809)K,I 809FORMAT(7X,A2,*=LS(*,A2,')') GOTO9001

515L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,916)K,I,L
916FORMAT(7X,A2,'=LS(•,A2,*)•,/,7X,'GOTO*,14) GOTO999

C«««*=CDR* 710CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)919,918,919
918WRITE(6,810)K,I 810FORMAT(7X,A2,*=LS(*,A2,*+1)*) GOTO9001

919L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,920)K,I,L
920FORMAT!7X,A2,*=LS(*,A2,*+1)*,/,7X,*GOTO*,14)



GOTO999
C***CAR*3* 711CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK{ST2»K) IF{SVi)946,945»946

945WRITE(6,811)K,I 811FORMAT!7X»*CALLVGSTK(•,A2,',•,A2,')•) GOTO9001
946L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6»947)K,I,L

947FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGSTK(•,A2A2,')',/,7XGOTO',14) GOTO999
C***CAR*=:* 712CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO421=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT!I))J=SYM8(I)

42CONTINUE IF(SW)926,925,926
925WRITE(6,813)K,J 813FORMAT!7X,«LS(',A2,')=',A4) GOTO9001

926L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,927)K,J,L
927F0RMAT(7X,'LS(',A2,•)=*,A4,/,7X,'G0TO',14) GOTO999

C***CAR*=*■ 713CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)922,954,922
954WRITE(6,812)K,I 812FORMAT!7X,'LS!•,A2,•)=',A2) GOTO9001

922L=LS(CP1) WRITfc(6,923)K,I,L



<323FORMAT!7X,'LS(*,A2,')=',A2,/,7X,'GGTO',14) GOTO999
C***CAR*=CAR* 71ACALLVGNSTK{ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)930,929,930

929WRITE(6,814)K,I 814FORMAT!7X,•LS(•,A2,•)=LSt*»A2,1)•) GOTO9001
930L=LS!CP1) WRITE(6,931)K,I,L

931FORMAT!7X,'LS(',A2,•)=LS!•»A2,')',/,7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999
C***CAR*=INPUT 715CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I)_ IF(SW)969,968,969p

968WRITE(6,815)I 815FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGINPT(LS{',A1,•))•) GOTO9001
969L=LS!CP1) WRITE(6,980)I,L

980FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGINPT(LS{•.A1,•))•,/,7X,•GOTO».14) GOTO999
C***CAR*TCSTACK 716CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) IF(SW)979,978,9/9

978WRITE(6,816)I 816FORMAT(7X,*CALLVGSTK(5T2LS(',A2,')',•)•) GOTO9001
979L=LS!CP1) WRITE(6,981)I,L

981FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2LS!',A2,')•»•)',/,7X,•GOTO*,14) GOTO999
C***CDR*=:* 717CALLVGNSTK!ST2,J1)



CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) DO431=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIKI))J=SYMB(I)
43CONTINUE IF(SW)938,937,938

937WRITE(6,818)K,J 818FORMAT(7X,'LS(,,A2»,+i)=*,A4) GOTO9001
538L=LSICP1) WRITE(6,939)K,J,L

939FORMAT(7X,,LS(*,A2,'+1)=•,A4,/,7X,,G0TO',14) GOTO999
C»«*CDR*=« 718CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) IF(SW)934,933,934

933WRITE(6»817)K»I 817FORMAT(7X,*LS(',A2,•+!)=•,A2) GOTO9001
534L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,935)K,I,L

935F0RMAT(7X,'LS(',A2,•+!)=•,A2,/,7X,'GOT0«,I4) GOTO999
C**»CDR*=CDR* 719CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)942,941,942

941WRITE(6,819)K,I 8L9F0RMAT(7X,*LS(',A2,*+l)=LS(',A2,,+l)*) GOTO9001
942L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,943)K,I,L

943FORMAT(7X,•LS(*,A2,•+1)=LS(•,A2,•+1)*,/,7X,•GOT0*,14) GOTO999
C*»*CDR*TCSTACK



720CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) IF(SW)971,970,971
9/0WRITE(6,820)I 820FORMAT(7X,*CALLVGSTK(ST2LS(•,A2,*+1)*,*)*> GOTO9001

971L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,982)1,L
982FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2LS(',A2,'+17X,•GOTO',14) GOTO999

C***IFCAR*=:* 721CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,K) 00441=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LITCI))J=SYMB(I)
44CONTINUE CALLVGLBL(LBL,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) 5W=SW+1 WRITE(6,821)K,J,LBL

821F0RMAT(7X,'IF(LSI•,A2,•).NE.•,A4,•)GOTO*,14) GOTO9001
C***IFCAR 722CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO451=1,25 If(Jl.EQ.LITd))J=SYMB(I)

45CONTINUE CALLVGLBL(LBL,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,822)K,J,LBL
822F0RMAT(7X»'IF(LS('»A2»').EQ.'»A4»')GOTO«,I4) GOTO9001

cIFCDR»=:* 723CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1)



CALLVGNSTKIST2»K) DO461=1,25 IFIJ1.EQ.LITII))J=SYM8(I)
46CONTINUE CALLVGL8L(LBL»3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE{6,823)K,J,L8L

823FORMAT(7X,•IF{LS(•,A2,•+1).NE.*,A4,•)GOTO',14) GOTO9001
CIFCDR•#* 724CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGL8L(LBL,3) CALLVG5TKICP2,LBL) SW=SW+i WRITE(6,824)K»I,LBL

824FORMAT!7X,*IF{LSI',A2,*+1).EG.*,A1,*)GCTO',14) GOTO9001
C***IFCAR»=CAR* 725CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) CALLVGLBLILBL,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,825)K,I,LBL

825FORMAT!7X,•IF(LSI*,A2,*).NE.LSI',A2,*))GOTO*,14) GOTO9001
C«♦*IFCAR«#ATCM 726CALLVGNSTKIST2»I) CALLVGLBLILBL,3) CALLVGSTKICP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITEI6,826)I,I,LBL

826FORMAT!7X,*IF(LSI*,A2,*).GT.0.AND.LSI*,A2,*).LT.9999)GOTO*,14)



GOTO9C01
C***IFCAR*#ATQM 727CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGLBL(LBL»3) CALLVGSTK{CP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6»827)I,I,LBL

827FORMAT(7X,•IF(LSI',A2,•).LT.0.OR.LS(»,A2,•).GT.9999)GCTO',14) GOTO9001
C*»*RESETSTACK 728IFISTK)890,888,890 888WRITE(6,889) 889FORMAT{7X,'ST2=ST1*) STK=1 GOTO9001

890CALLVGLBL(LBL1,3) CALLVGLBL(LBL2,3) WRITE(6,828)LBL1,LBL2,LBLL,LBL2
828F0RMAT(2X,14,IX,•CONTINUE',/,7X,•IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GOT0',I4,/,7X, i'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP)•,/»7X,'GOTO',14, 2/,2X,I4,lX,'CONTINUE') GOTO9001

C***RETURN 729IF(SW)966,997,966 997CALLVGLBL(LBL,3) WRITE(6,829)LBL
829F0RMAT(7X,'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK)',/,7X,'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,STI)■, 2/,7X,•GOTO9001',/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE') GOTO9001

966L=LS(CP1) CALLVGLBL(LBL,3) WRITE(6,967)LBL,L
967FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK)•,/,7X,•CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1)', 2/,7X,'G0TO9001*,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE',/,7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999



c***TO** 730CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) LBL=WSPLBL(K»I) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) IF(SW)961,960,961
960WRITL(6,602)LBL GOTO9001

961L=LS(CPI) CALLVGL8L(LBLI»3) WRITE(6»962)LBL,LBL1,L
962FORMAT{7X»•GOTO•,14,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE•,/,7X,•GO10',14) GOTO999

C***TO**ANDBACK 731CALLVGNSTK{ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) RETPAR=RETPAR+1 RETADD(RETPAR}=1000+RETPAR LBL=WSPLBL(K*I) IF{LBL.EQ.77)C0MP=1 CALLVGLBL(LBL»2) IF(5W)964,963,964
963IF{RFTPAR.GE.10)GOTO70 WRITE(6,831)RETPAR,LBL,RETACD(RETPAR)

831FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)•,/,7X,»ST1=ST2•,/,7X, 2'CALLVGSTK(5T2fN,,11,')*»/»7X,*G0T0«,14,/,2X,14,IX,•CONITINUE•) GOTO9001
70WRITE(6,71)RETPAR,LBL,RETADD(RETPAR) 71FORMAT(7X,*CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)•,/,7X,•ST1=ST2*»/,7X, 2'CALLVGSTK(ST2,N',12,')',/,7X,'GOTO•,14,/,2X,14,IX,•CONTINLE') GOTO9001

964SW=SW-I CALLVGNSTK(CP2,M) WRITt(6,965)RETPAR,L8L,RETADD(RETPAR),M
965FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK{ST2,ST1)',/,7X,•ST1=ST2',/,7X,



2'CALLVGSTK(ST2,*,I2,•)•,/,7X,•GOTO",I4,/,2X,I4,IX,•CCNTINUE•,/, 32X,I4,1X,'CONTINUE') GOTO9CQ1
***TO**IFCAR*=:*

732CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK!ST2,M) DO471=1,25 IFIJI.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYWB{I)
4/CONTINUE L8L=WSPLBL(M,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2} WRITE(6,832)K,J,LBL

e32FORMAT!7X,'IF(LSI',A2,').EQ.',A4,')GOTO',14) GOTO9001
;TO**IFCAR*=CAR* 733CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK!ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) L8L=WSPL8L(M,L) CALLVGLBL!LBL,2) WRITE(6,833)K,I,LBL

833FORMAT!7X,'IF(LSt*,A2,').EQ.LS!',A2,'))GOTO',14) GOTO9001
;***jo**IFCAR*#:* 734CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) DO481=1,25 IF(JL.EQ.LIT!I))J=SYNB(I)

48CONTINUE LBL=WSPLBL(M,L)
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CALLVGLBL(LBL»2) WRITE(6»834)K»J»LBL
834F0RMAK7X,•IFCLSC',A2,•).NE.•,A4,•)GOTO',14) GOTO9001

C***TO**IFCOR*=:» 735CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) DO491=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT!1))J=SYMB(I)
49CONTINUE LBL=WSPLBL{M,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) WRITE(6,835)K,J»LBL

835FGRMAT(7X,»IF(LS(•,A2,•+1).EQ.',A4,•)GOTO',14) GOTO9001
C***TO**IFCDR*#:* 736CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) DO501=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYRB(I)

50CONTINUE LBL=WSPLBLIM,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) WRITE(6,836)K,J,LBL
836FORMAT(7X,'IF(LS(',A2,*+1).NE.',A4,•)GOTO GOTO9001

C***LEVELDOWN 737WRITE(6,837) 837FORMAT(7X»'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,STI)•) GOTO9001
C*«*LEVELUP



738WRITE(6,838) 838F0RMAT(7X,*CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)•,/,7X,•STi=ST2•) GOTO9001
C***WAIT 739WRITE(6,839) 839FORMAT{'•,«CWAIT•) GOTO9001

C***WAIT* 740CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) WRITE(6»840)I
840FORMAT(*•,*CWAITSAl) GOTO9001

C***OPTIONALSTOP* 741CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) WRITE(6,841)I
841FORMAT(••,«COPTIONALST0P*,A1)£GOTO9001

C***PRINTCAR* 742CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) IF(SW)973,972,973
972WRITE(6,842)I 842FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGOUT(LS(•,A2,•))•) GOTO9001

973L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,983)I,L
983FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGOUT(LS(',A2,'))',/,7X,«GOTO*,I4) GOTO999

C***PRINT:* 743CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) DO611=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYMBII)
51CONTINUE IF(SW)975.974,975

974WRITE(6,843)J 843FORMAT(7X»'CALLVGOUT(*,A4,*)•)



GOTO9001
975L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,984)J,L

984FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGOUTI*,A4,«)*,/,7X,*GOTO*,14) GOTO999
C***PUSHDOWN* 744CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) WRITE(6»844)1,1,1,1

844F0RMAT!7X,*T=*,A2,/,7X,A2,*=LSIF+1)•,/,7X,•LS{F+1)=LS( 1A2,*+1)*,/,7X,*LS{*,A2,*+l)=T*) GOTO9001
C***POPUP* 745CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) WRITE(6,845)1,1,1,1

845FORMAT!7X,*T=LS(',A2,•+1)*,/,7X,•LS(**A2,»+1)=LS(F+1)* 1/,7X,*LSIF+l)=*,A2,/,7X,A2,*=T*) GOTO9001 UNSET44-44 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) LQL1=WSPL8L(K,I) LBL2=WSPLBL(M,L) 002I=L8L2,L8L1 REFTBL!I)=0 CONTINUE GOTO9001 SUBROUTINE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) LBL=WSPLBL(K,I) IF(LBL.EQ.77)C0MP=1 CALLVGLBLtLBL,2) WRITE(6,847)LBL
C4*4 746

C444 747



847FORMAT*7X,•CALLVG*,I2) GOTO9001
C***SUBROUTINEEND 748WRITE(6»848) 848FORMAT(**,fCSUBROUTINEEND1) GOTO9C01

C***STARTAT»* 749CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK{ST2»K) LBL=WSPLBL(K,I) CALLVGL8L(LBL»2) WRITE(6»849)LBL
849FORMAT('•,*CFORSTARTINGPOINT*»/»7X»*G0TO*,14) GOTO9001

C*»*COMMENT 750R=LS(R+1) IF(LS(R).NE.KOMA)GOTO750 GOTO9001
C***COPY C***ROUTINEFORPRINTINGSTATEMENTSONCARDSFOLLOWINGTHE CSTATEMENT**COPY*«INTHEPROGRAM. 75111=1

754R=LS(R+1) IF(LS(R).EQ.PLUS.ANO.II.EQ.80)GOTO755 COPY(11)=LS(R) 11=11+1 IF(11.NE.81)GOTO754 WRITE(6»756)COPY
756FORMAT(**,80A1) GOTO751

755CONTINUE WRITE(6»756)COPY GOTO9001
C***EXIT 752WRITE(6»852)



852FORMAT{7X»*CALLEXIT') 9001RETURN END

0~~~- 4>



***HAND-CODEDVERSIONOFZERO-LEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF. IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) INTEGER*2LIT(25)/'O*»•I*,'2*,•3•tf4',»5•,16»,»7',•8*,*9•,*•
1* .I*'','X','Y','Z'/ INTEGERSYMB(25)/•ZERO','ONE','TWO',*THRE*,'FOUR','FIVE','SIX',

I*SEVN*,*EGHT","NINE•,'BLNK'**CLN•,•DOT',•DIVN•,'KOMA','MINS*, 2'PLUS','STAR','LPRN«,*RPRN',«LSQB','RSQB','X','Y','Z'/ INTEGER*2LITRL(9)/•I',•2•,•3•,»4•»•5•,•6•,•7•,•8•»'9'/ INTEGERJ DIMENSIONLSIlOOOO),RETADDI100),ILLGLI80),SRCE(80) DATAADRS//01/,STL/0/,SWP/0/,SW/0/ 1,CLN/»:V.LPRN/'(*/,RPRN/')*/,LSQB/'-£'/,RSQ8/••/,CPi/0/,CP2/0/ 2,DOT/*.*/,KOMA/*,»/,STAR/•*•/,BLNK/'•/,PLUS/'+'/, 3MINS/'-'/,DiVN/'/'/fX/'X'/,STK/O/,ARB/0/ DATAZERO/'0«/,ONE/'i'/»THRE/'3•/,FOUR/'4*/»FIVE/*5'/,SIX/«6'/t 1SEVN/'7'/,EGHT/'8'/,NINE/'9'/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL CALLVGLAS F=1 ST2=0 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0
30CONTINUE G=F

26CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IFILSIF).EQ.DOT)GOTO25 F=LS(F+I) GOTO26
25CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) D=F



23CONTINUE IF(LS(G).EQ.DGT)GOTO24 LS(F)=G F=LS(F+1)
2LCONTINUE IFlLS(G).EQ.KOMA)GOTO22 G=LS(G+I) GOTO21

22CONTINUE L^LSIG+1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTKIST2»N1) GOTO79
IOOICONTINUE G=E GOTO23

24CONTINUE
CWAIT 93CONTINUE P=F

29CONTINUE S=Q Q-F
F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LS(Q)) IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO28 GOTO29

28CONTINUE IF(LCIS).EQ.STAR)GOTO27 GOTO29
27CONTINUE

CWAIT 06CONTINUE Q=P



08CONTINUE E=D

09CONTINUE 401IF{ST2.EQ•ST1)GOTO402 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP) GOTO401
402CONTINUE Z=LS(E) R=Q

05CONTINUE IF{LSJZ)•EQ»STAR)GOTO13 1F(LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO12
07CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) GOTO09

12CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IFILS(Z).EQ.KOMA)GOTO14 GOTO05
13CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(R)) GOTO12

14CONTINUE IFILS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO10 GOTO07
10CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LSIR+1) IFILS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO11 GOTO08

11CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST11 ST1=ST2

<T\ •N)



CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO71
1002CONTINUE

CWAIT
CALLEXIT

9001GOTO(1001,1002),LINK
C***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR.EQ.O)GOTO314 IF(RETPAR-1)302,300,302

300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT('«,•9001GOTO1001') GOTO314
302DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADD(JJ)=1000+JJ

303CONTINUE 11=1H IFtRETPAR.LT,10}GOTO304£FF=10 GOTO3OS
304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6,306}(RETADDIJJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT!•9001GOT0(»,15,•,•,9(15,■,•)) CC=0

307CC=CC+i IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309
II-FF+1 FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,308)CC,IRETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF)

308FORMAT(5X,I2,I5,*,',9{15,*,•)) GOTO307
309IF(COMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6,311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 311FORMAT(5X,I2,I5,*),LINK«,/,7X,•END•) GOTO314



312WRITE(6»313)CC»RETADD(RETPAR) 313FORMAT(5X»I2»I5»*),LINK') 314CONTINUE IFICOMP)316,315,316
315CALLVGCOPYISRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPYISRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001

79LS(G+l)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001 END

M

V)

IMPLICITINTEGER*2IA-Z) DIMENSIONLSI10000),RETADD1100),ILLGLI80),SRCEI80),COPYI80) DATAADRS/701/»STl/0/»SW/0/,SWP/0/,M/0/,STK/0/»CPl/0/,CP2/0/» ICLN/«:*/*LPRN/'(»/»RPRN/')1/,LSQR/'£'/,RSQ8/'«/,DOT/'.•/, 2K0MA/',*/,STAR/«*'/,BLNK/«»/,PLUS/1+*/,MINS/'-»/,DIVN/*/'/,X/»X'/ INTEGER*2LiTRLI9)/'1•,•2','3•,*4*,•5•,■6»,*7•*•8',*9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYM8I25)/*ZERO■»*ONE1,*TWO*,'THRE*»'FOUR',•FIVE','SIX•, 1'SEVN•,'EGHT*,'NINE*,*BLNK',«CLN',•OUT','DIVN',»KOMA*,'MINS', 2*PLUS','STAR','LPRN','RPRN','LSQB','RSQB','X',fY»,«Z'/ INTEGER*2LlTI25)/'0«,'l','2*f'3f,'4,,,5'f'6',,7','8','9*,
1••*•,•{,•*,•X',»Y•,'L'/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL DATAZERO/'0'/,ONE/'1'//TWO/»2•/,THRE/'3•/,FOUR/»4•/,FIVE/•5•/, iSIX/'6'/,SEVN/'7'/,EGHT/'8'/,NINE/»9'/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/»N4/4/,N5/5/»N6/6/,N7/7/»N3/8/»N9/9/, lN10/i0/,NIl/li/,N12/12/,N13/I3/,N14/l4/,N15/L5/,



2N16/16/»N17/17/tN18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RTPAR=0 C0NP=0 ST2-0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1
501CONTINUE G=F

502CONTINUE CALLVGINPTtLS(F)) 1F(LS(F}.EQ.DOT)GOTO503 F=LS(F+1) GOTO502
503CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) D=F

504CONTINUE IF(L51G).EQ.DOT)GOTO505 LSCF)=G F=LS(F+L)
506CONTINUE IF(LS(G).EG.KOMA}GOTO507 G=LS(G+L) GOTO506

507CONTINUE E=LS(G+1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N1) GOTO79
1001CONTINUE G=E

M

"N

O



GOTO504
505CONTINUE

CWAIT 508CONTINUE P=F

509CONTINUE S=Q
Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LStQ)) IF{LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO510 GOTO509

510CONTINUE IFtLSIS).EQ.STAR)GOTO511 GOTO509
511CONTINUE

CWAIT 512CONTINUE Q=P

513CONTINUE E=D

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTK(ST2»DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE L=LSIE) R=Q

517CONTINUE IF(LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO5i8 IF{LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO519
520CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) GOTO514

N



519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IF(LS(Z).EQ.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517
518CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(R)) GOTO519

521CONTINUE 1FILSIR)•EQ.KOMA)GOTO522 GOTO520
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO513

523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3} GOTO71
1002CONTINUE WAIT CALLEXIT

9001GOTO(1001, I1002),LINK

13



c***COMPILEDVERSIONOFZERO-LEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF. IMPLICITINTEGER*2CA-Z) DIMENSIONLSILOOOO),RETADD1100),ILLGLI80),SRCE(80),COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/»STl/0/fSW/0/,SWP/0/»M/0/tSTK/0/tCPl/0/»CP2/0/» 1CLN/':'/»LPRN/'I'/iRPRN/1)■/»LSQB/•■£•/»RSQB/**/fDOT/,.,/t 2KUMA/•,■/,STAR/»*»/,BLNK/«»/»PLUS/'+'/,MINS/•-'/,DIVN/'/'/»X/•X•/ INTEGER*2LITRLI9)/•1•,•2•,•3•,•4•,•5•,•61,•7•,•8•»•9»/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/*ZERO*»'ONE't'TWO**•THRE'»*FOUR'f'FIVE'**SIX'» 1•SEVN*t'EGHT•*•NINE***BLNK'>•CLN•,•DOT•t•DIVN•,•KOMA•,*MINS(* 2'PLUS',*STAR•,•LPRN*,•RPRN•»'LSQB•,•RSQB•,•X•,•Y•»•Z1/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/,0,T,l,,,2,,,3,,'4«,,5,,,6,f,7,,,8,,,9%
1'+I•,•)•♦•£•,•,t,X,»*Y,,,Z*/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL DATAZERO/*0*/,ONE/'l'/tTWO/•2•/,THRE/•3•/,FOUR/*4*/,FIVE/•5•/, lSIX/*6,/»SEVN/,7,/»EGHT/,8,/*NINE/,91/ DATAN1/1/.N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/, lN10/10/,NU/ll/tN12/12/,N13/13/tN14/14/fN15/15/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 CQMP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1

501CONTINUE G=F

502CONTINUE CALLVGINPTILSIF)) IFILSIF).EQ•DOT)GOTO503 F=LSIF+1) GOTO502
503CONTINUE



F=LS(F+1) D=F

504CONTINUE IFCLS(G)•EQ.DOT)GOTO505 LS(F)=G F=LS(F+1)
506CONTINUE IF(LS(G).EQ.KOMA)GOTO507 G=LS(G+1) GOTO506

507CONTINUE E=LS(G+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,NI) GOTO79
1C0ICONTINUE G=E GOTO504

505CONTINUE
CWAIT 508CONTINUE P=F

509CONTINUE S=Q Q=F
F=LS(F+L) CALLVGINPT(LStQ)) IFtLSIQ).EQ.STAR)GCTO510 GOTO509

510CONTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO511 GOTO509
511CONTINUE

CWAIT

N

4=-



512CONTINUE Q=P

513CONTINUE E=0

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IFtST2.EQ.STl)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTK(ST2tDUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE Z=LS(E) R-Q

517CONTINUE IFtLStZ).EQ.STAR)GOTO518 IFtLStR).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO519
520CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) GOTO514

519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IFtLStZ).EQ.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517
518CONTINUE CALLVGSTKtST2*LStR)) GOTO519

521CONTINUE IFtLStR).EQ.KOMA)GOTO522 GOTO520
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTKtST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IFtLStQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO513

-4 \JI



523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO71
1002CONTINUE

CWAIT
CALLEXIT

9001GOTO(1001, 11002),LINK
C***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR.EQ.O)GOTO314 IF(RETPAR-1)302,300,302

300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT(*9001GOTO1001') GOTO314
302DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADD(JJ)=1000+JJ

303CONTINUE II=1 IF(RETPAR.LT.IO)GOTO304 FF=10 GOTO305
304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6,306)(RETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF) 306FORMAT(*9001GOTO(',I5,»,•,9{15, CC=0

307CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309 11=FF+1 FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,308)CC,(RETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF)
308FORMAT(5X,12,15,•,9(15,•,•)) GOTO307

i-k
N

))



309IF(COMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6»311)CC,RETADO{RETPAR) 311FORMAT{5X,I2»15,•),LINK•,/,7X,•END') GOTO314
312WRITE(6,313)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 313F0RMATI5X,12,15,*),LINK*) 314CONTINUE IF(COMP)316,315,316

315CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
79LS(G+1)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1 CALLVGNSTKIST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001 END IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(10000),RETADD!100),ILLGL(80),SRCE(80),COPY(eC) DATAADRS/701/,STl/0/»SW/0/,SWP/0/»M/0/,STK/0/»CPl/C/,CP2/0/, ICLN/•:'/»LPRN/'{'/,RPRN/')*/,LSQ8/'£*/,RSQB/'«/,DOT/,.»/, 2K0MA/','/,STAR/'*'/,BLNK/'•/,PLUS/'+'/,MINS/'-'/,DIVN/*/•/,X/'X'/ INTEGERSLITRLI9)/•1*,«2•,'3•,•4•,•5*,•6•,•7*,•8•,'9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/'ZERO','ONE*,'TWO','THRE','FGUR',*FIVE',»SIX', i'SEVN','EGHT*,'NINE*,'BLNK•,'CLN','DOT','DIVN','KOMA•,•MINS•, 2'PLUS*,'STAR*,'LPRN','RPRN',•LSQB•,•RSQB',•X•,•Y•,'I•/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/'0«,'1','2,,*3,,'4','5,,,6,,'7','8,,'9',

1''S'/','+*,'','X','Y','Z'/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL



DATAZeR0/,0*/*0NE/,l,/»TW0/,2,/»THRE/,3,/*F0UR/,^'/fFIVE/,5,/» lSIX/,6,/tSEVN/,7,/»EGHT/*8,/*NINE/,9*/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/tN3/3/,N4/^/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/, 1N10/10/,N11/11/,N12/12/,N13/13/,N14/14/,N15/15/, 2N16/16/»N17/17/»N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1
501CONTINUE G=F̂

502CONTINUEoa CALLVGINPT(LStF)) IF(LS(F).EQ.DOT)GOTO503 F=LS{F+1) GOTO502
503CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) D=F

504CONTINUE IF(LS(G)•EQ.DOT)GOTO505 LS(F)=G F=LS(F+1)
506CONTINUE IF(LS(G)•EQ.KOMA)GOTO507 G=LS(G+1) GOTO506

507CONTINUE E=LS(G+1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2



CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO79
1001CONTINUE G=E GOTO504

505CONTINUE
;WAIT 508CONTINUE P=F

509CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LSIQ)) IF(LS(QI.EO.STAR)GOTO510 GOTO509
510CONTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GCTO511 GOTO509

511CONTINUE
;WAIT 512CONTINUE Q=P

513CONTINUE E=0

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IFIST2-EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTKIST2,DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE I=LS(E) R=Q

517CONTINUE IF(LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GCTO518

(->■
N

V3



IF(LS(RJ.EQ.LSU))GOTO519
520CONTINUE E=LS(E+L) GOTO514

519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IF(LSCZJ.EQ.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517
518CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(R)) GOTO519

521CONTINUE IF(LS(R).EQ.KCMA)GOTO522 GOTO520
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IFCLSCQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO513

523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO71
1002CONTINUE

CWAIT
CALLEXIT

9001GOTO(1001, I1002),LINK

OD

o



C***COMPILEDVERSIONOFZERO-LEVELCOMPILERCOMPILING C***THEZERO.ONELEVELCOMPILER IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(lOOOO),RETADD(100),ILLGL(80),SRCEI80),COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/»STl/0/»SW/0/»SWP/0/»M/0/»STK/0/»CPi/0/»CP2/0/» ICLN/':'/,LPRN/M'/,RPRN/')•/,LSQB/•£•/,RSQC/'•/»DOT/,.,/» 2K0MA/*,•/,STAR/**•/»BLNK/'•/,PLUS/•+•/,MINS/'-■/,DIVN/'/•/,X/•X•/ INTEGER*2LITRL(9)/•1•,•21,*3','41»'5',*6*,•7•,•8',•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB(25)/*ZERO*»'ONE*»*TWO'»'THRE'»*FOUR',*FIVE',»SIX', 1'SEVN'•*EGHT•,'NINE',•BLNK•,•CLN•,•DOT•,*DIVN•,•KOMA•,•MINS•, 2*PLUS't'STAR','LPRN'»*RPRN*,*LSQB*,*RSQB*,'X*,*Y'»•Z*/ INTEGER*2LIT{25)/»0','1,,'2',,3,,'4,,,5',*6','7,,'8,,*9',
1•,»,:,»,.,»,/,»,»,»,-'»,+'»•*•••I•,•)•»•£•.1•.•X•,•Y','/•/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL DATAZERO/'0'/,ONE/'1'/,TWO/•2*/,THRE/'3'/,FOUR/'4'/,FIVE/'5•/,

1SIX/*6*/,SEVN/•7'/»EGHT/*8'/»NINE/'9*/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/fN3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/»N6/6/»N7/7/»N8/8/,N9/9/f IN10/10/»N11/11/»N12/12/,N13/13/»N14/14/,N15/15/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1
501CONTINUE G=F

502CONTINUE CALLVGINPTtLS(F)) IFILSIF).EQ•DOT)GOTO503 F=LS(F+1) GOTO502



503CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) D=F

504CONTINUE IFILSIG)•EQ.DOT)GOTO505 LSIF)=G F=LS(F+1)
506CONTINUE IF{LS(GJ.EQ.KOMA)GOTO507 G=LS(G+1) GOTO506

507CONTINUE E=LS(G+1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO79
1001CONTINUE G=E GOTO504

505CONTINUE
CWAIT 508CONTINUE P=F

509CONTINUE S=Q Q-F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LSIQ)) IF(LSCQ).EQ.STAR)GCTO510 GOTO509
510CONTINUE IFCLS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO511 GOTO509

511CONTINUE

CD



512 513 514 515 516 517 520 519 518 521 522

WAIT CONTINUE Q=P CONTINUE E=D CONTINUE CONTINUE IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTKIST2,DUMP) GOTO515 CONTINUE Z=LS(E) R=Q CONTINUE IF(LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GCTO518 IF(LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO519 CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) GOTO514 CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) L=LS(Z+1) IF(LS(Z).EQ.KCMA)GCTO GOTO517 CONTINUE CALLVGSTK{ST2»LS(R)) GOTO519 CONTINUE IFILSIRJ.EQ.KOMA)GOTO GOTO520 CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO
521 522 523



GOTO513
523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»STl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO71

1002CONTINUE
CWAIT

CALLEXIT
9001GOTO(1001, I1002),LINK

C***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR.EQ.0)GGTO314 IF(RETPAR-1)302,300,302
300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT(*9001GOTO1001') GOTO314

302DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADDfJJ)=1000+JJ
303CONTINUE 11=1 IF(RETPAR.LT.10)GOTC304 FF=10 GOTO305

304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6»306)(RETADD(JJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT(••,•9001GOTO(•,I5,•,•,9(15,•,■)) CC=0

307CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309 II=FF+1 FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-l)FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,308)CC,(RETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF)
308FORMAT(5X,12,15,•»',9(I5,',•))



GOTO307
309IF(COMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6,311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 311FORMAT(5X,I2,15,*),LINK•,/,7X,•END•) GOTO314

312WRITE16,313)CC,RETADDIRETPAR) 313F0RMATI5X,12,15,*),LINK') 314CONTINUE IFICOMP)316,315,316
315CALLVGCQPY(SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY{SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001

79LS(G+l)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTKIST2»STL) GOTO9001 END IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLSI10000),RETADDI100),ILLGLI80),SRCEI80),COPYI80) DATAADRS/701/,STl/0/,SW/0/,SWP/0/»M/0/,STK/0/»CPl/0/»CP2/0/»
1CLN/1:■/»LPRN/•{'/»RPRN/•),/»LSQB/,£'/»RSQ8/«•/,DOT/•.*/, 2K0MA/•,*/,STAR/,*,/,BLNK/*,/,PLUS/,+,/,MINS/,-•/,DIVN/•/,/,X/lX,/ INTEGER*2L1TRL19)/•1•,•21,•3•,14•,•5•,•6•,•7•,'8•,•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB(25)/'ZERO','ONE',*TWO',*THRE*»'FOUR','FIVE1,*SIX*,

1*SEVN*,*EGHT','NINE','8LNK•,*CLN',»DOT•,*DIVN•,*KOMA•,•MINS»» 2*PLUS','STAR*,*LPRN',•RPRN',•LSQB•,'RSQB«,•X•,•Y•,•Z«/ INTEGER*2LIT{25)/»0',,l,,,2,,,3,,,4*,'5,f'6,,,7,,,8',,9',
1'tV,',*,,•*',1I•,,'X,,,Y,,,Z'/



COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL.REFTBL DATAZERO/•0«/,ONE/•1'/,TWO/•2•/,THRE/•3•/,FOUR/•4•/,FIME/•5•/, lSIX/^'/jSEVN/'T*/,EGHT/18*/,NINE/*9*/ DATANl/i/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/, 1N10/10/,N11/11/,M2/L2/,N13/13/,N14/14/,N15/L5/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/»N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 __ ST2=ST1 E=F D=F CALLVGSTKIST2,STl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N1) GOTO501
1001CONTINUE LS(E)=LS(L) F=L

CWAIT GOTO502
501CONTINUE F=LSIF+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IF«LS(F).EQ.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503
504CONTINUE IF{LS(L).EQ.DOT)GOTO505



G=F
F=LS{F+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79

1002CONTINUE LS(E+1)=F LS(E)=L
E=LS{E+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO501

1003CONTINUE 505CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2?ST1) GOTO9001
506CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P=F

507CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPTILS(Q)) IFCLSCQ).EQ.STAR)GCTO508 GOTO507
508CONTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO509 GOTO507

509CONTINUE
CWAIT 510CONTINUE

CD -J



Q=P

511CONTINUE IF{LSCQ).EQ.BLNK)GOTO5L2 IF(LSCQ)•EQ.KCMA)GCTO512 GOTO513
512CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO511

513CONTINUE E=0

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE Z=LS(E) R=Q

517CONTINUE IFCLS(Z).EQ.STAR)GCTO518 IF(LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO519
520CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) IF(LS(E)•NE.DOT)GOTO514

CWAIT 519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IF(LS(Z>.EQ.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517
518CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(R)) GOTO519

521CONTINUE IF(LS(R)•EQ.KOMA)GOTO522

CO
Cfl



GOTO520
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK{ST2»LS{Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IE(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO511

523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK«ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N4) GOTO71
1004CONTINUE

CWAIT
CALLEXIT

SQ01GOTO(1001,1002,1003, 11004),LINK

CD CD



C***COMPILEDZERO.ONELEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF*** IMPLICITINTEGER*2{A—Z) DIMENSIONLSIlOOOO)fRETADD(100)»ILLGL(80),SRCE(80),COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/»ST1/0/»SW/O/»SWP/0/»M/0/»STK/0/»CPL/0/»CP2/0/»
1CLN/«:*/,LPRN/'('/.RPRN/')•/tLSQB/•£•/,RSQB/'*/,DOT/,.'/t 2K0MA/',•/»STAR/•*'/,8LNK/••/tPLUS/1+•/»MINS/•-•/.DIVN/•/•/»X/*X*/ INTEGER*2LITRL19)/•1•,'2*,•3•,'4•,•5*»•6*,•7*t•8',•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/'ZERO*,•ONE',*TWO«»•THRE1»•FOUR*,•FIVE•,•SIX',

1'SEVN•»'EGHT•,'NINE'»*BLNK'»'CLN','DOT',1DIVN•,'KOMA•,•MINS•t 2•PLUS't'STAR*»•LPRN",•RPRN*»'LSQB',•RSQB•»*X•,•Y•,•L•/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/•01t111,121,•3*,•A',•5•,'6*,»7»,•8•,•9•»
I''»• ,•/•,'t'-%•+*,•*•,•(•,•)*t•£•»•S'X'.'Y',•£»/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL DATAZERO/'0•/tONE/'1'/1TWO/*2'/tTHRE/•3•/»FOUR/*4•/»FIVE/*5*/,

LSIX/*6'/*SEVN/'7'/»EGHT/'8'/,NINE/*9»/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/»N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/,
1N10/LO/fNll/Il/»N12/12/»N13/i3/»N14/14/tNL5/L5/t 2N16/16/»N17/17/»NI8/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTR=0 LVL=0 ST2=STL

L=F D=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»NI) GOTO501
1001CONTINUE L5(E)=LS(L)



F=L

CWAIT
GUTO502

501CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LStF)) IF(LS(F).EQ.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503
504CONTINUE 1FCLStL).EQ.DOT)GOTO505 G=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79

1002CONTINUE LS(E+1)=F LS(E)=L E=LS(E+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2tSTI) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N3) GOTO501
1003CONTINUE 505CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001

506CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P=F

M

VO



507CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LS(Q)) IFILStQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO508 GOTO507
508CONTINUE IF(LS{S).EQ.STAR)GOTO509 GOTO507

509CUNTINUE
CWAIT 510CONTINUE Q=P

511CONTINUE 1F(LS(Q).EQ.BLNK)GOTO512 IF{LS(Q).EQ.KOMA)GOTO512 GOTO513
512CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO511

513CONTINUE E=D

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTKIST2»DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE Z=LS(E) R=Q

5L7CONTINUE IF{LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO518 IFiLS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO519
520CONTINUE



e=ls(e+i) 1hls(ej.ne.dot)goto514
cwair 519continue r=ls(r+1) i=ls(z+1) if(l$(z).eq.koma}goto521 goto517

518continue callvgstk(st2,ls(r)) goto519
521continue if(ls(r).eq.koma)goto522 goto520

522continue callvgstk(st2,ls(z+1)) callvg77 q=ls(r+1) ifusiq).eq.star)goto523 goto511
523continue callvgstk(st2»st1) sti=st2 callvgstk(st2,n4) goto71

1004continue
cwait

callexit
9001goto(1001,1002,1003, 11004),link

c***preparesforwritinglinkstatement 71if(retpar.eq.0)goto314 if(retpar-1)302,300,302
300/rite(6,301) 301format(*',•9001goto1001')

m

tu



GOTO314
302DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADD(JJ)=1000+JJ

303CONTINUE I1=1 IFIRETPAR.LT.10)GOTO304 FF=10 GOTO305
304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6*306)(RETADD(JJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT(**,•9001GOTO(•,I5,*,•,9(15,•,» CC=0

307CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309 II=FF+1 FF=FF+10 IFIFF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,308)CC,(RETADD(JJ),JJ=II,FF)
308FORMAT(5X,12,15,•,•,9(I5,•,*)) GOTO307

309IF(CGMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6»311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 311FORMAT(5X,12,15,■),LINK•,/,7X,*END•) GOTO314
312WRITE(6,313)CC,RETADD(RFTPAR) 313F0RMAT(5X,I2,I5,*),LINK') 314CONTINUE IFICOMP)316,315,316

315CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTKIST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
79LS(G+1)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1

vO 9P-



CALLVGNSTK(ST2tLINK) CALLVGNSTK(5T2»ST1) GOTO9001 END IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z> DIMENSIONLS(10000),RETADD(100),ILLGLI80),SRCE(80),COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/,ST1/0/,SW/0/,SWP/0/,M/0/,STK/0/,CP1/0/,CP2/0/,
1CLN/*:•/.LPRN/MV.RPRN/M•/»LSQB/«£*/»RSQB/«'/tDOT/'.'/t 2KUMA/«,*/»STAR/'**/»BLNK/»•/,PLUS/*+1/»MINS/•-•/,DIVN/•/•/,X/«X«/ INTEGER*2LIIRLI9)/•1•,•2•,'3•,•4•,•5•,•6*,•7*»•8•»•9•/ INTEGERJ INTLGtRSYMB(25)/•ZERO't•ONE•»•TWO•,•THRE•»•FOUR•t•FIVE1,1SIX■,

1•SEVN't•EGHT•,'NINE' ,'BLNK'>'CLN',•DOT*,•DIVN•,•KOMA•,•MINSN 2'PLUS','STAR'»'LPRN'■»•RPRN*,•LSQB•»•RSQB*,'X*,•Y*»•Z•/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/f0,,,l,,,2,,,3,,,4,,,5,,,6,,'7*,*8,t,9*,
1''•»•/•t'»•-',•+«,•*«,»i•,•)•,•£•,•,,,Xt,*Y•,•/•/ COMMONLS»F,ST2»RETPAR*COMP»RtENTERtLVL DATAZERO/*01/»ONE/'1*/»TWO/,2,/»THRE/,3*/»FOUR/*4'/»FlVE/'5*/t

LSIX/'6•/»SEVN/'7*/fEGHT/'8'/»NINE/'9•/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/»N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/»N9/9/,
1NL0/10/»Nll/ll/»N12/12/»N13/13/»N14/14/,N15/I5/» 2N16/16/»N17/17/»N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=i RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTR=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1 E=F D=F



CALLVGSTK(ST2,5T1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO501
1001CONTINUE LS(E)=LS(L) F=L

CWAIT
GOTO502

501CONTINUE F=L5{F+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IFILSIF).EQ.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503
504CONTINUE IF(LS(L).EQ.DOT)GOTO505 G=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N2) GOTO79

1002CONTINUE LS(E+1)=F LStE)=L E=LS(E+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO501
1003CONTINUE 505CONTINUE

I—1
s



CALLVGNSTKIST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
506CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P=F

507CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LS(Q)) IF(LS(Q).Ew•STAR)GOTO508 GOTO507
508CONTINUE 1F(LSCS).EQ.STAR)GOTO509 GOTO507

509CONTINUE
CWAIT 510CONTINUE Q=P

511CONTINUE IF(LSCQI.EQ.BLNK)GOTO512 IF{LS(Q).EQ.KOMA)GOTO512 GOTO513
512CONTINUE a=LSIQ+1) GOTO511

513CONTINUE E=D

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTKlST2.DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE



Z=LS(E) R=Q

517CONTINUE IFILSIZ).EQ.STAR)GOTO518 IFtLStR).EQ.LSIZ))GOTO519
520CONTINUE E=LS{E+1) IFILSIE).NE•DOT)GOTO514

CWAIT 519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IFILSU).EG.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517
518CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(R)) GOTO519

521CONTINUE IFILSIR).EQ.KOMA)GOTO522 GOTO520
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK{ST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+i) IFILSIQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO511

523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N4) GOTO71
1004CONTINUE

CWAIT
CALLEXIT

9001GOTO(1001,1002,1003,

\D
(A



1004).LINK



***COMPILEDZERO.ONELEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGLEVELONECOMPILER** IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A~Z) DIMENSIONLSILCOOO),RETADDI100),ILLGL(80),REFTBL(99),COPY(80) DATAADRS/70I/»STl/0/fSw/0/tSWP/0/tM/0/tSTK/0/#CPI/0/tCP2/0/t
ICLN/*:VtLPRN/'I*/»RPRN/>)*/,LSQB/»£•/»RSQB/*•/,DOT/,.,/» 2K0MA/*,'/tSTAR/'^'/tBLNK/'*/,PLUS/•+•/♦MINS/•-•/,DIVN/•/•/,X/•X• INTEGER*2LITRLI9)/•I•,•2*,13',•4•,•5*,•6■,•7',18•,•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB125)/'ZERO',»ONE*,'TWO•,*THRE*»*FOUR*»*FIVE','SIX*,

1"SEVN»,*EGHT«,'NINE*,*BLNK•,•CLN•,•DOT',•CIVN•,•KOMA•,•MINSN 2'PLUS'STAR',•LPRN1,»RPRN»,'LSQB*,1RSQB•,•X•,'Y',fZ»/ INTEGERSLIT(25)/,0,»,i,,,2,f,3,,,4,,,5,,'6','7,»,8,,,9*»
I•+S'XS'YS'Z'/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,CONP,R,ENTER,LVL,REFTBL DATAZER0/'0*/f0N£/'l,/»TW0/,2,/,THRE/,3,/»F0UR/,4,/»FlVE/,5,/»

ISIX/,6,/»SEVN/,7*/»EGHT/,8,/tNINE/,9*/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/,
1N10/10/,N11/Ii/,N12/12/,N13/13/,N14/14/,N15/15/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1 E=F D=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) STI=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N1) GOTO501

1001CONTINUE LSIE)=LSIL)



F=L

CWAIT
GOTO502

501CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IF{LS(F).EQ.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LSIF+1) GUTO503
504CONTINUE IF(LS(L).EQ.DOT)GOTO505 G=F F=LS{F+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79

1002CONTINUE LSiE+1)=F LS(E)=L E=LS(c+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2.ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO501
1003CONTINUE 505CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKtST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STL) GOTO9001

506CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P=F

N>
O



507CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT{LS(Q)) IF{LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO508 GOTO507
508CONTINUE IF{LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO509 GOTO507

509CONTINUE
CWAIT 510CONTINUE Q=P

511CONTINUE IF(LS(QKEQ.BLNK)GCTO512 IF(LS{Q).EQ.KOMA)GOTO512 GOTO513
512CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO511

513CONTINUE E=D

514CONTINUE 515CONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO516 CALLVGNSTKlST2,DUMP) GOTO515
516CONTINUE Z=LSIE) R=Q

517CONTINUE IF(LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO518 IF(LS(R).EQ.LSIZ))GOTO519
520CONTINUE

N O N



E=LS(E+1) IF{LS(E).NE.DOT)GOTO514
CWAIT 519CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1) IF(LS(Z).EQ.KOMA)GOTO521 GOTO517

518CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(R)) GOTO519
521CONTINUE IF(LS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO522 GOTO520

522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(Z+1)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO523 GOTO511
523CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N4) GOTO71

1004CONTINUE
CWAIT

CALLEXIT
9001GOTO(1001,1002,1003, 11004),LINK

C***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR.EQ.O)GOTO314 IF(RETPAR-1)302,300,302
300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT{•9001GOTO1001*)



302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316
f9

GOTO314 DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADD(JJ)=1000+JJ CONTINUE 11=1 IF(RETPAR.LT.10)GOTO304 FF=10 GOTO305 FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,306)(RETADD(JJ),JJ=II,FF) FORMAT!•9001GOTO(■,15,•,•,9{15,•,*)) CC=0 CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309 II=FF+1 FF=FF+10m IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-lJL WRITE(6,308)CC,<RETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF) FORMAT(5X»12,15»»9(I5»%•)) GOTO307 IF(COMP)312»310,312 WRITE(6»311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) FORMAT!5X,I2»15,•)»LINK•,/,7X,»END•) GOTO314 WRITE(6,313)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) FORMAT!5X,12,15,*),LINK*) CONTINUE IF(COMP)316,315,316 CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,I) CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001 LS(G+1)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1



CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001 END
IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(1OOOO),RETADD(100)»ILLGL{80),SRCE(80},COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/,STl/0/,SW/0/,SWP/0/,M/0/,STK/0/,CPl/0/,CP2/0/ ICLN/':•/,LPRN/'(*/»RPRN/•)*/»LSQB/'£*/tRSQB/''/,DOT/'.»/, 2K0MA/*t*/*STAR/**•/t8LNK/1'/»PLUS/'+'/»MINS/'-'/tDIVN/«/'/,X/•X'/ INTEGER*2LITRL19)/•1•,*2•,•3•»14*,'5•,*6»,*7*,•8%•9«/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB(25)/*ZERO*,'ONE'»'TWO',•THRE'»*FOUR*»'FIVE*,•SIX', 1'SEVN*»*EGHT•,'NINE•,'BLNK•,•CLN•,*DOT»,*DIVN','KOMA•,'MINS'»w 2'PLUS*,'STAR*,'LPRN','RPRN','LSQB'»*RSQB*t'X«,'Y','Z'/o, INTEGER*2LIT(25)/'0','l','2'»'3't'4','5','6','7',*8*,'9',

1'+','X't'Y't'Z'/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL,FTNLBL DATAZER0/'0*/»0NE/'L'/»TW0/'2'/»THRE/'3*/»F0UR/'4*/»FIVE/'5,/»SIX/'6'/f lSEVN/'7'/fEGHT/*8*/tNINE/*9'/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,NA/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/, lNi0/10/,NIl/ll/,NI2/12/»N13/13/tN14/lA/»N15/15/» 2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 COMP=0 ST2=0 ENTbR=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1 E=F D=F



CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{$T2,N1) GUTO501
1001CONTINUE LSlc)=LS(L) F-L

WAIT
GOTO502

501CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IF{LS(F).EQ-.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503
504CONTINUE IF(L5{L).EQ.D0T)GOTO505 F=LS(F+1) G=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79

1002CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) LS(E+1)=F LS(E)=L E=LS(£+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N3) GOTO501
1003CONTINUE

5V>
o

0\



505CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STi) GOTO9001
506CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P~F

507CONTINUE S=Q Q=F F=LSIF+1) A-F CALLVGINPTlLS(A)} IF(LSIS)•EQ.CLN)GOTO IF{LS(AJ.EQ.LPRN)GOTO IF{LS(A).EQ.RPRN)GOTO IF{LS(A).EQ.LSQB)GCTO IF{LS(A)•NE.RSQB)GOTO
509CONTINUE 8=KOMA LSIQ)=B Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q)=LS(A) Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q)=B F=LS(Q+i) GOTO510

508CONTINUE LS(Q)=LS(A)
510CONTINUE IFILSIQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO507

511CONTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO507

508 509 509 509 508

Ks

511 512



512CONTINUE
WAIT

513CONTINUE Q=P

514CONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.ST1)GCTO515 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP) GOTO514
515CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N4) GOTO516

1004CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N5) GOTO71
1005CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q+1)=F F=P GOTO502

516CONTINUE IF(LSIQ)*EQ.STAR)GOTO517 IF(LS(Q).EQ.BLNK)GCTO518 IF(LS(QJ.EQ.KOMA)GOTO518 GOTO519
518CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO516

519CONTINUE E=0

520CONTINUE CALLVG12

o

de



Z=LS(E) R=Q

521CONTINUE IF{LS(Z). IF{LS(R).
524CONTINUE E=LS(E+1

IF(LS(E).
CWAIT CALLVGSTK STL=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO73

1006CONTINUE 523CONTINUE R=LS(R+1 Z=LS(Z+1
525CONTINUE IF(LS(Z). GOTO521

522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK R=LS(R+1 Z=LS(Z+1 IF{LS(R). IFILSIR). IF(LS(Z). CALLVGSTK ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO78
1007CONTINUE R=LS(R+1 GOTO525

526CONTINUE
EQ.STAR)GOTO522 EQ.LStZ))GOTO523

)

NE.DOT)GOTO520 (ST2tSTl) (ST2,N6) EQ.KCMA)GOTO526 (ST2*LS(R)) ) )
EQ.BLNK)GOTO525 EQ.KOMA)GOTO525 EQ.STAR)GOTO522 (ST2»ST1) {ST2»N7)

N)

o



527 528 1008 517 529 9001

IF{LSCRJ.NE.BLNK)GOTO R=LS(R+1) CONTINUE IF{LSIR).EQ.KOMA)GOTO GOTO524 CONTINUE Z=LSIZ+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(Z)) CALLVG77 Q=LSIR+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N8) GOTO516 CONTINUE CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTKIST2»ST1) GOTO9001 CONTINUE GOTO!1001,1002,1003, 1008),LINK

527 528

©

1004,1005,1006,1007,



C***COMPILEDLEVELONECOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF**» IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(IOOOO)»RETADD(100)*ILLGLI80)»REFTBL(99)»COPY(80) DATAADRS/70L/,ST1/O/,SW/O/,SUP/O/,M/O/fSTK/0/,CPl/O/,CP2/0/, 1CLN/':'/,LPRN/«I•/,RPRN/')•/♦LSQB/«£*/,RSQB/••/•DOT/,.,/» 2KQMA/•t'/»STAR/,*,/»BLNK/*•/,PLUS/•+•/,MINS//,DIVN/•/•/,X/•X*/ INTEGER*2LITRLI9)/•1•,•2*,•3•,•4•,•5■,'6•,•7•,•8•*•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSVMB(25)/*ZERO*•'ONE*»,TWO,»,THRE,»*FOUR***FIVE*»*SIX*» l'SEVN*»'EGHT','NINE',•BLNK*»«CLN','DOT•,*DIVN*,'KOMA*,'MINSS 2'PLUS','STAR•v•LPRN'»•RPRN•,•LSQB•,•RSQB•,*X•,«Y«,•Z*/ INTEGER*2LITI25)/•0•,•1•,•2',•3%•4•,•5•,•6*,•7•,•8•t•9•,
l'*t*:%•.'»'/•»'»1»,•*•,*t'#')'*'£'$',f,X,»,Y,»,Z*/ COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL,REFTBL DATAZERO/*0•/•ONE/*I'/,TWO/•2•/,THRE/•3•/tFOUR/*4»/♦FIVE/'5'/, lSIX/,6,/»SEVN/,7,/fEGHT/,8,/tNINE/,91/ DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/» iN10/10/,Nll/ll/,N12/12/tN13/l3/,M4/14/,N15/15/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/,NI8/18/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=STI

E=F D=F CALLVGSTKIST2*ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2fNl) GOTO501
1001CONTINUE LSIE)=LS(L)



501 503 504 1002 1003 505 506 502

F=L
WAIT

GOTO502 CONTINUE F=LS{F+1) L=F CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IFlLStF).EQ.KCMA)GCTG504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503 CONTINUE
IF{LS(L).EQ.DCT)GCTO505 F=LS(F+1) G=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=5T2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79 CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) LSIE+1)=F LS(E)=L E=LS(E+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO501 CONTINUE CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKtST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK{ST2»ST1) GOTO9001 CONTINUE CONTINUE



P=F

507

CONTINUE 5=Q Q=F F=LS(F+1) A=F CALLVGINPT(LS(A)) IF{LS(S)•EQ.CLN)
GO

TO

IF{LS(A).EQ.LPRN)
GO

TO

IF(LS(A).EQ.RPRN)
GO

TO

IF(LS(A).EQ.LSQB)
GO

TO

IF(LS(A)•NE.RSQB)
GG

TO

509

CONTINUE 8=KOMA LSIQ)=8 Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q)=LS(A) Q=LSIQ+1) LS(Q)=8 F=LS(Q+1) GOTO510
508

CONTINUE LS(Q)=LS{A)
510

CONTINUE IF{LS{Q).EQ.STAR)
GO

TO

GOTO507
511

CONTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)
GO

TO

GOTO507
512

CONTINUE WAIT

513

CONTINUE Q=P

514

CONTINUE IF(ST2.EQ.ST1)GO
TO515

508 509 509 509 508

VP

511 512



CALLVGNSTKtST2,DUMP) GOTO514
5L5CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N4) GOTO516

1004CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N5) GOTO71
1005CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q+1)=F F=P GCTO502

516CONTINUE IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GCTO517 IF(LS(Q).EQ.BLNK)GCTO518 IF(LS(Q).EQ.KCMA)GCTO518 GOTO519
518CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO516

519CONTINUE E=D

520CONTINUE CALLVG72 Z=LS(E) R-Q

521CONTINUE IF{LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GCTO522 IF{LS(R).EQ.LSIZ))GOTO523
524CONTINUE



E=LSIE+1 IF(LS(E). toAIT
CALLVGSTK ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO73

1006CONTINUE 523CONTINUE R=LS(R+1 Z=LS(2+1
525CONTINUE IF{LS(Z). GOTO521

522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK R=LS(R+1 Z=LS(Z+1 IF(LS(R). IFCLSCR). IF(LSCZ). CALLVGSTK ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO78
1007CONTINUE R=LS{R+1 GOTO525

526CONTINUE IFCLSCR). R=LS(R+1
527CONTINUE IFTLSCR). GOTO524

528CONTINUE
)

NE.DOT)GOTO520 {ST2»ST1) IST2»N6) EQ.KOMA)GOTO526 (ST2»LS(R)) ) )
EQ.BLNK)GOTO525 EQ.KCMA)GOTO525 EQ.STAR)GOTO522 (ST2tSTl) (ST2»N7) NE.BLNK)GOTO527

)
EQ.KOMA}GOTO528

vo



Z=LSU+1) CALLVGSTKIST2»LS(Z)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+1) CALLVGSTK(5T2»5T1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N8) GOTO516
1008CONTINUE 517CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001

529CONTINUE 9001GOTC(1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1006,1007, 11008),LINK
c***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR,EQ.0)GCTU314 IF(RETPAR-l)302,300,302

300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT('19001GOTO1001') GOTU314
302DU303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADO(JJ)=1000+JJ

303CONTINUE 11=1 IF(RETPAR.LT.10)GCTC304 FF=10 GOTO305
304FF=RETPAR-I 305WRITE(6»306)(RETADOIJJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT(•9001GOTU(',I5,',•,9(I5,',«)) cc=o

307CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EC.RETPAR-1)GOTC309



II=FF+i FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-I WRITE(6,308)CC,(RETADC(JJ),JJ=II,FF)
308FORMAT<5X,12,15,•,*,9{I5,•,•)) GOTO307

309IF(CQMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6,311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 311FORMAT(5X,12,15,*),LINX•,/,7X,»END1) GOTO314
312WRITE(6,313)CC,RETAOD(RETPAR) 313F0RMAT(5X,I2,IS,'),LINK*5 314CONTINUE IF(COMP)316,315,316

315CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
C***ILLEGALSTATEMENTOUTPUTWHENMATCHISNOTFOUND 73R=Q

LL-l

403IF(LS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO404 ILLGL(LL)=LS(R) LL=LL+1 R=LS(R+1) GOTO403
404IF(LL.EQ.I)GOTO406 WRITE(6,405)(ILLGL(MM),MM=1,LL)

405FORMATt/,'****ILLEGALSTATEMENT****«,/,6X,BOA1 406CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2tSTl) GOTO9001
C***ROUTINEFORPACKINGTWO-CHARACTERIDENTIFIERS



78DO1781=1,9 IFILS{R)«EQ.LITRL(I))GOTO278
178CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKIST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO525

278CALLVGNSTK(5T2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,STI) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) J2=LS(RI CALLVGPACKU1,J2,DUAL) CALLVGSTKIST2,DUAL) GOTO9C01
C***LABELROUTINEFORSTORINGPROPERADDRESSESFORTEMPLATES. 79LS(G)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1 CALLVGNSTKIST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9C01 END

IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLSIlOOOO),RETADDI100),ILLGLI80),REFTBL(99),COPY(80) DATAADRS/701/,STl/0/,SW/0/fSWP/0/,M/0/,STK/0/tCPl/0/,CP2/0/, 1CLN/1:'/»LPRN/•(•/»RPRN/')*/,LSQB/,£,/»RSQB/•'/.DOT/'.*/, 2K0MA/'»'/,STAR/'*•/»BLNK/*•/,PLUS/•+«/,MINS/•-*/,DIVN/•/•/,X/•X•/ INTEGERSLITRLI9)/•1•,•2','3',•41,'5•,'6•,•7*,'8*,•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/'ZERO*»'ONE*»'TWO'»1THRE•,•FOUR•,'FIVE','SIX', l,SEVN,,,EGHT,,,NINE*»,BLNK*,,CLN,f'DOT,»,DIVN,,*KOMA,,,MINS,» 2'PLUS*,'STAR','LPRN','RPRN','LSQB','RSGB*,*X','Y«,*Z'/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/'0','l','2',,3','A','5f,,6',«7,,i8S,9'f
1'tM•,')•,'£',''.'X't'Y't'Z'/



COMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL,REFT8L DATAZERO/,t)i/»ONE/,l,/»TWO/,2,/tTHRE/*3'/fFOUR/,4,/»FIVE/,5,/t lSIX/*6'/,SEVN/»7*/tEGHT/'8'/,NINE/,9V DATANL/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/, lN10/10/,Nll/ll/,N12/12/tNl3/l3/,N14/14/,NL5/15/» 2N16/16/»N17/17/»N18/I8/ CALLVGLAS F=1 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ST2=0 ENT£R=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1 E=F D=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»STI) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N1) GOTO501
IGOlCONTINUE LS(E)=LSIL) F=L

CWAIT GOTO502
501CONTINUE F=LS{F+1) L=F

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT{LS(F)) IF(LS(F).EQ.KOMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503
504CONTINUE IF(LSIL)•EQ.DOT)GOTO505



F=LS(F+1) G=F CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO79
1002CONTINUE F=LS(F+1) LS(t.+1)=F LS{E)=L

E=LS(E+L) CALLVGSTK(ST2tSTl) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N3) GOTO501
1C03CONTINUE 505CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2tST1) GOTO9001

5C6CONTINUE 502CONTINUE P=F

507CONTINUE C—A0—y Q=F
F=LS(F+1) A=F CALLVGINPT{LS(A)) IF{LS(S).EQ.CLN)GOTO508 1F{LS(A).EQ.LPRN)GCTO509 IF(LSIA).EQ.RPRN>GCTO509 IF{LS(AJ.EQ.LSQB)GCTO509 IF(LSIA).NE•RSQ8)GOTO508

509CONTINUE



B=KOMA LS(Q)=B Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q)=LS(A) Q=LStQ+1) LS(Q)=B F=LS(Q+1) GOTO510
5C8CONTINUE LS(Q)=LS(A)

510CONTINUE IFCLSCQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO507
511CONTINUE IF{LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO5C7

512CONTINUE
CWAIT 513CONTINUE Q=P

51ACONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.STDGOTO515 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP) GOTO514
515CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2fST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK{ST2»N4) GOTO516

1004CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N5) GOTO71
1005CONTINUE

511 512

£



Q=LS{Q+1) LStQ+1)=F
F=P GOTO502

516CONTINUE IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GCTO517 IF(LS(QJ.EQ.BLNK)GOTO518 IF(LS(Q).EQ.KCMA)GCTO518 GOTO519
518CONTINUE Q-L5(C+1) GOTO516

519CONTINUE E=0

520CONTINUE CALLVG72 Z=L5(t) R=Q

521CONTINUE IF{LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GCTO522 IF{LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GCTO523
524CONTINUE L=LS(E+1) IF(LS(E).NE.OCT)GOTO520 WAIT

CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N6) GOTO73
1006CONTINUE 523CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) Z=LS(Z+1)

525CONTINUE IF(LS(Z).EQ.KCMA)GCTO526



GOTO521
522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(R)) R=LS(R+1) Z=LSIZ+1) IF{LS(R).EQ.BLNK)GOTO IF(LS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO IF(LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N7) GOTO78

1007CONTINUE R=LS(R+1) GOTO525
526CONTINUE IFILSIR).NE.BLNK)GOTO R=LS(R+1)

527CONTINUE IFILSIR)•EQ.KGMA)GOTO GOTO524
528CONTINUE Z=LS(Z+1) CALLVGSTK1ST2,LS(Z)) CALLVG77 Q=LSIR+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTKIST2,N8) GOTO516

1008CONTINUE 517CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTKIST2»ST1) GOTO9001

525 525 522 527 528

Ki Ns vs>



529CONTINUE SCO!GOTO(1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1006,1G07, 11008),LINK



c***COMPILEDLEVELONECOMPILERCOMPILINGTHEDIFFERENTIATIONPROGRAM*** IMPLICITINTEGERS(A-Z) DIMENSIONLSI1COOO),RETADD{100),ILLGLI80),SRCE(80)tCOPYI80) DATAA0RS/701/,STl/0/,SW/0/,SWP/0/fM/0/,STK/C/tCPI/0/,CP2/0/, ICLN/':•/»LPRN/*I'/»RPRN/'),/»LSQB/,£,/fRSQ8/'»/,DOT/'.'/, 2KGMA/•t'/»STAR/'*'/»BLNK/'•/,PLUS/*+'/»MINS/•-*/1DIVN/*/•/,X/•X•/ INTEGERSLITRLI9)/•1*,•2»,'3','A•,•51,16*,•7■,•8*,*9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB(25)/'ZERO','ONE',•TWC1»•THRE*t•FOUR•,*FIVE',•SIX•,
1*SEVN'»'EGHT'»'NINE**'BLNK'»•CLN',•DOT',*DIVN•,*KOMA•,'MINS'♦ 2*PLUS*»'STAR*»*LPRN*,*RPRN•,'LSQB','RSQB•,•X',•Y*f*Z'/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/'0','l'»'2'»'3','4't'5','6','7'»'8'.'9',

I'I'''t'X't'Y'f'Z*/ COMMONLS»F»ST2,RETPARtCCMP,R,ENTER,LVL DATAZERO/'0'/»ONE/'l'/tTWO/*2'/fTHRE/'3'/»FOUR/'4*/»FIVE/*5*/» iSIX/«6*/,SEVN/'7*/tEGHT/*8'/tNINE/'9»/w DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/,N8/8/,N9/9/,vK 1N10/10/,N11/II/,N12/12/,NI3/13/,NI4/14/,N15/15/, 2NL6/16/»N17/17/fN18/18/ CALLVGLAS F-1 RETPAR=0 COMP=0 5T2=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0 ST2=ST1
E=F D=F CALLVGSTK(ST2.ST1) STI=ST2 CALLVG5TK(ST2fNl) GOTO501

1001CONTINUE LSIE)=LSIL)



501 503 504 1002 1003 505 506 502

F=L
WAIT

GOTO502 CONTINUE F=LSIF+1) L=F CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LSIF)) IFILSIF).EQ.KGMA)GOTO504 F=LS(F+1) GOTO503 CONTINUE
IF(L5(L).EQ.DOT)GOTO505 F=LS(F+1) G=F CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) STL=ST2 CALLVGSTKIST2»N2} GOTO79 CONTINUE F=LSIF+1) LSIE+I)=F LS(E)=L E=LS(E+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO501 CONTINUE CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001 CONTINUE CONTINUE

N> 0\



P=F

507CONTINUE S=Q Q-F F=LSIF+1) A=F CALLVGINPTILSIA)) IF{LS(S).EQ.CLN)GOTO IF{LS(A).EQ.LPRN)GOTO IF(LSIA).EQ.RPRN)GGTO IF(LS(A).EQ.LSQ8)GOTO IF(LS(A).NE.RSQB)GOTO
509CONTINUE 8=KOMA LSIQ)=B Q=LSIQ+1) LSIQ)=LSIA) Q=LSIQ+1) LSIQ)=Q F=LS(Q+1) GOTO510

508CONTINUE LSIQ)=LSIA)
510CONTINUE IFILSIQ).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO507

511CONTINUE IFILSIS).EQ.STAR)GOTO GOTO507
512CONTINUE

CWAIT 513CONTINUE Q=P

514CONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO515
508 509 509 509 508 511 512



CALLVGNSTK{ST2»DUMP) GOTO514
515CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2♦N4) GOTO516

IC04CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N5) GOTO71
1005CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) LS(Q+1)=F F=P GOTO502

516CONTINUE IF(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO517 IF{LS(QJ.EQ.BLNK)GCTO518 IF(LS(QJ.EQ.KCMA)GOTO518 GOTO519
518CONTINUE Q=LS(Q+1) GOTO516

519CONTINUE E=0

520CONTINUE CALLVG72 I=LS(E) R=Q

521CONTINUE IF{LS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO522 IF(LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GCTO523
524CONTINUE

to
CD



E=LS(E+1 IF(LS(E). WAIT
CALLVGSTK ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO73

L006CONTINUE 523CONTINUE R=LS(R+1 Z=LStZ+1
525CONTINUE IFILSU). GOTO521

522CONTINUE CALLVGSTK R=LSIR+1 Z=LS(Z+1 IF(LS(R). IF<LS(R). IF(LS(Z). CALLVGSTK STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK GOTO78
1007CONTINUE R=LS(R+1 GOTO525

526CONTINUE IFILS(R). R=LS(R+1
527CONTINUE IF(LS(R). GOTO524

528CONTINUE
)

NE.DOT)GCTO520 (ST2»ST1) (ST2»N6) EQ.KOHA)GCTO526 (ST2.LSIR)) ) >
EQ.BLNK)GOTO525 EQ.KOMA)GOTO525 EQ.STAR)GCTO522 (ST2»ST1) (ST2,N7) NE.BLNK)GOTO527

)
EQ.KCMA)GOTO528

M



Z=LS(Z+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,LS(Z)) CALLVG77 Q=LS(R+L) CALLVGSTK(ST2fSTl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N8) GOTO516
1008CONTINUE 517CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKlST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001

529CONTINUE 9001GOTO(1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1C06,1007, 11008),LINK
C***PREPARESFORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENTo 71IF(RETPAR.EQ.O)GOTO314 IF(RfETPAR-1)302,300,302

300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT!**,*9001GOTO1001') GOTO314
302DO303JJ=1»R£TPAR RETADDCJJ)=1000+JJ

303CONTINUE 11=1 IFIRETPAR.LT.10)GOTC304 FF=10 GOTO305
304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6,306)(RETADD(JJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT(*«,*9001GOTO(*,I5,•,•,9(15,*,1)) CC=0

307CC=CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309



II=FF+1 FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF=RETPAR-1 WRITE(6,308)CC,IRETADC(JJ),JJ=II,FF)
308FORMAT(5X*12,15,',•,9(I5,',•)) GOTO307

309IF(COMP)312,310,312 310WRITE(6»311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 31IFORMAT!5X,12,15,'),LINK',/,7X,'END') GOTO31A
312WRITE(6»313)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 313FORMAT(5X,I2,I5,'),LINK') 314CONTINUE IF(COMP)316,315,316

315CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
C***ILLEGALSTATEMENTOUTPUTWHENMATCHISNOTFOUND 73R=Q

LL=1

403IFILS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO404 ILLGL(LL)=LS(R) LL=LL+1 R=LS(R+1) GOTO403
404IF(LL.EQ.l)GOTO406 WRITE(6,405)(ILLGL(MM),MM=1,LL)

405FORMAT!/,'«■***ILLEGALSTATEMENT****',/,6X,80A1 AO6CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
C***ROUTINEFORPACKINGTWO-CHARACTERIDENTIFIERS



78DO1781=1,9 IF(LS(K).EQ.LITRLII))GOTO278
178CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STI) GOTO525

278CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) J2=LS(R) CALLVGPACK(J1»J2»DUAL) CALLVGSTK(ST2,DUAL) GOTO9C01
***LABELROUTINEFORSTORINGPROPERACDRESSESFORTEMPLATES. 79LS(G)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+I CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STI) GOTO9C01 END IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A—Z) DIMENSIONLS(LCOOO),RETADD(100),ILLGLI80),SRCE(80) DATAADRS/701/,M/0/,STl/0/fSW/0/»SWP/0/tSTK/0/fCLN/**'/» 1LPRN/•{*/,RPRN/')'/,LSQB/*£'/»RSQB/*•/,DOT/•.•/,KOMA/•,•/, ZSTAR/'^'/jBLNK/*•/,PLUS/•+•/,MINS/*-•/,DIVN/•/•/ INTEGERSLITRL19)/•1•,•2',•31,•4•,•5•,•6*,*7•,'8',19«/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/•ZERO','ONE',•TWO•,'THRE•»•FOUR•»•FIVE•,*SIX L'SEVN*»'EGHI','NINE'»18LNK*,•CLN',*DOT•,»DIVN•,•KOMA•,•MINS•. 2*PLUS','STAR',•LPRN','RPRN',»LSQB*,'RSQB','X«,»Y',*1*/ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/,0,,,I,t,2,,,3,,,4,,,5,,,6,,,7,,,8,t,9',

1'+'*',1(1,•S'X'.'YN'Z'



CUMMONLS,F,ST2,RETPAR,C0MP,R,ENTER,LVL DATANl/l/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/,N7/7/tN8/8/,N9/9/t lN10/10/»Nll/ll/»N12/12/tN13/13/»N14/L4/» 2N15/15/,N16/16/tN17/17/,X/'X'/ DATACP1/0/.CP2/0/ DATAZERQ/*0,/»0NE/,l,/*THRE/,3,/tF0UR/,4*/»FIVE/,5,/»SIX/,6,/f 1SEVN/*7'/»EGHT/'8'/*NINE/*9•/ CALLVGLAS F=1 ST2=0 RETPAR=0 C0MP=0 ENTER=0 LVL^O
501CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(KOMA) WAIT5g P=F LS(F)=LPRN F-=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPT(LS(F))

502CONTINUE S=F F=LS(F+L)
5C3CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IF{LSCF).NE.KOMA)GOTO505 GOTO503

506CONTINUE GOTO504
505CONTINUE IF(LSCF).NE.BLNK)GOTO508 GOTO503

509CONTINUE GOTO507



508CONTINUE 507CONTINUE 504CONTINUE IF{LS(FJ.NE.STAR)GCTO511 IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO513 GOTO502
514CONTINUE GOTO512

513CONTINUE 512CONTINUE GOTO510
511CONTINUE GOTO502

510CONTINUE LS(S)=RPRN I=S Q=P P1=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGSTK(M,P1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO515
1C01CONTINUE LS(Z+1)=F F=Q CALLVGSTK(M,P1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GOTO516

1C02CONTINUE P2=F F=LS(F+1)

-F



CALLVGSTK(M,P2) CALLVGSTK(M,P1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3> GOTO517
1003CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(M,P2) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N4) GOTO518

1C0ACONTINUE CALLVGSTK(M,P2) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N5) GOTO516
1005CONTINUE

COPTIONALST0P1 F=P1
COPTIONALST0P2 GOTO501

515CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M,A)
'S=LS(P+1) IF(LS(PJ.NE.LPRN)GOTO520 P=LSIP+1) GOTO519

520CONTINUE LS(A)-LS(P) P=LSIP+1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK{ST2»ST1) GOTO9001

LXl VJ1



521CONTINUE 519CONTINUE LS(A)=F L1=LS(A) L2=L${Ll+i) L3=LS(L2+L) F=LS(L3+1) CALLVGSTK(MtL3) CALLVGSTK(M,L1) CALLVGSTK(M,L2) CALLVGSTK(ST2tSTl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N6) GOTO515
IC06CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK{M»L1) LS(LI)=LS(P) P=LS(P+L) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N7) GOTO515

1CO7CONTINUE IF(LSIP).NE.RPRN)GO P=LS(P+L) GOTO522
523CONTINUE 522CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2tLINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STI) GOTO9001

524CONTINUE 516CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(KOMA)
525CONTINUE



COPTIONALST0P4 CALLVGNSTK(MtA) IF(LS(A).NE.ZERO)GCTO527
528CONTINUE GOTO526

527CONTINUE IF(LS(A).GT.O.AND.LSIAKLT.9999)GOTO529 CALLVGOUT(LS(A)) GOTO526
529CONTINUE L1=LS(A) L2=LS(L1+1) L3=LS(L2+I) CALLVGOUT{LPRN} CALLVGSTK(M,L3) CALLVGSTK(M,L1)gCALLVGSTK(M,L2)-9 CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) STL=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N8) GOTO525

1008CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M,L1) CALLVGOUT(LSILI)) CALLVGSTK(ST2,STI) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N9) GOTO525
1009CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(RPRN)

526CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK} CALLVGNSTK(ST2tST1) GOTO9001
530CONTINUE



517CONTINUt
CWAIT6

CALLVGNSTKIN,A) CALLVGNSTK{M,D) IF(LS(A).GT.0.AND.LS(AI.LT.9999)GOTO532 IF(LS(AJ.NE.X)GCTO535 LS(D}=CNE GOTO534
535CONTINUE LS(D)=£ERO

534CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK{ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
536CONTINUE 533CONTINUE GOTO531®

532CONTINUE 531CONTINUE 81=LS{A) B2=LS(B1+1} B3=LS(B2+1) LS(0)=F L1=LS(D) L2=LS(Ll+1) L3=LS(L2+1) F=LS(L3+1) IF(LS(81).NE.PLUS)GOTO538 GOTO539
540CONTINUE GOTO537

538CONTINUE IF(LSIBI).NE.MINS)GOTO542 GOTO539
543CONTINUE



GOTO541
542CONTINUE GOTO544

541CONTINUE 537CONTINUE 539CONTINUE LS(LI)=LS(Bi) CALLVGSTK(M,L2) CALLVGSTK(M,82) CALLVGSTK(M,L3) CALLVGSTK(M,83) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=5T2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N10) GOTO517
1010CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,Nil) GOTO517

1011CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9C01
545CONTINUE 544CUNTINUE LS(L2)=F R1=L5IL2) R2=LS(R1+I) R3=LS1R2+1) F=LS(R3+1) LS(L3)=F S1=LS(L3) S2=LS(Sl+1) S3=LS(S2+1)

FO E>> VO



F=LS(S3+1) IFCLStBl).NE.DCT)GCTO547 GOTO548
549CONTINUE GOTO546

547CONTINUE IF(LStBl).NE.DIVN)GOTO551 GOTO552
553CONTINUE GOTO550

551CONTINUE
CWAIT7 550CONTINUE 546CONTINUE 548CONTINUE LSILI)=PLUS LSIR1)=DQT LSISI)=DOT LSIR2)=LSIB2) LSIS3)=LSIB3) CALLVGSTKIM,S2) CALLVGSTKIM,B2) CALLVGSTKIM,R3) CALLVGSTKIM,83) CALLVGSTKIST2,ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTKIST2,N12) GOTO517

1012CONTINUE CALLVGSTKIST2,ST1) ST1-ST2 CALLVGSTKIST2,N13) GOTO517
1013CONTINUE CALL.VGNSTKIST2,LINK)

4>

o



CALLVGNSTKtST2»STl) GOTO9001
554CONTINUE 552CONTINUE LST52)=F U1=LStS2) U2=LS(U1+1) U3=LStU2+1)

F=LStU3+1) LS(S3)=F V1=LS(S3) V2=LS(VI+1) V3=LS(V2+1)
F=LSIV3+1) LS(L1)=MINS LSIR1)=DIVN LStS1)=DIVN LS(U1)=DOT LS(V1)=DOT LStV2)=LStB3) LS(V3)=LS(B3) LSIU2)=LS(B2) LS(R3)=LS(B3) CALLVGSTKtM,R2) CALLVGSTKtM,B2) CALLVGSTKtM,U3) CALLVGSTKtMfB3) CALLVGSTKtST2,STl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N14) GOTO517

1014CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N15)

ro t-A



GOTO517
1015CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2*ST1) GOTO9001

555CONTINUE 518CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M,,A) IF(LS(A).GT.O.AND.LSIAJ.LT.9999)GOTO557 CALLVGNSTKtST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
558CONTINUE GOTO556

557CONTINUE 556CONTINUE L1=LS(A) L2=LS(Ll+1) L3=LS(L2+1) CALLVGSTK(M,A} CALLVGSTK(M,L2) CALLVGSTK{M,L3) CALLVGSTK(5T2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N16) GOTO518
1016CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N17) GOTO518

1017CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M»A) L1=LS(A) L2=LS(Ll+1)



L3=LS(L2+1) IF(LS(L1).NE.DCT)GOTO560 IF(LSIL2).NE.ZERO)GOTO562 LS(A)=LSIL2) GOTO561
562CONTINUE IFILSIL3).NE.ZERO)GOTO564 LS(A)=LSIL3) GOTO563

564CONTINUE IFILSIL2).NE•ONE)GCTO566 LSIA)=LSIL3) GOTO565
566CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.0NE)GOTO568 LS(A)=LSIL2) GOTO567

568CONTINUE 567CONTINUE 565CONTINUE 563CONTINUE 561CONTINUE GOTO559
560CONTINUE IFILSIL1J.NE.MINS)GOTO569 IF{LS(L3).NE.ZERO)GOTO571 LSIA)=LSIL2) GOTO570

571CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.LS(L2))GOTO573 LSIA)=ZERO GOTO572
573CONTINUE 572CONTINUE 570CONTINUE

N>

-T-



GOTO559
569CONTINUE IFILS(Ll).NE.DIVN)GCTO574 IF(LS(L2).NE.ZERC)GCTO576 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO575

576CONTINUE IF(LS(L3)•NE•ONE)GOTO578 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO577
578CONTINUE 577CONTINUE 575CONTINUE GOTO559

574CONTINUE IF<LStLI).NE.PLUS)GCTO579 IF(LS(L2).NE.ZERO)GOTO581 LS(A)=LS(L3) GOTO580
581CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.ZERO)GOTO583 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO582

583CONTINUE IF(LS(L2).NE.LS(L3))GOTO585 LS(L1)=DQT LS(L2)=TW0
586CONTINUE GOTO584

585CONTINUE 584CONTINUE 582CONTINUE 580CONTINUE GOTO559
579CONTINUE

-L* -fc-



559CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1> GOTO9001
587CONTINUE 9001GOT0(1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1006tl007,1008,1009,1010, 11011,1012,1013,1014,1015,1016, 21017),LINK END



C***SUBROUTINEFORCUMULATIVEOUTPUTINHORIZONTALFORM. SUBROUTINEVGCUTISYMBL) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONOTPT(80),LS!10000) DATASW/O/,LPRN/'(•/»RPRN/*)*/»KCMA/*,*/ COMMONLS IF(SW)1.1.3
1SW=1 DO211=1,80

2OTPTIII)=0 I1=1
3IF(SYMBL.EQ.KCMA)GOTOA OTPT(II)=SYMBL

I1=11+1 IFIII.NE.81)RETURN
4WRITE(6,b)OTPT 5FORMAT!*«,80A1) SW=0 RETURN END

C*«*COMPILEDDIFFERENTIATIONPRGGRAMWITHEXECUTION IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(10000),RETADD(100),ILLGL(80),SRCE(80) DATAADRS/701/,M/0/»ST1/0/*SW/0/»SWP/0/,STK/0/,CLN/':•/, ILPRN/'!'/,RPRN/')'/fLSQB/'f'/.RSQB/*•/»DOT/•.•/.KOMA/•,•/, 2STAR/'*'/,BLNK/''/,PLUS/'+*/,MINS/•-•/♦DIVN/•/•/ INTEGER*2LITRL(9)/*1•,•2•,•3•,14*,15•,•6•,*7•,•8•,•9•/ INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMB(25)/'ZERO','ONE*,'TWO',*THRE',•FOUR•,•FIVE1,'SIX*, I•SEVN*,'EGHT',•NINE*.*BLNK•,'CLN•,•DOT',•DIVN*,•KOMA»,•MINS•, 2•PLUS'STAR','LPRN•,'RPRN•,•LSQB•.•RSQB•,•X»,'Y','Z'/ INTEGER+2LIT^bJ/'O'.'l'.'ZS^'.'A'.'S'.'B'.'Z'.'a'.'g',
1'•)','£•,••.'X'.'Y'.'Z'/



COMMONLS»F,ST2,RETPAR,COMP,R,ENTER,LVL DATANl/L/,N2/2/,N3/3/,N4/4/,N5/5/,N6/6/tN7/7/,N8/8/tN9/9/, 1N10/10/,N11/11/,N12/12/,N13/13/,N14/14/, 2N15/15/tN16/16/»N17/17/fX/,X'/ DATACP1/0/.CP2/0/ DATAZERQ/'O'/fCNE/'l'/tTHRE/'S'/tFOUR/,4,/»FIVE/'5'/*SIX/,6'/» iSEVN/*7'/*EGHT/'8'/»NINE/'9*/ CALLVGLAS F=1 ST2=0 RETPAR=0 COMP=0 ENTER=0 LVL=0
501CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(KOMA)̂

CWAIT5
P=F LS(F)=LPRN F=LS(F+1) CALLVGINPTILS(F))

502CONTINUE 5=F
F=LS(F+1)

503CONTINUE CALLVGINPT(LStF)) IF{LS(F).NE•KCMA)GOTO505 GOTO503
506CONTINUE GOTO504

505CONTINUE IF{LS(FJ.NE.BLNK)GOTO508 GOTO503
509CONTINUE GOTO507



508CONTINUE 507CONTINUE 50ACONTINUE IFCLSCF)•NE•STAR)GCTO511 IFILStS).EQ.STAR)GCTO513 GOTO502
SLACONTINUE GOTO512

513CONTINUE 512CONTINUE GOTO510
511CONTINUE GOTO502

510CONTINUE LS(S)=RPRN z=S Q=P PL=F F=LS(F+1) CALLVGSTKIM,P1) CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO515
1001CONTINUE LS(Z+1)=F F=Q CALLVGSTK{M,P1) CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N2) GUTO516

1002CONTINUE P2=F F=LS(F+1)

>-

05



CALLVGSTK{M,P2) CALLVGSTKiM,P1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N3) GOTO517
1G03CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(M,P2) CALLVGSTK(ST2tSTl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N4) GOTO518

1C04CONTINUE CALLVGSTKtM,P2) CALLVGSTK(ST2fST1) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N5) GOTO516
1C05CONTINUE

COPTIONALSTOP1 F=P1
COPTIONALSTOP2 GOTO501

515CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M,A) S-LS(P+1) IF(LS(PJ.NE.LPRN)GCTO520 P=LS(P+1) GOTO519
520CONTINUE LS(A)=LS(P) P=LS(P+1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001

TO -fc~



521CONTINUE 519CONTINUE LS(A)=F L1=LS(A) L2=LS(L1+1) L3=LS(L2+1)
F=LS(L3+1} CALLVGSTK(M,L3) CALLVGSTK(M,L1) CALLVGSTK(MfL2) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2tN6) GOTO515

1C06CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK{M,Li) LS(L1)=LS(P) P=LS(P+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N7) GOTO515
1007CONTINUE IFtLSlPJ.NE.RPRN)GOTO523 P=LS(P+1) GOTO522

523CONTINUE 522CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2tLINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
524CONTINUE 516CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(KCMA)

525CONTINUE

TO

V5I
O



:OPTIONALSTCP4 CALLVGNSTK(M,A) IF(LS(A).NE.ZERO)GOTO527
526CONTINUE GOTO526

527CONTINUE IF(LS(A).GT.O.AND.LSlA).LT.9999>GOTO529 CALLVGCUT(LS(A)) GOTO526
529CONTINUE Li=LS(A) L2=LS(L1+1) L3=LS{L2+1) CALLVGOUT(LPRN) CALLVGSTK(M,L3) CALLVGSTK(M,L1)m CALLVGSTK(M,L2) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N8) GOTO525

1008CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(M,L1) CALLVGOUT(LS(Ll)) CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N9) GOTO525
1009CONTINUE CALLVGOUT(RPRN)

526CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKIST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»STl) GOTO9001
530CONTINUE



517CONTINUE
CWAIT6

CALLVGNSTK(M,A) CALLVGNSTKIM*0) IF(LS(A).GT.0•AND.LS(AJ.LT.9999)GGTO532 IF(LS(A).NE.X)GOTO535 LS(D)=ONE GOTO534
535CONTINUE LS(D)=ZERO

534CONTINUE CALLVGNSTKIST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
536CONTINUE^ 533CONTINUES GOTO531

532CONTINUE 531CONTINUE 81=LS(A) B2=LS(Bl+1) B3=LS(B2+1) LS(D)=F L1=LS(D) L2=LS{L1+1) L3=LS(L2+I) F=LS(L3+1) IF(LS(B1).NE.PLUS)GCTO538 GOTO539
540CONTINUE GOTO537

538CONTINUE IF(LS(Bl).NE.MINS)GOTO542 GOTO539
543CONTINUE



GOTO541
542CONTINUE GOTO544

541CONTINUE 537CONTINUE 539CONTINUE LS(L1)=LS(B1) CALLVGSTK(M,L2) CALLVGSTK{M,B2) CALLVGSTK{M,L3) CALLVGSTK(M,B3) CALLVGSTK(ST2*ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N10) GOTO517
1010CONTINUE CALLVGSTK{ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N11) GOTO517

1011CONTINUE CALLVGNSTMST2.LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
545CONTINUE 544CONTINUE LS(L2)=F R1=LS(L2) R2=LSIRl+l) R3=LSIR2+1)

F=LS(R3+1) LS(L3)=F S1=LS(L3) S2=LS(Sl+1) S3=LS(S2+1)



F=LS(S3+1) IF(LS(B1).NE.D0T)GCTO547 GOTO548
549CONTINUE GOTO546

547CONTINUE IFlLS(Bi).NE.DIVN)GOTO551 GOTO552
553CONTINUE GOTO550

551CONTINUE
CWAIT7 550CONTINUE 546CONTINUE 548CONTINUE LS(L1)=PLUS LSIR1)=DOT LS(SI)=DOT LS(R2)=LS(B2) LS(S3)=LS(B3) CALLVGSTK(M,S2) CALLVGSTK(M,B2) CALLVGSTK{M,R3) CALLVGSTK(M,B3) CALLVGSTK(ST2tST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N12) GOTO517

1012CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2*N13) GOTO517
1013CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK)

K>



CALLVGNSTK{ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
554CONTINUE 552CONTINUE LS(S2)=F U1=LS(S2) U2=LS(Ul+1) U3=LSIU2+1)

F=LS(U3+1) LS(S3)=F V1=LS(S3) V2=LS(V1+1) V3=LS(V2+1)
F=LS(V3+1) LSILI)=MINS LS(R1)=DIVN LS(Sl)=DIVN LS(U1)=DOT LS(VI)=DOT LS(V2)=LS(B3) LS(V3)=LS(B3) LS(U2)=LSIB2) LS(R3)=LS(B3) CALLVGSTK(M,R2) CALLVGSTK(M,B2) CALLVGSTK(MtU3) CALLVGSTK(M,B3) CALLVGSTK(ST2tSTl) STl=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N14) GOTO517

1014CONTINUE CALLVGSTMST2,STl) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N15)



GOTO517
1015CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1)* GOTO9001

555CONTINUE 518CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(MfA) IF(LS(A).GT.O.ANO.LStA).LT.9999)GOTO557 CALLVGNSTMST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
558CONTINUE GOTO556

557CONTINUEi* 556CONTINUÊ LL=LS(A) L2=LSIL1+1) L3=LS(L2+1) CALLVGSTK{M,A) CALLVGSTK{M,L2) CALLVGSTK{M,L3) CALLVGSTK(ST2*ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N16) GOTO518
1016CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N17) GOTO518

1017CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK{M,A) L1=LS(A) L2=LS{Ll+1)



L3=LS(L2+1) IF(LS(LI).NE.DOT)GCTG560 IF(LS(L2).NE.ZER0)GOTO562 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO561
562CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.ZER0)GOTO564 LS(A)=LS(L3) GOTO563

564CONTINUE IF(LS(L2).NE.0NE)GOTO566 LS(A)=LS(L3) GOTO565
566CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.ONE)GOTO568 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO567

568CONTINUE 567CONTINUE 565CONTINUE 563CONTINUE 561CONTINUE GOTO559
560CONTINUE IF(LStLl).NE.MINS)GOTO569 IF{LSCL3).NE.ZERO)GOTO571 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO570

571CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.LS(L2))GGTO573 LS(A)=ZERO GOTO572
573CONTINUE 572CONTINUE 570CONTINUE

N



GOTO559
569CONTINUE IFCLS(Ll).NE.DIVN)GCTO574 IF(LS(L2).NE.ZERO)GGTO576 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO575

576CONTINUE IF(LS(L3).NE.ONE)GCTO578 LSU)=LS(L2) GOTO577
578CONTINUE 577CONTINUE 575CONTINUE GOTO559

574CONTINUE IF(LS(L1).NE.PLUS>GOTO579 IF<LS«L2).NE.ZERC)GOTO581 LS(A}=LS(L3) GOTO580
581CONTINUE IF{LS(L3).NE.ZER0)GOTO583 LS(A)=LS(L2) GOTO582

583CONTINUE IF(LS{L2).NE.LS(L3))GOTO585 LS(LI)=DOT LS(L2)=TW0
586CONTINUE GGTO584

585CONTINUE 584CONTINUE 582CONTINUE 580CONTINUE GOTO559
579CONTINUE

iv>
&

QD



559CONTINUE CALLVGNSTK(ST2»LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»ST1) GOTO9001
587CONTINUE 900LGOT0(1001,1002,1003,1004,1005,1006,1007,1008,1009,1010, 11011,1012,1013,1014,1015,1016, 21017),LINK END

(X+(X.X)) (1+(2.X)) Il+{(X.X).X)) I(X.X)+((2.X).X))N
o\

I(I(X.X)+Y)+X)+1) ((2.X)+1) (I(X.Y)/(X+Y))+X) I(CY/IX+Y))-((X.Y)/I(X+Y).(X+Y))))+1) (X+((X.Y)/(X+Y))) (1+((Y/(X+Y))—((X-Y)/((X+Y).(X+Y))))) ((X.(X+(2.Y)))/(X+Y)) (((X+(X+(2.Y)))/(X+Y))-((X.(X+(2.Y)))/((X+Y).(X+Y)))) (X+((X+Y).(X+Z))) (l+((X+Y)+(X+Z))) ((2•X)/(1-(X.X))) ((2/(l-(X.X)))-(((2.X).{—(2•X)))/((1-(X.X)).(1-(X.X)))))



C***ASSEMBLERIMPLEMENTATION*** C***THEWISPMACRO-PRCESSORPGRREPRODUCINGTHEZERO-LEVELCOMPILERIN C***ASSEMBLYLANGUAGE(IBM360)WHICHISNOWTHETARGETLANGUAGECFTHE C***MACROPROCESSORRATHERTHANTHEFORTRANASWEHAVESEENINEARLIER C***IMPLEMENTATION.THELANGUAGEINWHICHTHEMACROPROCESSORISWRITT- C***ENISSTILLTHESAMEHIGHLEVELLANGUAGE(FORTRANIV)ASINITS C***INITIALIMPLEMENTATION. C***THISREPRODUCEDVERSIONCFZEROLEVELCOMPILERISEXAMINED C***FORITSSELFCOMPILINGPROPERTY. C***THEFORTRANSUBROUTINES•VGLAS•,•VGSTK•,•VGNSTK•,•VGLBL•,»VGINPT' C***WEREUSEDASSUCHBUTTHESUROUTINE77(VG77)WASALTEREDFOR C***THEPROPERREPRODUCTIONOFTHECOMPILER.ANOTHERSUBROUTINEVG79̂ C***WASWRITTENFORPUTTINGTHELABELINCDRGOFTHESUQLISTSOFTHE§C***STANDARDFORMS.ITISNCMOREASEGMENTOFTHECOMPILER. C***SINCEFORTRANSUBROUTINESWEREUSEDATEXECUTIONTIMETHE C***PROPERINDEXVALUEINCASEOFFREELISTANDTHEPROPERBOUNDARY C***ALIGNMENTFORASSEMBLERWEREDUELYORIENTEDSOTHATSPECIFICATION C***INTERRUPTMAYNOTOCCUR.THISFACTORWASKEPTINMINDWHENCODING C***FORVARIOUSSTANDARDFORMS. C***LABELISSUINGROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGLBL(WSPLBL,N) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) INTEGERN DIMENSIONREFTBL(99) DATASHUNT/0/ IF(SHUNT)100,5,100
5SHUNT=1 DO21=1,99 REFTBL(I)=0



2CONTINUE 0031=71,79 REFT3L(I)=1
3CONTINUE fTNL3L=501

ICOGOTO(110,120,130),N
CFTNL3LFORWSPLBLWHENUSEDINDEPENDENTLY 110IF(REFTBL(WSPLBL))10,20,20 10REFT8LCWSPLBL)=-REFTBL(WSPL8L) 60WSPLBL=REFTBL(WSPLBL) RETURN

20REFTBLlWSPLBL)=FTNLBL
CFTNLBLINDEPENDENTLYISSUED L30WSPLBL=FTNLBL FFNLBL=FTNLBL+1 RETURN

CFTNLBLFORWSPLBLWHENUSEDWITHINWSPSTMT 120IF(REFTBL(WSPLBL))40,50,60 40WSPLBL=-REFTBL(WSPLBL) RETURN
50REFTBL{WSPLBL)=-FTNLBL GOTO130 END

C***AVAILABLESPACELISTFORMATIONROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGLAS IMPLICITINTEGERS(A-Z) DIMENSIONLS(IOOOO) COMMONF,ST2,G,LS DO101=1,9999,2 LSII)=0
10LS(I+1)-I+2 RETURN



END

C***STACK-BUILDINGANDDATASTACKINGROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGSTKIJ,K) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A—Z) DIMENSIONLSIIOOOO) COMMONF,ST2,G,L5 TP=J J-LSIF+1) LS(F+1)=LS(J+I) LSIJ+l)=TP LSIJ)=K RETURN END

C»**DATARETRIEVALANDUNSTACKINGROUTINE SUBROUTINEVGNSTK(J,K) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLSI10000) COMMONF»ST2»G*LS K=LSIJ) TP=LS(J+I) LSIJ+1)=LSIF+1) LS(F+1)=J J=TP RETURN END

CROUTINEFORCHARACTERSBEINGREADINTOSTORE



SUBROUTINEVGINPT{CHAR) IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) INTEGER*2CHAR DIMENSICNSRCE{80) COMMONF,ST2,G,LS DATANXT/81/,BLNK/'•/,COLN/':'/,PLUS/'+1/,SW/O/
10IF(NXT-81)40,20,20 20READ(5,30,END=90)SRCE 30FORMAT(BOA1) NXT=1

CSEARCHINGFORFIRSTCARDAFTER*COPY*STATEMENTWHICHISBLANK
CEXCEPTCOL.ICONTAINS'+M IF(SRCE(NXT).EQ«PLUS)GOTO70̂

40IFISW)50,50,60^ 50CHAR=SRCE(NXT) NXT=NXT+1 IF(CHAR.EQ.BLNK.AND.SRCEINXT-2).NE.COLN)GOTO10 RETURN
bOCHAR=SRCE{NXT) NXT=NXT+1

CSEARCHINGFORLASTCARDOFTHESTATEMENTSTOBECOPIED,WHICHCONTAINS CASTATEMENTASWELLAS1*'INCCL,80. IF(NXT.EQ.81.AND.SRCE(NXT-l).EQ.PLUS)GOTO80 RETURN
70SW=1 NXT=NXT+I IF(NXT.EQ.81)GOTO20 GOTO70

80SW=0 RETURN
90STOP END



C***ROUTINEFORISSUINGINTEGRATEDWISPLABELS FUNCTIONWSPLBLIK»J) INTEGER*2INT(11)/O,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9/,WSPLBL,K,J INTEGER*2LIT(11)/' KI=-1 JI=-1 DO51=1,11 IF(K.EQ.LIT(I))KI=INT(I) IF(J.EQ.LIT(1))JI=INTII)
5CONTINUE IF(KI.LT.O.OR.JI.LT.O)WRITE(6,10)K,J

10FORMAT('CHARACTERERROR*,2A1) WSPLBL=10*KI+JI RETURN END

C***MAINCOMPILEROUTINEFOROUTPUT SUBROUTINEVG77 IMPLICITINT6GER*2(A-Z) COMMONF»ST2»G,LS DATASWP/O/,SW/0/,ARB/0/,CP1/0/, lCP2/0/,STK/0/fPLUS/*+'/,KOMA/',•/ DIMENSIONLSI10000)»RETADD1100),SRCEI80),COPYI60) INTEGERJ INTEGER*2LIT(25)/,0','l«,'2,,,3*,,4,,'5«,,6','7,,,8,,,9»,'•,«:«,
1*.1»'/',1,*,'-','+','*',1(•,*)',t,X,,,Y,,,2'/ INTEGERSYMBI2S)/•ZERO',*ONE*,'TWO*,*THRE*,'FOUR',•FIVE•,•SIX•, I'SEVNf,'EGHT*,'NINE*,*0LNK*,'CLN','DOT','DIVN','KOMA',»MINS*, 21PLUS*»'STAR*,»LPRN1,•RPRN•,*LSQB',*RSQB*,'X*,•Y','Z'/ IF(ENTER)125,150,125

150ENTER=l STK=0 WRITE(6,130)



13GFORMAT{*VGTR',5X,«START',/,10X,*EXTRNVGLAS•,/,10X,•EXTRNVGSTK' 1»/,1CX, 1*EXTRNVGNSTK',/»10X»*EXTRNVGINPT•,/,10X,»EXTRNVG77',/, 110X,'EXTRNVG79•,/,1GX,*STM*,3X,»14,1.2,12(13)',/,1CX,'BALR12,0't 1/,1OX,'USING*,12,,/,10X,*ST,,4X,'13,SAV+4,t/,IOX,,LA',4Xt'13»SAV* 2»/»10X»'L*»5X»'9,COMAD',/,10X,'USINGF,9•,/,1OX,'L',5X,*I5»=A{VGLA 15)' 1,/,10X,'BALR14,15',/,10X,'LA*,4X,•5,1',/,10X,•STH*,3X,'5,F*,/, 110X,'LA',4X,'5,0',/tlOXf'STH',3X,*5,ST2')
L25CALLVGNSTK(ST2»BIND) JOIN=BIND-700 GOTO(701,702,703,704,705,706,707,708,709,710,711,712,713,714, 1715,716,717,713,719,720,721,722,723,724,725,726,727,728,729,730,̂ 2731,732,733,734,735,736,737,738,739,740,741,742,g- 3743,744,745,746,747,748,749,750,751,752),JOIN̂

C***£:LEFTSQAREBRACKET 701CALLVGSTKISWP,ARB) CALLVGSTKISWP,SW) sw=o CALLVGSTK(CP2,CP1) CPi=CP2 CALLVGL8L{LBL,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) CP1=CP2 GOTO9001
C***:RIGHTSQUAREBRACKET 702CALLVGNSTK(CP2,I) WRITE(6,909)I CP1=CP2 CALLVGNSTKICP2,CP1) CALLVGNSTK(SWP,SW) CALLVGNSTK{$WP»ARB) IF(SW)901,601,901

601GOTO9GO1 SOIK=LS(CP1)



WRITE(6,602)K
602FORMAT!7X,'GOTC',14) GOTO994

C«**«{«LEFTPARENTHESIS 703IF(SW)701,992,701 992CALLVGSTK(SWP,ARB) CALLVGSTK(SWP,SW) CALLVGSTK(CP2,CPL) CP1=CP2 GOTO9001
C*44»)*RIGHTPARENTHESES 704CALLVGNSTK(SWP,SW) CALLVGNSTK(SWP,ARB) IF(SW)903,902,903

902CALLVGNSTK(CP2,CP1) GOTO9001
903CALLVGNSTK(CP2,L) CP1=CP2 CALLVGNSTK(CP2,CP1) WRITE(6,909)L

I -LS(CP1) WRITE(6,602)i GOTO999
044444 705CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K)

L3L=WSPL8L(K,I) CALLVGLBL(LBL,1) WRITE(6,301)LBL
30LFORMAT('•,•LBL•,I3,3X,•DS',4X,•OH•) GOTO9C01

C■**-#*=:* 706CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO411=1,25

<r-



IF(Ji.EQ.LIKI))J=SYM8(I)
41CONTINUE IF(SW)911,910,911

910WRITE(6,807)K,J 807FORMAT!7X,A2,•=•,A4) GOTO9001
911L-LS(CPl) WRITE(6,912)K,J»L

912F0RMAT!7X,A2,'=',A4,/,7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999
C*•»**=* 707CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IFISW)907,906,907

906WRITE(6»302)I,K 302FORMAT!10X,'LH',4X,'6,*,A1»/,10X,*STH•,3X,'6,',A1) GOTO9001
907L=LS(CP1) WRITE16,908)K,I,L

908FORMAT(7X,A2,*=',A2»/,7X,'GOTO',14) 999SW=SW-1 CALLVGNSTK(CP2,M) WRITE(6,909)M
909FORMAT('',IX,I4,IX,'CGNTINUE*) GOTO9001

c*-»**aCAR* 708CALLVGNSTK!ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)950,949,960
949WRITE(6,808)I,K 808FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGNSTK!«,A2A2,')') GOTO9001

960L=LS(CP1) WRITE!6,951)I,K,L
951FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGNSTK!',A2,«,',A2,')',/,7X,•GOTO',14)



GOTO999
C****=CAR* 709CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) IF(SW)915,914,915

914WRITE{6,305)I,K 305FORMAT(10X,'LH«,4X,'6,•.Alt/,10X,*BCTR6,0•,/,10X,»SLL6,1',/, 110X»'LH'»4X»,8»6(6,9)*,/,10X»'STH8,*,A1) GOTO9001
515L=LS(CP1) WR1TE(6,916)K,I,L

916FORMAT(7X»A2,*=LS(*»A2»')*,/,7X,'GOTO*»I4)̂ GOTO999g-
C****=CDR* 710CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)919,918,919

918WRITE(6,304)I,K 304FORMAT(10X,*LH*,4X,'6,*,A1,/,10X,'BCTR6,0*,/,10X,'SLL6,1',/, 110X,•LH',4X,'7,8(6,9)',/,10X,'STH7,•,A1) GOTO9001
519L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,920)K,I,L

920FORMAT(7X»A2»'=LS('»A2»'+1)',/,7X,'GOTC',14) GOTO999
C***CAR*cfl* 711CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)946,995,946

945WRITE(6,811)K,I 811FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(*,A2,',•,A2,')•) GOTO9001
946L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,947)K,I,L

947FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(•,A2A2,')*,/,7X,•GOTO',14)



GUTO999
C***CAR*=:* 712CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO421=1,25 IPCJl.EQ.LITd))J=SYM8(I)

42CONTINUE IF(SN)926,925,926
925WRITE(6,813)K,J 813FORMAT(7X,'LS<',A2,')=',A4) GOTO9C01

926L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,927)K,J,L
927FORMAT(7X,'LS(•»A2,')=•»A4,/»7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999

C**»CAR*=* 713CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IFISW)922,954,922
554WRITE(6,306)I,K 306FORMAT!10X,•LH',4X,'6,',A1,/,10X,'LH•,4X,'8, 1,/,IOX,1SLL8,1',/,10X,'STH6,6(8,9)') GOTO9001

522L-LS(CPl) WRITE(6,923)K,I,L
923F0RMAT(7X,*LS(',A2,')='»A2»/,7X,'G0TO',14) GOTO999

C***CAR*=CAR* 714CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)930,929,930
529WRITE(6,814)K,I 814FORMAT(7X,•LS(•,A2,')=LS(',A2,')•) GOTO9001

530L=LS(CP1)

\Q

,A1,/,10X,'BCTR8,0'



WRITE(6,931)K,I,L
931FORMAT(7X,*LS(',A2,*)=LS!*»A2♦')*,/,7X,•GOTO*,14) GOTO999

C***CAR*=INPUT 713CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) IF{SW)969,968,969
968WRITE(6,312)I 312FORMAT!10X,*LH*,4X,*6,A1,/,LOX,*BCTR6,O*,/,10X,•SLL6,1', ilOX,»LA«,4X,*3,6(6,9)*,/,10X,*ST',4X,»3,PARM!*,/,10X,'LA*,4X, 1*1,PARM1•,/,10X,*L*,5X,*15,=A(VGINPT)*,/,10X,*BALR14,15') GOTO9001

969L-LSICP1) WRITE!6,980)I,L
980FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGINPT(LS(*»A1,•))'»/,7X»'G0TO*,14) GOTO999

C*»*CAR*TCSTACK 716CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) IFISW)979,978,979
978WRITE!6,310)I 310FORMAT!10X,*LA*,4X,*3,2(0,9)•,/,IOX,'ST*,4X,'3,PARM1*,/,1OX»*LH 14X,*6,•,A1,/,10X,1BCTR6,0•,/,10X,*SLL6,1*,/,10X,*LA',4X, 1*4,6(6,9)•,/,10X,«ST*,4X,*4,PASM1+4*,/,10X,•LA*,4X,*1,PARM1' 110X,*L*,5X,*15,=A!VGSTK)*,/,10X,'BALR14,15*) GOTO9001

979L=LS(CP1) WRITE!6,981)I,L
981FORMAT(7X»*CALLVGSTK(ST2,«,'LS(',A2,•)',•)•,/,7XGOTO',14) GOTO999

C***CDR*=:* 717CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO431=1,25 IF{Jl.EQ.LIT!I))J-SYMB(I)
43CONTINUE IF(SW)938,937,938



937WRITE(6,818)K,J 818FORMAT(7X,*LS(*,A2,•+1)=»,A4) GOTO9C01
938L=LS(CPU WRITE(6,939)K,J,L

939FORMAT(7X,'LSI',A2»'+1)=•,A4,/,7X»•GOTO1,14) GOTO999
C***CDR*=* 718CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IF(SW)934,933,934

933WRITE<6»817)K»Î 817FORMAT(7X»*LS('»A2»*+1)='»A2)N GOTO9CG1^
934L=LS(CP1) WRITE16*935)K»IfL

939FORMAT(7X»'LSI**A2»*+1)='»A2»/,7X,*GOTO*,14) GOTO999
C***CDR*=CDR* 719CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) IP(SW)942,941,942

941WRITE(6,819)K,I 819FORMAT{7X,*LSC*,A2,*+1)=LS{*,A2,*+1)*) GOTO9001
992L=L5(CP1) WRITE(6,943)K,I,L

943FORMAT(7X,*LS(*,A2,«+1)=LS(*,A2,*+1)*,/,7X,*GOTO*,I9) GOTO999
C***CDR*TCSTACK 720CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) IF{SW)971,970,971

9/0WRITE(6,311)I 311FORMAT(10X,*LA*,4X,*3,2(0,9)•,/,10X,*ST',4X,*3,PARM1*,/,10X,*LH*, 14X,*6,*,A1,/,10X,'BCTR6,0',/,10X,*SLL6,1*,/,10X,*LA*,4X,



1*4,8(6,9)*,/,10X,'ST',4X,'4,FARM1+4'f/,1QX,*LA»,4X,»1,PARMl*,/, 11OX,*L*,5X,*15,=A(VGSTK)*,/,10X,*BALR14,15') GOTO9001
971L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,982)I,L

982FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2LS(',A2,•+1)*,*)*,/,7X,•GOTO',14) -GOTO999
C♦**IFCAR*=:* 721CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO441=1,25 IF(Jl.£Q.LIT(I))J=SYM8{I)

44CONTINUE CALLVGL8L{LBL,3) CALLVGSTKICP2,L8L) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,821)K,J,L8L
821F0RMAT(7X,*IF(LS(',A2,')«NE.',A4,')GOTO*,14) GOTO9001

C**-*IFCAR*#:* 722CALLVGNSTK(ST2»J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO451=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LITCI))J=SYMO{J)
45CONTINUE CALLVGL8L(LBL,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2,LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,822)K,J,LBL

822FORMAT(7X,'IF(LS(',A2,*).EQ.•,A4,•)GOTO',14) GOTO9001
C***IFCDR*=:* 723CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) DO461=1,25



IF<Ji.EQ.LITlI))J=SYM8(1)
4bCONTINUE CALLVGLBL(LBL»3) CALLVGSTK(CPZ>LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6»823)K,J,L8L

823FORMAT(7X,•IF(LS(**A2,*+1).NE.•,A4,•)GOTO*,14) GOTO9001
C***IFCDR 724CALLVGNSTK(ST211) CALLVGNSTK(ST2*K) CALLVGLBL(LBL»3)̂ CALLVGSTK(CP2»LBL)Nl SW=SW+l^ WRITE(6»824)K»I»LBL

824F0RMATI7X,•IF{LSt•,A2,«+1).EQ.•,A1»*)GCTOSH) GOTO9001
C***IFCAR*=CAR* 725CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2tK) CALLVGLBL(LBLi3) CALLVGSTK{CP2»LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,825)K,I,LBL

825FORMAT(7X»*IF(LSI*»A2,').NE.LSI'*A2»*))GOTO',14) GOTO9001
C***IFCAR*#ATOM 726CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGLBL(LBL»3) CALLVGSTK(CP2»LBL) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6»826)I,I,LBL

826F0RMAT(7Xt'IF{LSl,tA2,«),GT.G.AND.LSI'.A2f»).LT.9999)GOTO',14) GOTO9001
C***IFCAR*#ATOM



727CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGL8L{L8L,3) CALLVGSTK(CP2»L8L) SW=SW+1 WRITE(6,827)I,I,L8L
827FORMAT!7X,'IF(LS(',A2,').LT.Q.OR.LS(',A2,').GT.S889)GCTO',14) GOTO9C01

C***RESETSTACK 728CALLVGL8L(LBL1»3) CALLVGLBL(LBL2,3) WRITE(6,314)LBL1»LBL2»LBL1»LBL2
314FORMAT(*•,'LBL'.13,3X,*OS•,4X,•OH•,/,10X,•LA',4X,•5,0*,/,1OX,̂ 2'LH',4X,*3,ST2',/,1OX,'CR',4X,'5,3',/,10X,•BE',4X,•LBL',I3,/,10X,̂ 3'LA',4X,'3,2(0,9)',/,10X,'ST',4X,•3,FARMI*,/,10X,'LA*,4X,'6,DUMP' l,/»iOX,1ST1»4X»'6,PARMl+4*,/,10X,*LA*»4X,•1,PARM1*,/,1CX,*L',5X, 1'15,=A{VGNSTK)•,/,10X,•BALR14,151,/,10X,•B',5X,«LBL•,13,/,'', 1'LBL',13,3X,'DS',4X,«0H») STK=i GOTO9C01

C***RETURN 729IF(SW)966,997,966 997CALLVGLBL{LBL,3) WRITE{6,829)LBL
829FORMAT(7X,*CALLVGNSTK{ST2,LINK)«,/,7X,*CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1)', 2/,7X,*G0TO9001',/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE') GOTO9001

866L=LS(CP1) CALLVGLBL(LBL,3) WRITE(6,967)LBL,L
967FORMAT{7X,'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK)•,/,7X,•CALLVGNSTK{ST2,ST1)', 2/,7X,'GOTO9001*,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE',/,7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999

CTO** 730CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K)



LBL=WSPLBL(K,I) CALLVGLBL(LBL»2) IF(SW)961,960,961
960WRITE(6,303)LBL 303FORMAT{10X»'B*,5X,'LBL«,13) GOTO9001

961L=LS(CP1) CALLVGLBL(LBL1,3) WRITE16,962)LBL,LBLI,L
962FORMAT(7X,■GOTO•,14,/,2X,14,IX,*CONTINUE1,/,7X,'GOTO',14) GOTO999

C***TO**ANDBACK 731CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,K) RETPAR=RETPAR+1 RETADD(RETPAR)=1000+RETPAR LBL=WSPLBL(K,I) IF{L6L.EQ.77)COMP=I CALLVGLBL{LBL,2) IF(SW)964,963,964
963IF(RETPAR.GE.10)GOTO70 WRITE(6,831)RETPARfLBLfRETACDtRETPAR)

831FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)•,/,7X,*ST1=ST2•,/,7X, 2"CALLVGSTK{ST2,N*,IL,')*,/»7X,'GOTO*,14,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE*) GOTO9001
70WRITE(6,71)RETPAR,LBL,RETADD(RETPAR) 71FORMAT!7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)*,/,7X,*ST1=ST2*,/,7X, 2'CALLVGSTK(ST2,N«,12,*)',/,7X,*G0TO*,14,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE*) GOTO9001

9t>4SW-SW—1 CALLVGNSTK(CP2»M) WRITE(6,965)RETPAR,LBL,RETADD{RETPAR),M
965FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGSTK(ST2,STI)•,/,7X,*ST1=ST2*,/,7X, 2'CALLVGSTK(ST2,*,12,*)»,/,7X,'GOTO*,14,/,2X,14,IX,'CONTINUE',/, 32X,14,IX,'CONTINUE')



GOTO9001
C***TO**IFCAR*=:* 732CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»M) DC471=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYK8(I)

47CONTINUE LBL=WSPLBL(M,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL»2) WRITE(6,308)J1,K,L8L̂
308FORMATtlOX,•LH•,4X»'8,=C*''»A1,'•••,/,10X,*LH•,4X,16,*,A1,/,10X,\1 l'BCTR6,0',/,10X,*SLL6,1',/,10X,•CH•,4X,'8,6(6,9)',/,10X, 3*6E*»4X,*LBL*,I3) GOTO9001

C**»TO**IFCAR*=CAR* 733CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I> CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»H) LBL=WSPLBL(M,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) WRITE(6,309)I,K,LBL
309F0RMAT110X,*LH',4X,*5,',A1,/,10X,*BCTR5,0',/,10X,*SLL5,1',/, 11GX,*LH*,4X,*6,*,A1,/,10X,*RCTR6,0*,/,10X,*SLL6,1*,/,10X, 3'LH*,4X,*7,6(5,9)*,/,10X,*LH*,4X,*8,6(6,9)',/,1OX,»CR*,4X,•7,8',/, 410X,*BE*,4X,,LBL*,13) GOTO9001

C***TO**IFCAR*#:* 734CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) DO481=1,25



IF(J1.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYMB(I)
48CONTINUE LBL=WSPL8L(M,L) CALLVGL8L(LBL,2) WRITE{6»834)K,J,LBL

834FORMAT(7X,'IF(LS(*»A2,*).NE.*,A4»')GCTO',14) GOTO9C0I
C***TO**IFCDR*=:* 735CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»M)y* DO491=1,25n} IF(Jl.EQ.LIT(I))J=SYM0(I)

49CONTINUE LBL=WSPLBL(M,L) CALLVGL8L(LBL,2) WRITE{6,835)K,J,L8L
835FORMAT(7X»'IF(LS(*»A2»'+1).EQ•*»A4,')GOTO',14) GOTO9001

CTO**IFCDR*#:* 736CALLVGNSTKIST2,J1) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) DO501=1,25 IF(Jl.EQ.LIT!I))J=SYM8(I)
50CONTINUE L8L=WSPLBL(M,L) CALLVGLBL(LBL»2) WRITE(6,836)K,J,LBL

836FORMAT{7X,*IF(LS{•,A2,*+1).NE.»,A4,')GOTO',14) GOTO9001
C***LEVELDOWN 737WRITE(6,837)



£37FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1)•) GUT(J9001
C***LEVELUP 738WRITE(6,838) 838FORMAT(7X,1CALLVGSTK(ST2,ST1)•,/,7X,'ST1=ST2•) GOTO9001

C***WAIT 739WRITE(6,307) 307FORMAT(••,•*WAIT•) GOTO9001
C***WAIT* 740CALLVGNSTK(ST2,1)̂ WRITE(6,840)Î

£40FORMAT('•,»CWA11•»A1) GOTO9001
C***OPTIONALSTOP* 741CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) WRITL(6,841)I

841FORMAT('»,«COPTIONALST0P*,A1) GOTO9001
C***PRINTCAR* 742CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) IF(SW)973,972,973

972WRITE(6,842)I 842FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGCUT(LS(•,A2,*))M GOTO9001
973L=LS(CP1) WRITE(6,983)I,L

983FORMAT(7X,'CALLVGOUT(LS(',A27X,*GOTO',14) GOTO999
C***PRINT:* 743CALLVGNSTK(ST2,J1) DO511=1,25 IF{Jl.EQ.LITtI))J=SYM8(I)

51CONTINUE



IF(SW)975,974,975
974WRITE(6,843)J 843FORMAT(7X»*CALLVGOUT(•,A4,•)•) GOTO9001

975L-LS(CPl) WRITE(6,984)J,L
984FORMAT(7X,*CALLVGOUT(•,A4,•)■,/»7X,•GOTO',14) GOTO999

C«**PUSHDOWN* 744CALLVGNSTK(ST2»1) WRIT£(6,844)1,1,1,1
844FORMAT(7X»'T-',A2,/,7X,A2,•=LS(F+1)•,/,7X,•LS(F+1)=LS(*, 1A2,*+1)*,/,7X,•LS(',A2,'+1)=T') GOTO9001

C**-&PGPUP« 745CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) WRITE(6,845)1,1,1,1
845FORMAT(7X,«T=LS(•,A2,«+l)*,/,7X,'LSC,A2,•+1)=LS(F+1)', 1/»7X,*LS(F+1)=',A2,/,7X,A2,'=T*) GOTO9001 UNSET*«-** CALLVGNSTK(ST2,I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) CALLVGNSTK(ST2»L) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,M) GOTO9001 SUBROUTINE** CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) L8L=WSPLBL(K,I) IF(LBL.EQ.77)CCMP=1 CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) WRITS(6,313)LBL FORMAT(10X,*L»,4X,•15,=A(VG*,I2,1)',/,IOX,•BALR14,15') GOTO9001

C*** 746
C*** 747

313



C***SUBROUTINEEND 748WRITE(6,848) 848FORMAT('•,«CSUBROUTINEEND*) GOTO9001
C***STARTAT** 749CALLVGNSTK(ST2»I) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,K) LBL=WSPLBL(K»I) CALLVGLBL(LBL,2) WRITE(6,849)LBL

849FORMAT('•,*CFORSTARTINGPOINT»,/,7X,•GOT0»,I4) GOTO9001
C«**COMMENT 750R=LS(R+1) IF(LS(R).NE.KOMA)GOTO750 GOTO9001

C***COPY C***ROUTINEFORPRINTINGSTATEMENTSONCARDSFOLLOWINGTHE CSTATEMENT**CGPY**INTHEPROGRAM. 75111=1
754R=LS(R+1) IF(LS(R).EQ.KOMA)GOTO754 IF(LS(R).EQ.PLUS.AND.II.EC.80)GOTO755 COPY(II)=LS(R) 11=11+1 IFUI.NE.81)GOTO754 WRITE(6,756)COPY

756FORMAT('*»8GA1) GOTO751
755CONTINUE WRITE(6,756)COPY GOTO9001

C***EXIT 752WRITC(6,852) 852FORMAT(7X,'CALLEXIT')



SCO!RETURN END

C*«*HAND-CODEDVERSIONCFZERO-LEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF.THE C***TARGETLANGUAGEISASSEMBLYLANGUAGEOFIBM360INSTEADOFFORTRAN. IMPLICITINTEGER*2IA-Z) DIMENSIONLSIICOOO),RETADD(100)tILLGLI80),SRCE(80),COPYI80) DATAADRS/701/,STL/O/,SW/O/,SWP/0/,M/0/,STK/O/,CP1/0/,CP2/0/,
ICLN/»:VtLPRN/M*/»RPRN/')•/»LSQ8/•£•/»RSQB/**/,DOT/'.'/, 2K0MA/',•/»STAR/***/»BLNK/••/tPLUS/*+'/.MINS/'-•/,DIVN/•/•/tX/'X*/MINTEGER*2LITRLI9)/•I•,•21,•3•,'4*,•5','6*,•7•,'81,•9'/& INTEGERJ INTEGERSYMBI25)/»ZERO1»'ONE','TWOS*THRE*i*FOUR*t'FIVES'SIXS

1'SEVNS'EGHTS•NINES'BLNKS'CLN','DOT','DIVN','KOMA',»MINS', 2'PLUSS*STARS*LPRN','RPRNS'LSQBS'RSQBS'X•,'Y»,•Z•/ INTEGERSLIT(25)/,0S,1S'2',,3SSS,5S'6S,7S,8','9S
I'S':SSS'/SSS'-S'+S•*S'IS')S'£'S'XS'Y',•Z'/ COMMONF,ST2,G,LS DATAZERO/'O'/.GNE/*1'/,TWO/•2•/,THRE/'3•/tFOUR/'4*/,FIVE/*5•/,

LSIX/'6•/,SEVN/'7'/»EGHT/*8*/♦NINE/'9•/ DATANl/L/fN2/2/fN3/3/tN4/4/»N5/5/fN6/6/»N7/7/tN8/8/»N9/9/»
1N10/10/,Nll/ll/,N12/12/,N13/13/,M4/14/,N15/i5/, 2N16/16/,N17/17/,N18/18/ CALL*VGLAS F-1 ST2=0 RETPAR=0 COMP=0 E'NTER=0 LVL=0

30CONTINUE G=F

26CONTINUE



CALLVGINPT(LS(F)) IF(LS(F).EQ.DOT)GOTO25 F=LS(F+1) GOTO26
25CONTINUE F=LSIF+1) D=F

23CONTINUE IFILS(G).EQ.DQT)GOTO24 LS(F)=G
F=LS(F+I)

21CONTINUE IFILS(G).EQ.KCMA)GOTO22 G=LS(G+1) GOTO21
22CONTINUE t=LS(G+1) CALLVGSTK(ST2tST1) STi=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2»N1) GOTO79

ICQ1CONTINUE G=E GOTO23
24CONTINUE

CWAIT 93CONTINUE P-F

29CONTINUE •S=Q Q=F F=LS(F+l) CALLVGINPTILS(Q)) IF(LS(Q)•EQ•STAR)GOTO28 GOTO29

8



28 27 06 08 09 401
402

05 07 L2 13 14 10

CUNTINUE IF(LS(S).EQ.STAR)GOTO27 GOTO29 CONTINUE WAIT CONTINUE Q-P CONTINUE E=D CONTINUE IFIST2.EQ.ST1)GOTO402 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,DUMP) GOTO401 CONTINUE Z=LSIE} R=Q CONTINUE IFILS(Z).EQ.STAR)GOTO13 IF(LS(R).EQ.LS(Z))GOTO12 CONTINUE E=LS(E+1) GOTO09 CONTINUE R=LSIR+1) Z-LSIZ+1) IF(LS(Z).EQ.KOMA)GOTO14 GOTO05 CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(R)I GOTO12 CONTINUE IFILS(R).EQ.KCMA)GOTO10 GOTO07 CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»LS(Z+1))



CALLVG77 Q=LSIR+1) IT(LS(Q).EQ.STAR)GOTO11 GOTO08
11CONTINUE CALLVGSTK(ST2»ST1) ST1=ST2 CALLVGSTK(ST2,N2) GOTO71

1002CONTINUE
CWAIT

CALLEXIT
8001GOTO{1001,1002},LINK

C***PREPARESEORWRITINGLINKSTATEMENT 71IF(RETPAR.EC.O)GCTO314 IF(RETPAR-l)302,300,302
300WRITE(6,301) 301FORMAT('9001GOTO1001') GOTO314

302DO303JJ=1,RETPAR RETADD(JJ)=1000+JJ
303CONTINUE I1=1 IF(RETPAR.LT.10)GCTO304 FF=10 GOTO305

304FF=RETPAR-1 305WRITE(6,306)(RETADDIJJ),JJ=II,FF) 306FORMAT('9001GOTO(• ,I5,',•,9(Ij CC=0

307CC-CC+1 IF(FF.EQ.RETPAR-1)GOTO309 11=FF+1 FF=FF+10 IF(FF.GT.RETPAR-1)FF-RETPAR-I

Cxi
4>



WRITE(6»308)CC,(RETADD(JJ),JJ=11,FF)
308FORMAT(5X»I2»I5»*,•,9(15,',*)) GOTO.307

309IF(COMP)312*310,312 310WRIT:.(6,311)CC,RETADD(RETPAR) 311FORMAT(5X,12,15,*),LINK•,/,7X,*END') GC)TO314
312WRITE(6,313)CC,RETADC(RETPAR) 313FORMAT(5X,I2,15,'),LINK') 314CONTINUE IFICOMP)316,31.5,316

315CALLVGCOPY{SRCE,1) 316CALLVGCOPY(SRCE,2) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK(ST2,ST1) GOTO9001
79LS(G+1)=ADRS ADRS-ADRS+1 CALLVGNSTK(ST2,LINK) CALLVGNSTK{ST2,ST1) GOTO9C01 END

VGTRSTART
EXTRNVGLAS EXTRNVGSTK EXTRNVGNSTK EXTRNVGINPT EXTRNVG77 EXTRNVG79 STM14,12,12(13) BALK12,0 USING*,12

vn



ST13,SAV+4 LA13,SAV L9tCCHAD USINGF»9 L15,=A(VGLAS) BALR14,15 LA5,1 STH5,F LA5,0 STH5»ST2
LBL501DSOH LH6,F STH6,G

LbL502DSOH LH6,F BCTR6,0 SLL6,1 LA3,6(6,9) ST3,PARMi LA1,PARM1 L15,=A(VGINPT) BALR14,15 LH8,=C'•' LH6,F BCTR6,0 SLL6,1 CH8,6(6,9) 8ELBL503 LH6»F BCTR6,0 SLL6,1 LH7,8(6,9) STH7,F BLBL502
L8L503DSOH

<a



LBL504 LBL506

LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»F

LH

6,F

STH

6,D

DS

OH

LH

8,=C1.•
LH

6»G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL505
LH

6,G

LH

8»F

BCTR

8,0

SLL

8,1

STH

6,6(8,9)
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,F

DS

OH

LH

8,=C',•
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

L8L507
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)



LBL507 L8L505 * LBL508 LBL5G9

STH

7,G

B

LBL506
OS

OH

LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,E

L

15,=A(VG79)
BALR

14,15
LH

6,fc

STH

6,G

B

LBL504
OS

OH

WAIT

DS

OH

LH

6,F

STH

6,P

OS

OH

LH

6,Q

STH

6,S

LH

6,F

STH

6,Q

LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»F

LH

6,Q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

3,6(6,9)
ST

3*PARM1
LA

1,PARM1
L

15,=A(VGINPT)



LBL510 LBL511 * LBL512 LBL513 LBL514 LBL515

BALR

14,15
LH

8»=C'**
LH

6,Q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL510
B

L8L509
OS

OH

LH

8,=C**•
LH

6,S'

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL511
B

LBL509
OS

OH

WAIT

DS

OH

LH

6,p

STH

6»Q

DS

OH

LH

6»D

STH

6,E

DS

OH

DS

OH

LA

5,0

LH

3,ST2

CR

5,3

BE

LBL516
LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3,PARM1
LA

6,DUMP
ST

6,PARMi+4
LA

1,PARMI

vD



L BALR B

LBL516OS
LH BCTR SLL LH STH LH STH

L6L517OS
LH LH BCTR SLL CH BE LH BCTR SLL LH BCTR SLL LH LH CR BE

LBL52QOS
LH 8CTR SLL LH STH B

15,=A(VGNSTK) 14,18 LBL515 OH 6,£ 6.0 6,1 8,6(6,9) 8,Z 6,Q 6,R OH 8»=C**' 6,Z 6,0 6.1 8,6(6,9) LBL518
8,Z 5.0

5,1
6,R 6,0 6.1 7,6(5,9) 8,6(6,9) 7,8 LBL519 OH 6,E 6,0 6,1 7,8(6,9) 7»E LBL514



LBL519 L8L518 LBL521

DS

OH

LH

6tR

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,I

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7*R

LH

6,Z

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,Z

LH

8,=C•,*
LH

6,Z

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

C.H

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBLS21
B

L8L517
DS

OH

LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3»PARMi
LH

6,R

bcrR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

6,6(6,9)
ST

6,PARMl+4
LA

1»?ARK1
L

15,=A(VGSTK)
BALR

14,15

3

L8L519
OS

OH

LH

8,=C',•
LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1



L8L522 LBL523 $ SAV C

CH

8,6(6,9)
8E

LBL522
8

L8L520
DS

OH

LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3,PARM1
LH

6,Z

RCT8

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

4,8(6,9)
ST

4,PARMl+4
LA

1,PARM1
L

15*=A(VGSTK)
BALR

14,16

L

15,=A{VG77)
BALR

14,15

LH

6,R

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,Q

LH

8,=C»
LH

6,Q

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL523
B

LBL513
DS

OH

WAIT

L

13,SAV+4
LM

14,12,12(13)
BR

14

DS

18F

DS

H

Ki



E

DS

H

P

DS

H

Q

DS

H

R

DS

H

S

DS

H

Z

DS

H

PARMl

DS

2F

DUMP

DS

H

VGLASAD
DC

A(VGLAS)

VGSTKAD
DC

A(VGSTK)

VGNSTKAD
DC

A(VGNSTK)

VGINPTAD
DC

A(VGINPT)

VGSUB7Y
DC

A{VG77)

VGSUB79
DC

A(VG79)

CUMAD

DC

A(F)

COM

F

DS

H

STZ

DS

H

G

DS

H

LS

DS

1000QH
END

yo vjo



C***THEASSEMBLERVERSIONOFZEROLEVELCOMPILERCOMPILINGITSELF C***ANDREPRODUCINGITSELF.THESUBROUTINEVG79,CALLINGROUTINEFOR C'***THEASSEMBLERPROGRAM(ZEROLEVELMACROPROCESSOR)ANDTHEMACRO C***PROCESSORINASSEMBLYLANGUAGEWITHITSREPRODUCTIONAREGIVENBELOW. C***OTHERSUBROUTINESWHICHHAVEBEENGIVENEARLIERARENOTREPEATED. SUBROUTINEVG79 IMPLICITINTEGER*2(A-Z) DIMENSIONLSIlOOOO) DATAA0RS/7Q1/ COMMONF»ST2»G,L5 v!qLS(G+i)=ADRS ADRS=ADRS+1 RETURN END CALLVGTR END

START EXTRN

VGLAS

EXTRN

VG5TK

EXTRN

VGNSTK
EXTRN

VGINPT
EXTRN

VG77

EXTRN

VG79

STM

14,12,12113)
BALR

12,0

USING

* ,12

ST

13,SAV+4
LA

13,SAV



LBL503 LBL504
LBL505

L

9»C0MAD
USING

F,9

L

15,=A{VGLAS)
BALR

14,15
LA

5,1

STH

5,F

LA

5,0

STH

5,ST2
DS

OH

LH

6»F

STH

6,G

DS

OH

LH

6»F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

3,6(6,9)
ST

3,FARM
LA

1,PARM1
L

15,=A{VGINPT)
BALR

14,15

LH

8,=C*••
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL505
LH

6»F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,F

B

LBL504
DS

OH

LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0



LBL506 LE3L508

5LL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,f

LH

6,r

STH

6,D

DS

OH

LH

8,=C'.•
LH

6,G

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL507
LH

6»G

LH

8,F

BCTR

8,0

SLL

8,1

STH

6,6(8,9)
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,L

DS

OH

LH

8»=C'»'
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL509
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH B

7»G L81508



LBL509 LBL507 * L8L510 LBL511

OS

OH

LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»E

L

15,=A(VG79)
BALR

14,15

LH

6,E

STH

6»G

B

LBL506
OS

OH

WAIT

OS

OH

LH

6,F

STH

6,P

OS

OH

LH

6»Q

STH

6,S

LH

6,F

STH

6,Q

LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,r

LH

6,Q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

3,6(6,9)
ST

3,PARM1
LA

1,PARMl
L

15,=A(VGINPT)
8ALR

14,15

LH

8,=C•**

\!



LH

6,Q

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL512
B

LBL511

LBL512

OS

OH

LH

8,=C«*•
LH

6,S

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

L8L5L3
B

LBL511

LBL513

OS

OH

*

WAIT

L8L514

OS

OH

LH

6,P

STH

6,Q

L8L515

OS

OH

LH

6,0

STH

6,E

L8L516

OS

OH

L8L517

OS

OH

LA

5,0

LH

3,ST2

CR

5,3

8E

LBL518
LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3,PARM1
LA

6,DUMP
ST

6,PARM1+4
LA

1»PARM1
L

15,=A(VGNSTK)
BALR

14,15

o

CO



LBL518 LBL519 LBL522 LDL52I

B

LBL517
DS

OH

LH

6,E

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6*1

LH

8,6(6,9)
STH

8,1

LH

6,Q

STH

6,R

DS

OH

LH

8,=C'*'
LH

6,Z

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL520
Lh

5,1

BCTR

6,0

SLL

5,1

LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,6(5,9)
LH

8,6(6,9)
CR

7,8

BE

LBL521
DS

OH

LH

6»E

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,E

B

LBL516
DS

OH

LH

6,R



LBL520 LBL523

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,R

LH

6,Z

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,Z

LH

8,=C*,»
LH

6,Z

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL523
B

LBL519
DS

OH

LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3,PARN1
LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

4,6(6,9)
ST

4,PARH1+4
LA

1,PARM1
L

15,=A(VGS
BALK

14,15
8

LBL521
BS

OH

LH

8,=C',*
LH

6,R

3CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL524



B

LBL522

LBL524

ds

OH

LA

3*2(0,9}
st

3»PARM1
lh

6,Z

SCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

4,8(6,9)
ST

4,PARMl+4
lA

1,PARM1
L

15,=A(VGSTK)
BALR

14,15

L

15,=A(VG77)
BALR

14,15
LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

lh

7,8(6,9)
sth

7,q

LH

8,=C«*•
LH

6»q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
be

LBL525
b

LBL515

LBL525

ds

oh

#

WAIT

l

13»SAV+4
lm

14,12,12(13)
BR

14

SAV

ds

18F

d

ds

H

e

ds

H

P

ds

H



Q

DS

H

R

DS

H

S

DS

H

z

DS

H

PARM1

DS

2F

DUMP

DS

H

VGLASAD

DC

A{VOLAS)

VGSTKAD

DC

A(VGSTK)

VGNSTKAD
DC

A(VGNSTK)

VG1NPTAD
DC

A(VGINPT)

VGSUB77

DC

A{VG77)

VGSUB79

DC

A(VG79)

COMAD

DC

A(F)

COM

F

DS

H

ST2

DS

H

b

DS

H

LS

DS

lOOOOH
END START EXTRN

VGLAS

EXTRN

VGSTK

EXTRN

VGNSTK
EXTRN

VGINPT
EXTRN

VG77

EXTRN

VG79

STM

14,12,12(13
BALR

12,0

USING

* ,12

ST

13,SAV+4
LA

13,SAV
L

9,COMAD

VjO

0



L8L501 L0L502 LBL503

USING

F,9

L

15,=A(VGLAS)
BALR

14,15
LA

5,1

STH

5,F

LA

5,0

STH

5,ST2

DS

OH

LH

6,F

STH

6,G

DS

OH

LH

6»F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

3,6(6,9)
ST

3,PARM1
LA

1»PARR1
L

15,=A(VGINPT
BALR

14,15

LH

8,=C'.•
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL503
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»F

B

LBL502
DS

OH

LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

vB

O

V>J



LBL5G4 LBL506 LBL507

LH

7,816,9)
5TH

7,F

LH

6,F

STH

6»D

DS

OH

LH

8,=C'.'
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL5U5
LH

6,G

LH

8,F

BCTR

8,0

SLL

8,1

STH

6,6(8,9)
LH

6,F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,F

DS

OH

LH

8,=C*,•
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL507
LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,G

B

LBL506
DS
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LBL505 * LBL508 LBL509

LH

6,G

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7,E

L

15,=A(VG79)
BALR

14,15
LH

6,E

STH

6,G

B

LBL504
OS

OH

WAIT

DS

OH

LH

6,F

STH

6,P

DS

OH

LH

6,0

STH

6,5

LH

6,F

STH

6,Q

LH

6»F

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»F

LH

6,Q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

3,6(6,9)
ST

3,PARNL
LA

1,PARM1
L

15,=A(VGINPT)
BALR

14,15

LH

8,=C'**
LII

6,Q

o



LBL510 LBL51L * LBL512 LBL513 LBL514 LBL515

8CTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL510
B

LBL509
DS

OH

LH

8,=C'*»
LH

6,S

BCTR

6,0

SLL

£>11

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL511
B

LBL509
DS

OH

WAIT

DSOH LH6,P STH6,Q DSOH LH6»D STH6,E DSOH DSOH LA5,0 LH3»ST2 CR5,3 BELBL5I6 LA3,2(0,9) ST3,PARM1 LA6,DUMP ST6»PARMl+4 LA1,PARM1 L15,=A{VGNSTK) BALR14,15 BLBL515

90

O

(9



LBL516 LBL517 LBL520 LBL5J.9

DS

OH

LH

t>,E

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

8,6(6,9)
STH

8,Z

LH

6»Q

STH

6,R

DS

OH

LH

8,=C'*'
LH

6,Z

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

LBL518
LH

5,Z

BCTR

5,0

SLL

5,1

LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,6(5,9)
LH

8,6(6,9)
CR

7,8

BE

LBL519
DS

OH

LH

6,E

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

r,E

B

LBL514
DS

OH

LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0



SLI LH STH LH BCTR SLL LH STH LH LH BCTR SLL CH BE B

LBL518DS
LA ST LH BCTR SLL LA ST LA L BALR B

LBL521DS
LH LH BCTR SLL CH BE B

6,1 7,8(6,9) 7»R 6,Z 6,0 6,1 7,816,9) 7,Z 8,=C',' 6,Z 6,0 6,1 8,6(6,9) LBL521 L8L517 OH 3,2(0,9) 3,PARM1 6,R 6.0 6.1 4,6(6,9) 4,PARMl+4 1,PARMl 15,=A(VGS 14,15 LBL519 OH 8,=C',' 6,R 6,0 6,1 8,6(6,9) LBL522 LBL520



LBL522

DS

OH

LA

3,2(0,9)
ST

3,PARM!
LH

6,2

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LA

4,8(6,9)
ST

4,PARM1+4
LA

1»PARMi
L

15»=A{VGSTK)
BALR

14,15

L

15»=A(VG77}
BALR

14,15
LH

6,R

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

LH

7,8(6,9)
STH

7»Q

LH

8,=C**•
LH

6,Q

BCTR

6,0

SLL

6,1

CH

8,6(6,9)
BE

L8L523
B

L8L513

LBL523

DS

OH

«

WAIT

L

13,SAV+4
LM

14,12,12(13)
BR

14

SAV

DS

18F

D

DS

H

E

DS

H

P

DS

H

Q

DS

H

o



R

DS

S

DS

Z

DS

PARMl

DS

DUMP

DS

VGLASAD
DC

VGSTKAD
DC

VGNSTKAD
DC

VGINPTAD
DC

VGSUB11
DC

VGSUB79
DC

COMAD

DC COM

F

DS

ST2

DS

G

DS

LS

DS END

H H H 2F H
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